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Summary

Between September  and November  2013 Oxford  Archaeology  (OA) undertook  a
series of watching briefs, evaluations and area excavations at the Tydu works site
and adjacent  Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings,  in  Rogerstone,  Newport,  South
Wales. The archaeological works were undertaken ahead of the redevelopment of
the area for a mixed development comprising residential, commercial, leisure and
educational facilities.

The excavations of the Tydu works site focused on the area of main works building
and  also  the  adjacent  stores  buildings  and  worker's  cottages.  In  addition  to  a
possible pre-works field boundary, the excavations uncovered the stone walls of the
late 18th century works building, and the leat that powered the original water wheel.
The remains of two stores buildings and part of a row of worker's cottages were also
investigated,  and the rake out  pits for  19th century furnaces associated with the
annealing and tinplating were uncovered. Modifications to the main works building in
the  later  19th  and  early  20th  century,  when  the  works  were  involved  in  nail
production,  were investigated, including the railway linking the Tydu works to the
Rogerstone works to the south. No evidence was uncovered for a postulated early
copper works on the site. 

During  the  Second  World  War  the  works  was  converted  to  the  processing  of
aluminium for the production of aircraft parts. The bases of two large boilers that
powered the works and associated machine bases were investigated, and the works
building was modified to accommodate the new machinery. 

The evaluation of the Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings revealed an original floor,
most of which had been destroyed by later activity.
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1  INTRODUCTION

1.1   Scope of work

1.1.1 Between September and November 2013 Oxford Archaeology (OA) undertook a series
of  watching  briefs,  evaluations  and  area  excavations  at  the  Tydu  works  site  and
adjacent Tregwilym Fach Farm, in Rogerstone, Newport, South Wales (Fig. 1). 

1.1.2 The archaeological works were undertaken ahead of the redevelopment of the area for
a  mixed  development  comprising  residential,  commercial,  leisure  and  educational
facilities.  An  Archaeological  and Heritage Assessment  (EDP 2012),  synthesised the
available  historic  and  cartographic  evidence  with  recent  borehole  data,  to  create  a
model of the potential survival of archaeological remains across the development area.

1.1.3 The work was undertaken in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation (EDP
2013),  which was written in  response to a brief  outlining the conditions attached to
planning permission (ref. 12/0886), prepared by Neil Maylan, Archaeological Planning
Manager of the Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust (GGAT 2012). 

1.1.4 The brief noted that remains of the former Tydu works, and out buildings belonging to
Tregwilym Fach Farm may have survived beneath the later Novelis Aluminium Works. 

1.1.5 It  was  agreed  between  the  representatives  of  EDP  and  the  Glamorgan  Gwent
Archaeological Trust (GGAT) that the first phase of works would involve the monitoring
of the breaking out of concrete surfaces and the removal of any associated substrate in
the vicinity of the Tydu works site and Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings. This was to
be followed by limited evaluation trenching in both locations to identify the survival and
preservation of any archaeological remains. 

1.1.6 The trenches in the Tregwilym Fach Farm area identified floor surfaces and walls of
fairly recent date, and it was decided not to conduct any further additional work in this
area. The results of the evaluation are contained in this document (Section 4 below).

1.1.7 The  trenches  in  the  Tydu  works  area  identified  structural  remains  constructed  in
domestic  brick,  fire  brick,  concrete  and  stone.  It  was  decided  that  these  remains
merited further investigation. Consequently the remaining overburden was removed in
this  area and the  remains  cleaned,  excavated  and  recorded.  These  trenches  were
superseded by  the  excavation  and are  not  further  reported.  It  was  also  decided  to
locate  an  additional,  smaller  excavation  area  to  examine  the  remains  of  a  row of
cottages indicated on the Rogerstone Tithe Map of 1844 (Fig. 2). 

1.1.8 Additionally two small trenches were excavated in the vicinity of the Rogerstone Castle
site, and results of this evaluation form the contents of a separate report (OA 2014). 

1.2   Location, geology and topography

1.2.1 The village of Rogerstone is located to the north-west of the city of Newport, within the
Ebbw Valley (Fig. 1). 

1.2.2 The site is centred on ST 2675 8775, and is situated on the south-west side of  the
A467, between the River Ebbw to the south-west and Tregwilym Road to the north-
east.  The  river  and  Tregwilym  Road  form  the  south-western  and  north-eastern
boundaries  respectively,  with  a  recreation  ground  to  the  north-west  side  and  an
industrial estate to the south-east (Fig. 1). 
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1.2.3 The  underlying  geology  of  the  area  is  recorded  as  interbedded  mudstone  and
sandstone  of  the  Raglan  formation,  overlain  by  superficial  deposits  of  alluvium,
comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel (BGS website).

1.2.4 Topographically the site occupies the fairly flat area at the base of the river valley. The
valley sides rise up steeply to the south-west and north-east. The area of the Tydu and
Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings sits at around 29m OD. 

1.3   Acknowledgements

1.3.1 OA would like to thank Eddy Stratford of EDP who commissioned the archaeological
works on behalf  of  Walters  Land  (Rogerstone)  Ltd.  The on-site  works were  greatly
facilitated by Vahe Zarifian, and Gabe Treharne of Walters Land (Rogerstone) Ltd. The
evaluations and excavations were monitored by Neil Maylan of GGAT. OA would also
like to thank Robert  Protheroe Jones,  the Curator of  Heavy Industry at the National
Museum of Wales for the advice and documents that he helpfully provided. 

1.3.2 The OA site team was led by Rebecca Peacock, who was assisted by James Archer,
Martin  Campbell,  Nathan  Chinchen,  Emily  Glass,  Victoria  Green,  Alex  Latham,  Jim
Mumford,  Nik Petek, Lee Sparks, Chris Richardson and Pete Vellett. The project was
managed for OA by Gerry Thacker. 

1.4   Historical and cartographic background

The Tydu works

1.4.1 The first reference to works in the Rogerstone area comes from Archdeacon William
Coxe's A Historical tour through Monmouthshire, first published in 1801, and based on
the author's tour of the county in 1799. Coxe, in describing Rogerstone Castle, and the
mansion that had replaced it states that: 'The premises [the mansion], as well as some
adjoining works on the banks of the Ebwy, belong to the royal mine company and are
tenanted by Mr. Butler of Caerleon; they were erected in 1772 for copper works, but are

now used for  the manufacture of  iron rods,  bars,  bolts and shipping, and tin plates'
(1801, 82).  

1.4.2 The  works  at  Rogerstone  are  further  described  as  a  branch  of  Mr  Butler's  main
concern, which was an iron and tinplate works sited in the vicinity of  Caerleon, and
capable of producing 14,000- 20,000 boxes of tin plates per annum (ibid, 107).

1.4.3 Additional information on the works at this time come from an unattributed typescript
manuscript written in around 1978, held in the Newport Reference Library. This states
that: 'On the Rhiwderin side of the valley below almost opposite the Castle Mansion
House, was erected, about 1760 by Mr. Butler, a Works for the smelting of copper, with
two mills for the probably rolling of the cast slabs to sections and sheets. One mill was
driven by water-power,  channelled  from the nearby Ebbw River,  and the  other  was
steam driven. In the region of the early 1800s these Works were turned over to puddled
iron tin bar production, using modified units for iron puddling' (anon 1978, 10).

1.4.4 Edward Henry Brooke writes in his  Chronology of the Tinplate Works of Great Britain
that the Tydu Tin Plate Works had two mills consisting of a tinplate works attached to a
charcoal forge which existed in 1770, although he questions this date as it is at odds
with  Coxe's  date  of  1772  for  the  work's  foundation,  and  assumes  a  clerical  error,
preferring 1790 (Brooke 1944, 162).

1.4.5 An advertisement for the sale of  the Tydu estate was placed in the London Star in
1806, and provides the most detailed description of  the early works. 'The country is
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highly picturesque, remarkable for rich diversified scenery...The newly erected works
which are well adapted for tin plate or hoop mills have a constant supply of water from
the River Ebbw so as to work in the driest weather. The machinery consists of a cast
iron water wheel, 16 feet in diameter and 12 feet wide, with countershaft and fly wheel
20 feet in diameter, iron shears, two sets of wrought iron pillars and boxes, and two
slitting furnaces. Upon the opposite side is a countershaft and a clog wheel with two
bloom furnaces for rolling iron bar' (Walker 1993, 36-37).

1.4.6 By 1834 the works were being operated by J. Brown (Tydee), who was shipping small
quantities of iron on the tram roads and canals of Monmouthshire (Brook 1944, 162).
By January 1841 Daniel Lewis and Co were operating the 'Tydee Iron Works' on behalf
of  the Neath Abbey Works (ibid,163).  It  would appear that this last  venture was not
especially successful because in 1845 the works were again put  up for  sale,  being
described as a 'foundry in a dilapidated condition' (Walker 1993, 37). 

1.4.7 A map  issued  in  the  year  before  the  sale  shows  the  'Ty  du  Works'  (Fig.  2),  as
comprising a main works building with a head race from the river Ebbw entering the
from the north-west side, and the tail race flowing in a southerly direction back into the
river.  The section  of  leat  between  the head race and tail  race,  presumably flowing
through a culvert. To the south-east of the main works building, a row of cottages and
other ancillary buildings are shown, but none are labelled. To the south the Rogerstone
Works are shown, situated to the west of the site of  the castle, and of a similar size to
those at Tydu. The Rogerstone Works are also shown with a head race and tail race.
The 'Treg Willim' Fach farm is shown to the east of the Tydu works, and to the north of
the Rogerstone Works. There is no direct route shown between the two works, but both
are connected by tracks to the Tregwilym Road. 

1.4.8 In 1852 the operation of the works had been taken over by John Lewis and Co , and it
is during this period that a tramway connecting the Tydu and Rogerstone works was
constructed. The unattributed report, (1979), states that production at the Rogerstone
Works involved the manufacture of: 'puddled iron tin bar, using modified units for iron
puddling, but the same mill drives for bar and sheet bar rollings, which later were then
transferred on tram track to Tydu orks, the trams being horse-drawn under contract with
Mr William John Snr. of Tregwilym Fach Farm (over whose land the tracks were laid) for
final production into tinned sheets'. 

1.4.9 Certainly  the  two  works  were  linked  by  a  tramway  by  1883,  when  it  is  shown  on
Ordnance Survey 1:2,500 map (Fig. 3).  Interestingly the tramway does not  take the
most direct route, but skirts around the firing range that bisects the area between the
two works.  The maps also shows a public  house,  the Rollers  Arms,  in Rogerstone,
presumably named  for the works in the vicinity. The earliest mention of the pub is from
1852, when the census shows that it was run by Thomas and Blanche Williams (Fry
2005, 60).

1.4.10 After the death of  John Lewis the management of  the Tydu works was taken on by
Thomas Llewelyn Brewer on behalf of Mrs Lewis, the sister of John Lewis (anon 1978).
Incidentally the Lewis family had operated the renowned Iron Works at Dowlais near
Merthyr Tydfil since the late 1750s. Dowlais Ironworks were the first business to license
the Bessemer steel  making process in  1865. The Dowlais  works were in 1767 part
owned by John Guest, of the family which would later form part of Guest, Keen and
Nettlefolds Limited (see below).

1.4.11 In 1859,  during  Lewis's tenure,  the Tydu Tinplate School  was set  up  to benefit  the
children of  the  work's  employees,  and was initially  located at  the top  of  Tregwilym
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Road, adjacent  to  the Works (Jenkins 1995;  Fry 2005,  84 ).  The school  became a

British School in 1870, one of 102 set up in South Wales around this time. In 1876 the
school became a Board School, educating both boys and girls. 

1.4.12 John Lewis and Co. ceased trading in 1877 and the works were taken over by the Tydu
Tinplate Co. (Brooke 1944, 163). The Ordnance Survey map of 1886-7 (Fig. 4) shows
the 'Tydu Tin Works' in similar form to the tithe map of 1844, although the main works
building has been extended to the south-west, and additions also made on the north-
east side. It is likely that considerable work had been done to repair the 'dilapidated
state'  of  the  works.  A gasometer,  presumably  to  fuel  a  lighting  system,  had  been
installed on the north-west side of the building. The cottages, and ancillary buildings are
also shown in more detail,  with internal  partitions indicated.  A square access to the
culverted part of the tail race is shown to the south-east of the main building. A system
of weirs and  sluice gates, part of the Work's water management system, are sited to
the north of the works. Small plots of land are shown immediately to the south-west of
the Works, perhaps for the use of the workers resident in the nearby cottages.

1.4.13 In 1879 the Rogerstone works closed, followed a year later by the Tydu works (Walker
1993, 37). The following year the Tydu Tinplate Co. ceased trading, and the tinplate
works were dismantled in 1886 (Brooke 1944, 163). In 1885 the site had been taken
over by the Midlands based firm of Nettlefold and Chamberlain, who were well known
for  the  manufacture  of  wood  screws  (Fry  2005).  In  1886  Edward  Steer,  who  had
previously set  up a small  Bessemer plant  for  the company,  moved from Nettlefold's
Hadley  works in  Shropshire  to Rogerstone,  to  oversee the  construction  of  the  new
works. Steer had a house built  for himself  with a maximum construction cost set  at
£2000 (Jones 1987, 223). The new works 'were to consist of an acid Bessemer plant at
Rogerstone [a Bessemer converter with an acid silica refractory lining], charged with
pig iron imported through the Newport docks. Also at Rogerstone were the rolling mills,
while a hoop mill, which was extended three years later, was laid down at Tydu' (Fry
2005, 38).

1.4.14 The Rogerstone works was renamed  the Castle Works after the firms former works at
Hadley,  itself  named after a mock turret in a neighbouring field, and this image was
taken as the company's trademark (Walker 1993, 36). The Tydu works was again in full
operation by 1887. 

1.4.15 Hundreds  of  Nettlefold's  Shropshire  workforce  also  moved  to  Rogerstone,  many of
whom made the  journey on foot.  Eric  Osment  recalls  how his  grandfather,  George
Hampton, walked all the way with his young son, while his wife and daughters came on
the train.  'There were gangs of  them came down.  They walked in batches of  about
twenty. They didn't stay anywhere, just slept rough on the roadside. They didn't have
much money, see, just enough for the food to get them here.' (Walker, 1993, 38). The
'Shroppies'  as they became known soon gained repute as drinkers and fighters and
were resented by locals, as their skills meant that they commanded higher wages (ibid,
40).  This influx of new workers led to the formation of the Rogerstone House Property
and Investment Company which built the new houses required. Street names including
Hadley Road and Wellington Road recalled the new worker's Shropshire roots (Walker
1993, 39).

1.4.16 A detailed plan of the new works was created in around 1896 (Fig. 5) and shows the
internal layout of the Tydu works. The works were entered from the Tydu road, adjacent
to the head race.  Two entrances are shown, marked 'Mens Entrance'  and 'Womens
Entrance'.  The  time  office,  a  small  rectangular  building,  is  situated  just  inside  the
entrance, and presumably is where the workers clocked on and off. On the northern
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side of the main works building is a pickling shed, the gasometers to fuel the lighting, a
gas  house and  an annealing  furnace.  Adjacent  to  the  annealing  plant,  a  turbine  is
shown powered by the head race, and replacing the water wheel of the earlier works.
To  the  south  are  rows  of  machinery  for  shearing  and  pointing,  with  separate
departments for fitting, grinding, erecting, carpentry and warehousing. On the eastern
side of the building are rooms to house the engine and boilers. The engine would have
been a horizontal steam engine (Protheroe Jones, pers. comm). The Work's office is
adjacent to the engine house, and a rumbling shed is shown to the north of the boiler
house. 

1.4.17 To the east and south-east of the works the cottages shown on the Tithe Map of 1844
appear unchanged, although the general store appears to have been modified. A small
storehouse, and another small store, women's latrines and additional privy have also
been added. The men's latrines are sited to the west of the works, within a row of small
fields, perhaps the 'allotment gardens' for the residents of the cottages. A piggery is
shown adjacent to the southern group of cottages, presumably a replacement for the
'old piggery' which is shown with nine or ten individual stalls. Rail tracks connecting the
pickling shed and rumbling shed with the Castle Works to the south are also shown for
the first time, with a weighbridge shown next to the railway track.

1.4.18 A photograph from the early 1900s (Plate 27, from Fry 2005)  and taken from the west,
shows the works from the early Nettlefold's era.  The semi-circular arched roof of the
pickling shed is shown with a short chimney. Behind this is the taller chimney of the
boiler house. A third thinner chimney is likely to belong to the annealing furnace. The
general stores is just visible behind the works building. The Tydu Hotel can be seen to
the left of the image, and the Castle mound to the right.

1.4.19 The Ordnance Survey 1: 2,500 map of 1901 (Fig. 6) shows no apparent changes to the
work's buildings, although the extensive Rogerstone Sidings had been constructed to
the east of  Tregwilym Road, and the railway linking the works to the Castle works is
also shown. The Tydu works is now called the Castle Nail Works. The Rollers Arms in
Rogerstone has now been renamed as the Ty-du Hotel.

1.4.20 In  1902 Guest,  Keen and  Nettlefolds  Limited  (GKN)  was  formed,  one of  the  great
engineering  concerns  of  the  twentieth  century.  Some  of  the  Nettlefold  directors,
including  Edward Steer,  became directors  of  the  new company  (Walker  1993,  40),
which took over the running of the Castle Steel Works (at Rogerstone) and Tydu Nail
works for the next 36 years. 

1.4.21 In 1905 the production of Huggets Patent  Wire Nails was moved to the Tydu works
from GKNs Imperial  Mills plant  at in Birmingham (Jones 1987, 223). The nails were
manufactured from a concave strip of rolled steel which were brought to the works from
the wire drawing plant at Coverack Road in Newport. The Coverack Road site had a
'wharf for sea-borne traffic ...also a direct connection with the GWR, so that wire rod
could be sent by freight train to Rogerstone to be drawn into wire for screws, nails,
bolts, rivets, chains, netting and wheel spokes' (ibid, 223). An unattributed hand written
note (from the Roy Stewartson papers in the Department of Industry, National Museum
of Wales and produced in the1980s) states that:  'During 1907-8 the whole of the nail
machines were scrapped & new high speed machines were installed. The nail output
steadily rose from 25-50 tons per week til it  reached a peak of approx. 200 tons per
week (1918)'. 

1.4.22 An advertisement from 1914 lists the products of both of the Rogerstone works as steel
bars, steel hoops, wire rods, rolled wire and wire nails, including round, square, oval,
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triangular, clout nails, fencing staples, telegraph staples, panel pins etc. (Fry 2005, 15).
During the first world war the works were taken under the direction of the Ministry of
Munitions, and their output devoted to the war effort. 

1.4.23 Bill Redding started work in the factory in 1917, and the following is his account of the
nail works quoted in Walker (1993, 47-49): 'The main men there, who understood the
job,  were all  from Birmingham. They'd come down to set  the place up [for  Huggets
Patent Wire Nails], because nobody knew anything about it locally. There were about
seven setters, and the head toolmaker came with them.'

1.4.24 Arthur Bullock, also a former employee, remembered that 'all the machines were run by
the water wheel,  the big turbine wheel fed by a dyke from the River Ebbw – about
twenty foot it was, probably. There was one shaft running right the length of the factory,
and  the  belts  from it  that  drove  all  the  nail  machines  and  all  the  machines  in  the
toolroom'. 'So dangerous was it that one worker was killed when his clothes got caught
in one of the belts' (Walker, 1993, 48). 

1.4.25 The Ordnance Survey map of 1920 (Fig. 7) shows some modifications to the Castle
Nail  Works as it  was now called,  with the remodelling of  the northern corner of  the
building.  The gasometers have been removed, probably obsolete as electric  lighting
was introduced to the works.  Additional  railway tracks have been laid to access the
southern edge of the works, and the track linking the nail and steel works appears to
have been twinned.

1.4.26 The unattributed account from the 1980s also covers the interwar years. 'During the
1920s demands fell,  mainly through competition from the continent  & the plant  was
practically idle. During the year 1930 a tariff was put on all foreign nails & the plant was
then able to restart in earnest. During the years 1931-7 the nail machines were again
scrapped & more speedy & up-to-date plant installed. The tonnage rose rapidly & the
whole plant worked night and day. The tonnage by now having reached 500 per week'.

1.4.27 An undated sketch plan of the works by a former employee, and probably depicting the
works towards the end of its nail manufacturing phase, shows the inside layout to have
changed considerably from the plan of 1896.The plan also has neat annotations from
Roy Stewartson, a former GKN director, who before his untimely death was researching
the history of the Tremorfa and Castle works in Cardiff, and bequeathed his research
material to the National Museum of Wales (Protheroe Jones pers comm).  

1.4.28 The plan  shows that  the  water  turbine  is  still  adjacent  to  the  bridge,  by  the  works
entrance, but the rumbling shed has been replaced by a belt shop, a room for buckle
making and to house the shaking barrel (see below). The annealing furnace area has
been replaced by the carpenter's shop and tool room. The former pickling shed retains
its  use as  a  cleaning  house,  but  with  the  addition  of  a  smaller  room marked  'keg
making, cement coating'. Eight rows of machines are shown within the main body of the
works, each row making different gauges of nail, or holding the shaking barrels. The
type  of  power  source  for  each  row  of  machines  is  annotated,  either  crank  shaft,
overhead line shaft or underground shaft. The former rooms housing the fitting, grinding
and  erecting  departments  have  been  remodelled,  and  the  area  now  holds  a  wire
drawing  machine,  fitting  shop  and  warehousing  floor.  On  the  western  side  of  the
building the former area of the boiler house now holds the wire store. The packing and
loading of lorries, and an area marked 'nails for export',  were located in the southern
side of the building. To the south of the main works building a rectangular building is
marked as 'ex army hut used as works canteen tables and chairs only'. 
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1.4.29 A  handwritten  account  of  the  works  by  Bob  Spring  (1985),  a  former  employee,
describes the interior of the building (see Appendix B). 'The main building was very old
stone built with a few bits and pieces added such as a carpenters shop aptly made of
wood, for making cases for packing nails, general repairs, moulding “bells”, and where
control of the water turbine was controlled. This turbine drove the shafting of 15 large
m/cs  [machines]  which  had  wooden  springs  for  the  movement  of  the  slides  which
headed the nails and worked the “cut off” slides. All nails were headed & cut off on the
same m/c and were single blow m/cs. 4 m/cs made size approx range of 4” x 7 gauge,
8 m/cs 6” x 4 gauge, 2 m/cs 8” x 5/16,[and] 1 m/c 12” x 3/8. This latter m/c [unclear] had
to cut off nails over 8” length. Its main function was to make Tram Nails 3” x 3/8 used in
collieries  for  holding  down  the  wagon  rails  underground  or  Pipe  Nails  used  in  the
building trade for fastening brackets which held in C.I. [cast iron] piping in the wall. [A
note in another hand, likely Roy Stewartson, at this point of the account states that the
water turbine was later destroyed by a flood]. Up to the latter part of 1932 the other
manufactory machinery was driven by two gas engines carefully looked after by Jack
Walsh. From them all producer m/cs were belt driven from over head shafting 3 lines +
1 line which [was] driven by a line underground tunnel + the shaking barrels were over
head driven. The machines in the tool room were always [over head driven] and the
fitting shop m/cs driven over head shafting by an electric motor. All the tools used were
made in the tool  room by 4 tool  makers + a few youths from high speed steel  [as
opposed to carbon steel which did not last as well] (Huntsman Blue Label) and heat
treated in  small  gas furnaces.  All  the running repairs  were done by 3 fitters  and a
blacksmith, striker and a few youths. Any items such as welding I had to call on the
fitting shop at Castle Works, same applied to the electrical side, the aid was always
quickly forthcoming'. 

1.4.30 The cement coating room in the works is also explained by Spring. 'Cement coating
was another finish required for  a number of  customers for  use in  packing goods in
wooden crates  [unclear]  hot  climate  countries.  The coating  was a mixture of  Resin
Chilae [and] a small quantity of methylated spirit. The nails which were to be coated
were loaded into an ordinary shaking barrel and rumbled for about 10/15 minutes left to
drain and packed into bags or kegs. The idea of this coating was when used in the hot
climate  the  nails  when  driven  into  the  wood  case  the  heat  would  make  the  finish
become sticky thus giving a better holding power'. 

1.4.31 Trevor Manley, another former employee recalled that 'The biggest machine would cut
anything up to twelve-inch nails. You could hear the banger, when it was running, half a
mile from the factory. I started when I was fourteen, in 1932. My first job was in the tool
shop, making the dies and punches,  and then I was an assistant  on the machines.
There was a setter and two assistants to about twelve machines. We wore overalls and
aprons made from the sacks you used to put the nails into. The wire used to come from
Coverack Road by lorry, and if you were short of wire someone would watch the dram
road for the lorry and one of the assistants would jump on the lorry and if it had the right
wire he would sit there and make sure he got it because that would keep the machine
going and they'd get a bonus. There was no washing facilities or proper toilets. If you
went there at night you would have to kick, because of the rats. And if you stopped for a
meal at night, and you got together for a game of cards, when you started again you'd
see the rats running from under the machines. And if Mr Wellings, he was the manager
and he lived in a house at the side of the nail factory, if he heard no noise coming he'd
walk over in his dressing gown, and then everyone would scuttle up and get started
again.' (Walker 1993, 48). 
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1.4.32 The management did not appear to be above sharp practise as Walker states: 'Trevor
Manley  was  apprehensive  about  reporting  his  eighteenth  birthday  to  the  manager
because it meant a rise in wages and 'sometimes they'd get rid of fellows coming up to
eighteen and get younger ones back in' (ibid, 49).

1.4.33 During the early 1930s the arrival of Roland Harding as works manager re-energised
the  nail  works.  He  purchased  new  machinery  from  Germany  and  a  wire  drawing
machine so that  the wire did not  need to be brought by road from Newport.  Under
Harding's management nail production apparently increased tenfold (ibid, 50).

1.4.34 In 1938 GKN moved production to their new Castle Works in Cardiff, in part to reduce
transport  costs,  and the works at  Rogerstone were shut  down.  GKN put  on special
buses each shift to transport the workers from Rogerstone to the new plant (ibid, 52).

1.4.35 In1939 the site was taken over by the Northern Aluminium Company, who had been
approached by the Air Ministry to oversee the construction and management of a new
plant.  The plant  built  parts  for  aircraft,  especially  spar  booms  for  Spitfires  and ran
throughout the second world war (Fry 2005, 12). All of the buildings' roofs were painted
in camouflage pattern to confuse enemy aircraft,  and the buildings were made light
proof to observe the black out. 

1.4.36 Mr  Barber,  (as reported  by  the  BBC WW2 Peoples'  War,  2005),  was  evacuated to
Rogerstone from east London. 'I remember the bombing of the Newport docks, with red
lights in  the sky,  although I  couldn't  hear it.  We were living next  door to the Nullen
[Northern?]  Aluminium Company,  an aircraft  manufacturer,  which the Germans were
always  trying  to  bomb  but  were  unable  to  because  it  was  so  well  camouflaged.
Because there was always a blue haze in the valley they painted the walls blue. When
the German planes came over they stopped the machines so no smoke came out of the
chimneys and they couldn't really see it. I could see them flying so low we could see the
pilots' faces – we weren't frightened, although the adults went crazy when they found
we had been standing in the garden watching planes!'.

1.4.37 A photograph of the Tydu works taken in 1940 shows allotment gardens on the western
side of the buildings (Plate 28). North lights can be seen on the roof of the building, and
the larger building seen on the far right may be the general stores, shown on the earlier
maps. 

1.4.38 In 1947 the Northern Aluminium Company purchased the site  from the Government
under the umbrella of Alcan Aluminium Co. Ltd. (Fry 2005, 24). The Ordnance Survey
map of 1953 (not shown) shows the works having been completely rebuilt. The Castle
Steel Works is shown in the south-east of the site, the Aluminium Works to the north-
west, and a new building labelled Castle Nail Works is shown in the north-east adjacent
to the River Ebbw, which was partly diverted to make room for additional plant in 1953
(Fry 2005, 20).  Alcan (later Novelis) operated the works until they finally closed in April
2009.

Tregwilym Fach Farm

1.4.39 Tregwilym  means  'Williams  House  or  settlement'  in  the  original  Welsh,  the  Fach,
indicating 'small',  and differentiating it  from the larger neighbouring Tregwilym Farm.
Coxe (1801, 81) states that Rogerstone Castle was originally known as Tregwilym.

1.4.40 The  1844  Rogerstone  Tithe  Map  shows  a  small  cluster  of  buildings  adjacent  to
Tregwilym Road,  and bounded to the south by an enclosed orchard  (Fig.  2).  Open
fields are present to the south-west of the farm buildings, extending as far as the river. 
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1.4.41 By 1852 the tramway linking the Rogerstone and Tydu works had been laid, the trams
being horse-drawn under contract with Mr William John Snr of Tregwilym Fach Farm
over whose land the tracks were laid (see 1.4.8 above).

1.4.42 In 1876 the farm was still occupied by William John, and was known locally as 'Johns
Farm' for long after (Fry 2005, 39), although it was owned by a Mary Thomas Lewis. In
1879 the farm was bought by the Tredegar Estate for £1700, although John remained
the tenant (indeed the farm remained in John family hands until the 1950s when Alcan
purchased it). 

1.4.43 The 1883 Ordnance Survey 1:2,500 map shows 'Tre-Gwilym-fâch' in a similar form to
the Tithe Map, although additional small outbuildings are shown, and a well is marked
in the grounds of the farmhouse (Fig. 3). The orchard has shrunk to the north, and in its
place a series of buildings line the Tregwilym Road. A track is shown linking a paddock
adjacent to the farmhouse with the tramway to the south-west. 

1.4.44 There is no noticeable change to the farmhouse or outbuilding on the Ordnance Survey
1:2,500 Map of 1901, although by the this point the tramway must have been largely
superseded by the new railway linking the two works (Fig. 6).  

1.4.45 By  1920  (OS  1:2,500)  both  the  farmhouse  itself  and  the  outbuildings  had  been
extended. The tramway is clearly out of use, and the trackway linking it to the farm has
gone (Fig. 7).

1.4.46 An  undated  black  and  white  photograph  probably  taken  from  Tregwilym  Road
(reproduced in Fry 2005, 39), shows the farmhouse partially obscured by a telegraph
pole. The farmhouse is a fairly substantial two storey building, surrounded by a light
coloured picket fence. The roof, probably slate, slopes steeply and the upper windows
have dormers. None of the outbuildings can be distinguished. 

1.5   Technological background

Copper

1.5.1 Towards the end of the eighteenth century the 'Welsh Process' of copper working was
being  used  to  refine  the  ore.  This  technology  required  the  alternate  melting  and
calcining (roasting) of copper ore in a series of  reverberatory furnaces. This type of
furnace comprised a fire grate and furnace bed, separated by a fire bridge, so that the
fuel (coal), and the ore did not come into direct contact. The heat from the fire reflected,
or reverberated, from the angled furnace roof onto the ore on the furnace bed, the draw
created by a chimney,  or  flue, situated at that  end of  the furnace opposite the heat
source (eg  Percy 1861). The furnaces were mostly constructed out of refractory (fire)
bricks, often with the exception of the raking out pits, sited below the fire grates, which
were not subject to such intense heat. 

1.5.2 Copperworks used a high ratio of fuel to ore, and were therefore usually sited near to
the  coalfields.  Initially  the  ore  was  sourced  from  Cornwall,  but  as  these  supplies
became depleted, it was sourced from further afield (particularly South America). 

1.5.3 Water power was used in the early works to drive the rolling mills that turned the copper
ingots into usable sheets. An unattributed source (1979) from the Newport Reference
Library states that of the two mills present in the vicinity of the Castle, one was water
powered and the other ran off a steam engine. 
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Iron and steel

1.5.4 The type of furnace used for working copper may lend credence to the assertion that
the works were later converted for iron smelting, with the units modified for this process
(ibid). The production of puddled (wrought) iron also used reverberatory furnaces, albeit
with  a  slightly  different  configuration of  furnace bed,  and these could  be converted
easily from smelting copper ore. 

1.5.5 The wrought iron produced in a puddling furnace could be further shaped and rolled, as
opposed to the cast iron produced in a blast furnace, which needed another stage of
processing in a finery to drive off  excess carbon (Gale 1981).  The 'slitting furnaces'
mentioned in  the  sales  advert  for  the Tydu works  of  1806 (see 1.4.5),  would  have
produced wrought iron to be rolled in a slitting mill, which used rotating discs to cut the
iron sheet into narrow rods (ibid, 18). 

1.5.6 The invention of the Bessemer converter in 1856, in which cold air was blasted through
molten cast iron, although initially problematic, soon gave rise to a rapid way of making
steel.  Bessemer  steel  gradually  replaced  wrought  iron,  although  the  latter  was  still
being mass produced into the 1930s,  and production ceased as late as 1976 (Gale
1981).

1.5.7 Plans  to  build  a  Siemens  Martin  open  hearth  furnace  at  the  Castle  Works  were
underway in 1914, when GKN directors were inspecting similar furnaces in Germany.
But 'the imminence of hostilities caused them to return hastily to Britain before making
a  decision'  (Walker  1993,  49).  The  Siemens  Martin  steel  furnace  was  slower  at
producing steel than the Bessemer process, but was more controllable and could lead
to a higher quality product. 

Tinplate

1.5.8 Tinplate production involved the coating of iron (and later steel) plates in a thin layer of
tin,  which  enabled  it  to  withstand  oxidisation.  Tinplate  was  used  for  numerous
applications, but was especially successful in the food industry to manufacture tins etc.
for long term food storage.

1.5.9 The following description of the tinplate process is mainly based on that provided by
Jenkins in Twenty by Fourteen (1995), and relates to the tin plating of steel. The tinplate
production  process  started  with  the  arrival  of  steel  bars  at  the  works.  These  were
heated in an annealing furnace to around 750-800°C. The annealing process restored
malleability to the steel. The annealing furnaces of this time were often large fire brick
chambers which were heated from below. The hot bars were then removed from the
furnace, dipped in cold water to remove any scale, and then passed through a set of
rolls. 

1.5.10 The rolling mills comprised 'a pair of rolls in vertical sequence within a housing. The
gap between the rolls through which the.....bar passed was adjustable by the Rollerman
operating a lever mechanism which activated screws positioned in the mill  housings,
increasing or reducing …..the pressure of the upper roll' (Jenkins 1995, 91).

1.5.11 The plate was then passed back over the rolls by the 'Behinder', and the process of
heating and rolling continued. The five part Welsh System involved the doubling of the
sheets after each pass through the mill. This was achieved by the 'Doubler' who folded
the hot sheets in two using their feet (they wore wooden clogs), before the plate was
mechanically flattened. The rolled edges were then sheared off.  'The end result was
two packs of rolled backplates, each consisting of eight individual plates. The rolling of
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the sheets  in  the  old  hand mills  was  a  precise  art  which  depended greatly  on  the
individual judgement of the roller and his crew' (Jenkins 1995, 92-3).

1.5.12 This process was repeated another three times,  before the plates,  which were now
known as  'stickers'  were  pried  apart  by  the  'opener',  often  a  woman,  using  a  long
bladed machete type tool. Those sheets found to be of high enough quality were then
'black pickled', by insertion in a boiling mild acidic solution (sulphuric acid was in ready
supply as a by-product of the Welsh copper industry). The pickling process removed
any rust, dirt or scale from the surface of the sheets.

1.5.13 The next process saw the 'black annealing' of the sheets. This involved the stacking of
the sheets to a height of three to four feet, onto a long handled two wheel trolley, before
they were wheeled into the furnace, by a team of up to eight men (ibid, 104). When
cooled the sheets were cold rolled, which closed the grain of the metal, and produced a
polished finish. The cold rolling reduced the malleability that had been imparted to the
sheets by the annealing,  so a second 'white annealing'  was undertaken,  at  a lower
temperature,  but  often  in  the  same furnace.  Again,  after  cooling,  the  sheets  were
pickled  ('white  pickling'),  in  a  lower  concentration  acidic  solution  than for  the  black
pickling. The sheets were now ready for the tin coating process. 

1.5.14 In its simplest form the sheets were placed in a bath of hot grease which aided the
adhesion of the tin, and then into a bath of molten tin. 'After a few moments immersion,
the plate was taken out of the pot and struck sharply with a stick, causing the list [the
beads of tin along the edge] to fall away' (Jenkins 1995, 112). The heat needed to melt
the  tin  (231.9° C)  was  considerably  lower  than  that  required  during  the  annealing
process.

1.5.15 The process of plating became more mechanised over time, with three main areas of
improvement, the introduction of steam power to replace water; the use of mechanical

tinning pots and the replacement of iron with steel (Minchinton 1957, 55).

1.5.16 The closure of the Tydu tinplate works in 1877 was not caused by the introduction of
the McKinley Act of 1890, which imposed a tariff on tinplate imported into the United
States,  in  an  effort  to  kick  start  their  own  fledgling  industry.  The increased cost  of
accessing this formerly lucrative market  had a negative effect  on the British tinplate
industry,  and  those  companies  that  had  a  poor  financial  standing,  or  inefficient
practises, were often forced to close (Jenkins 1995, 41). 

Nail manufacturing

1.5.17 The early nail works would also have had an annealing furnace, as evidenced by the
plan of c 1886 (Fig. 5) to prepare the steel for further working, although this may have
become obsolete by 1905, when wire was imported ready made from Newport.  The
metal was then pickled, as with the tin plate process above. The steel would then have
been cut to length and milled in the various machines, depending on the grade of nail
required. As shown on the unattributed plan from the 1980s (Fig. 8) which shows the
latter stage of the works, the machines were set out in rows, dependant on the length
and gauge of nail to be produced. The machines were powered by a water turbine the
drives being connected from above. The turbine, apparently destroyed in a flood was
later  replaced by a  pair  of  gas  engines  (see Appendix  B).  The nail  machines both
formed and cut the nails to length, after which they were either coated, or after rumbling
(shaking in a rotating barrel to remove any remaining spars and excess coating, etc.)
they were ready for packing.  One of the specialist  coatings described (Spring 1985,
Appendix B), was a cement finish, which  was used for export to hot countries, whereby
the exterior of the finish melted giving the nails greater adhesion. 
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2  AIMS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1   Aims

2.1.1 The aims of the project as outlined in the WSI (EDP 2013) were:

▪ To record the nature of the main stratigraphic units encountered in terms of their
physical  composition  (stone,  sand,  gravel,  organic  materials  etc.)  and  their
archaeological formation (primary deposits, secondary deposits etc.);

▪ To assess the overall presence and survival of structural remains relating to the
main periods of occupation revealed, as well as the potential for the recovery of
additional information, given the nature of the deposits encountered;

▪ To assess  the  overall  presence  and  survival  of  the  main  kinds  of  artefactual
evidence,  including  pottery,  brick,  tile,  stone,  glass,  metal,  bone,  small  finds
industrial residues etc., as well as its condition, given the nature of the deposits
encountered;

▪ To assess the overall presence and survival of the main kinds of environmental
evidence, including animal bone, human bone, plant remains, pollen, charcoal,
molluscs, soils etc., as well as its condition and potential, given the nature of the
deposits encountered; and

▪ To  provide  a  permanent  record  of  the  archaeological  resource  prior  to  its
destruction, not only through on-site investigation and post-excavation analysis,
but  also through the dissemination of  the results to a wider audience and the
deposition  of  a  well  ordered  archive  in  an  appropriate  repository  following
completion.

2.2   Methodology

2.2.1 Methodologies followed were as outlined in the WSI (EDP 2013), and these were:

Watching brief

2.2.2 An archaeological presence was maintained as appropriate during the breaking and
removal of the concrete hard standing that formed the base of the recently demolished
factory. This was the case in both the Tydu works area, and the Tregwilym Farm area.

2.2.3 The watching brief  sought to determine the viability of the locations of the proposed
archaeological trail trenching.

2.2.4 Any revealed structures were located by GPS system during the course of the watching
brief.

Evaluation

2.2.5 The evaluation trenches were located using a GPS system to predetermined locations
as set out in the WSI.

2.2.6 Evaluation  works  were  undertaken  by  a  tracked  excavator  fitted  with  a  toothless
ditching bucket, under constant archaeological supervision.

2.2.7 Revealed  features,  deposits  and  structures  were  hand  cleaned,  excavated  and
recorded as appropriate, and as according to the OA Fieldwork Manual (OA 1992) and
WSI. 
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2.2.8 The  evaluation  trenches  were  examined  during  an  on  site  meeting  between
representatives  of  EDP,  GGAT  and  OA and  the  need  or  otherwise  for  additional
mitigation measures decided. 

Excavation

2.2.9 The area for excavation was laid out using a GPS  system as set out in the WSI.

2.2.10 The overburden was  reduced by  a  tracked machine fitted with  a  toothless  ditching
bucket, under close archaeological supervision. 

2.2.11 Revealed  structures,  features  and  deposits  were  hand  cleaned,  excavated  and
recorded as per the WSI and the OA Fieldwork Manual. 

2.2.12 Revealed structures, features and deposits were mapped using a GPS system. The
resulting  plan  was  overlain  onto  the  appropriate  historic  maps  in  order  to  aid  the
identification and phasing of the revealed structures.

2.3   Reporting methodology

2.3.1 The scope of the excavation report was agreed between Eddy Stratford of EDP, and
Judith Doyle, the Acting Archaeology Planning Manager at GGAT. It was agreed that
there  was no requirement  for  post  excavation  assessment,  and that  a  client  report
would be the appropriate level of reporting, with a summary of the results entered in the
gazetteer of an appropriate journal.

2.3.2 There was no requirement for detailed finds analysis, with work limited to the dating of
the finds assemblage. Neither was there any requirement for any analysis of any of the
samples of industrial residues etc. generated during the excavation.
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3  RESULTS: THE TYDU WORKS SITE

3.1   Introduction and presentation of results

3.1.1 There were two areas of excavation in the area of the Tydu works (Figs 9-11; Plates 1

and  2). The  larger  area  was  focussed  on  the  factory  buildings  and  associated
structures, and the smaller area was focussed on the cottage structures to the east
once the works layout had been established by geo-rectification with the historic maps
in the larger area. The areas are referred to as the 'main excavation area' for the larger
area and the 'cottage excavation area' for the smaller area. 

3.1.2 Archaeological remains from both areas will be described together by phase. There are
four broad phases which are as follows:

▪ Phase 1: features pre-dating the works, before 1772; 

▪ Phase 2: the early foundry and tinplate works 1772 - 1876; 

▪ Phase 3: the nail works 1885 - 1938;

▪ Phase 4: Second World War and later aluminium works 1939 - 1953. 

3.1.3 The  recent  Alcan  aluminium  works  (post  1953)  and  other  modern  intrusions  and
truncations will not be discussed in detail, and are described in the text as modern.

3.2   Soils and ground conditions

3.2.1 The  natural  geology  manifested  as  a  mid-yellowish  brown  sandy  silt  with  rounded
sandstone river pebbles and cobbles.  It  was observed in many locations across the
excavation areas,  and often appeared heat  affected,  especially  near  the remains of
structures.

3.2.2 Overlying the natural ground was a mixed crushed slag, clinker and coal rich deposit. In
the west of the main excavation area, the ground was many different colours ranging
from  blue-greens  to  rust  reds,  indicative  of  corroded  metals  and  chemicals  from
previous processing works.  The structures on the site  were backfilled with a rubble
mixture  of  crushed  stone,  fire  brick,  brick,  concrete,  slag  and  metals.  The  backfill
deposit was likely to have been deposited in different phases, but it was not possible to
differentiate these on site. The whole site was developed for the Alcan (later Novelis)
aluminium  works  in  the  mid-twentieth  century,  during  which  time  it  was  sealed  by
concrete slab, which was broken out under an archaeological watching brief. 

3.2.3 The site was often wet, from the high level of the water table, and some areas of the
site required pumping to facilitate the excavation.

3.3   Notes on stratigraphy and truncation

3.3.1 In general there was very little stratigraphy present within the excavation areas, and
only  the  subterranean  elements  of  the  structures  from the earlier  phases  survived.
These structures were sealed by an undifferentiated layer of building material and slag
rubble (see 3.2.2 above),  which represents the remains of  the former  buildings and
internal  structures  which  were levelled prior  to  the  construction  of  the  Alcan works.
Except  where  structural  elements  coincided,  there  was  little  evidence  for  phasing,
except from the types of building materials used, and occasionally direct dating from
brick types, which were used in conjunction with the historic maps. 
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3.3.2 The north-western part of the main works building had been completely removed by the
deep concrete cellars constructed for the Alcan works of 1953. The line of truncation
would have run from the centre of the fitting room across the works to the centre of the
engine  and  boiler  room  as  seen  on  the  Nail  Works  plan  of  c  1886  (Fig.  5).
Consequently  the  shearing  area,  the  pickling  shed,  annealing  furnace  area  and
rumbling shed, in addition to the site of the water turbine were completely destroyed.

3.3.3 The structures of all phases are shown by building material type in Figure 9, and by
phase in Figures 10 and 11.

3.4   Stratigraphic description

Phase 1: pre 1772

3.4.1 In  the north  of  the  main excavation  area,  a  0.5m wide sondage was  excavated to
investigate  the  construction  of  structure  1091  (below),  and  revealed  a  north-south
aligned possible ditch,  1313  (Fig. 14; Plate 3).  The ditch had a flat base and steep
sides with a shallow break of slope to the base. The ditch measured 1.6m wide and 1m
deep, and had two fills. The lower fill, 1314, was a mid yellowish brown, sandy clay. It
was 0.2m thick and sealed by 1315, a 0.8m thick dark greyish brown clayey silt, with
occasional charcoal flecks and very occasional small rounded stones.

3.4.2 Also  within  the  sondage,  a  shallow cut  feature,  1293,  probably  a  pit,  was  partially
excavated  with  only  one  edge  seen.  It  was  aligned  north-west  to  south-east  with
gradual sloping sides and a sharp break of slope at the base. The maximum surviving
dimensions  were  0.74m  by  0.42m  and  0.15m  deep.  The  single  fill,  1294,  was  a
homogeneous grey loose clay silt, which contained no inclusions or finds.

Phase 2: the early mill and tinplate works structures 1772 - 1876; 

3.4.3 The earliest structures on the site were generally constructed from sandstone, with the
remains of a few brick structures related to furnaces, and relate to the production of
tinplate on the site. The structures described include those shown on the Tithe Map of
1844 (Fig. 2).

The mill leat

3.4.4 A mill  leat and culvert with an associated wall within the main excavation area were
probably the first structures to be built on the site  (Plates 4 and 6). The leat diverted
water  from the adjacent  River  Ebbw through the  works,  to  both  power  the  original
watermill,  and to  provide the works with  water.  The water  flow was regulated by a
series of sluice gates which are shown on the map of 1883 (Fig. 3). Part of the leat,
which ran in a north-west to south-east direction, flowed beneath the works, through a
culvert, which was constructed in two sections, 1255 and 1257, and was partly retained
by a sandstone wall, 1256. 

3.4.5 The arched top of culvert 1257 lay to the south of stone wall foundation1256, and was
constructed  from  mortared  pitched  tabular  sandstone  blocks,  which  had  partially
collapsed  into  the  central  channel  (Plate  4).  The  sandstone  blocks  had  maximum
dimensions of up to 0.6m, with one edge roughly dressed to form the inner curved face
of the vault. The stones were bonded with mid grey mortar with frequent inclusions of
charcoal, grit and white mortar flecks. The vault sprang from two parallel vertical stone
walls of the same build. This section of the culvert measured a maximum of 6.5m wide
and was 8m long with up to 1.2m of depth was exposed. The culvert flared out slightly
to the south, where it was truncated  by the boiler base 1191 (Phase 4 below).
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3.4.6 Stone  wall  foundation1256  was  aligned  north-east  to  south-west,  and  was  sited
between the two sections of culverts 1255 and 1257. It was abutted by the south part of
culvert  1255,  and the higher of  the two arched culverts,  1257, was butted onto the
southern  face  of  the  wall,  suggesting  that  the  structures  had  been  constructed  in
sequence from south to north. The wall was constructed from sandstone blocks, which
measured up to 0.4m in size, and were unworked, or occasionally roughly dressed. The
wall  was  constructed in  a  flush cut  dug into  the  natural  clay (1251).  The wall  was
randomly coursed and bonded with light yellowish grey mortar, with frequent inclusions
of grit, charcoal and white mortar flecks. The wall survived to 1.2m high and was 0.7m
wide and 11.2m long. The wall  would have formed part  of  the original  18th century
works, and given its thickness, may have been external to the building. This section of
wall  probably  survived,  because  it  was  constructed  deeper  than  the  remainder,  to
buttress  the  sides  of  the  culverted  leat.  Indeed  the  construction  cut  for  the  wall
deepened considerably adjacent to the culvert structure (Plate 5).

3.4.7 Only the top of culvert 1255 was exposed, and dimensions as found were 3.5m wide
and 4m long. The structure comprised a north-south aligned barrel vault constructed of
unworked but roughly tabular limestone blocks, bonded in a mid grey lime mortar, and
retained by vertical stone walls  on either side.  The sandstone blocks had maximum
dimensions of around 0.5m. The structure was noted to continue further to the north-
west of the main excavation area.

3.4.8 A narrow brick built drain, 1201, flowed into culvert 1255 from the north-east  (Plate 7).
The drain had an ovoid cross section, and a length of 6.6m survived. It measured 0.6m
wide, and 0.55m high, and the mixture of house and fire bricks that formed the structure
were hand made, unfrogged, and dated to the late 18th to 19th century. Several of the
fire bricks had been heat affected, and were clearly re-used,  possibly being derived
from an earlier furnace. 

3.4.9 Drain 1201 was partially overlain by a north-east to south-west aligned sandstone wall
footing  1205  (parallel  to  wall  1256,  a  few  metres  to  the  south).  The  footing  was
constructed from sandstone blocks with maximum dimensions  of  between 0.35 and
0.6m, and was randomly coursed and bonded in a pinkish brown mortar with frequent
gravel inclusions. The footing survived for a length of 4.25m, and measured 1m wide
and up to 0.55m high. 

The works building and furnace structures

3.4.10 To the north-west of the main excavation area two stone wall footings, 1111 and 1112,
(Plate 8)  formed the south-east  corner  of  a building,  or  room within a building,  the
junction of which was truncated by a concrete stanchion base 1113 (Phase 4 below).
Wall 1111 was orientated north-east to south-west, and measured 1.7m long and 0.72m
wide. The wall was constructed from sandstone blocks, which were unworked except
for roughly hewn external faces, and bonded in dark pinkish brown mortar with fine lime
and  gravel  inclusions.  The  blocks  measured  between  0.1m  and  0.36m  (maximum
dimensions). Wall 1112 was orientated at right angles to 1111, and measured 2.36m
long and 0.7m wide, and was of a similar build to 1111. To the west a 3m length of
north-east-south-west  orientated  sandstone  wall  1156  was  also  constructed  from
sandstone, and measured 0.6m wide. The wall was later modified with the addition of
brick courses and was incorporated into the building of the following phase (below).

3.4.11 To the north of drain 1201, a rectangular post pad, 1044, was constructed from roughly
dressed sandstone blocks with an average size of 0.25m. The blocks were bonded with
a  brownish  purple  with  abundant  small  gravel  inclusions.  The  structure  measured
1.55m by 1.4m, and was 0.8m high, of which 0.7m was below the machined horizon.
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The pad would have retained a vertical post, which would have helped to support the
building's roof or super structure.

3.4.12 Wall 1065 retained the south-western part of a furnace structure, and was constructed
from four remaining courses of rounded sandstone blocks, with an average diameter of
0.2m, and which were bonded in a light grey lime mortar. The wall may have formed an
internal division within the original works building, and measured 0.5m wide, 5.4m long,
and was up to 0.83 deep. The wall was noticeable heat affected, especially towards its
north-western extent. At the south-eastern end wall 1065 was abutted by a rectangular
furnace  rake  out  pit,  1059  (Plate  9),  which  was  constructed  from  fire  brick  and
sandstone blocks. The rake out pit was constructed of two elements, 1064 and 1265.
Wall 1064 formed to north-western part of the structure and comprised two trench built
fire brick walls on the south-west and north-eastern side of the pit. The walls comprised
six to eight courses of un-inscribed scorched fire brick of standard later 19th size (see
Appendix A4), bonded in a cream mortar, and enclosed an area measuring 1.55m by
0.49m. 

3.4.13 The remains reflect that part of the furnace that would have been constructed below
ground level, namely two ash raking out pits, two retaining walls, and the base of the
furnace superstructure. It was unclear from the stratigraphy if the two rake outs were
contemporary, or if one had replaced the other.

3.4.14 Wall 1064 and wall 1265 shared a vertical joint, with 1265 forming the south-eastern
end of the rake out pit. The wall was also constructed of a mixture of sandstone blocks
and fire brick.  The fire bricks were of  19th century date and fairly  roughly made.  A
shallow inscription on a brick retained as a sample read 'R & [?]'. The structure was
bonded in a white mortar with charcoal inclusions. Wall 1265 was between 0.2m and
0.23m  thick, and enclosed an area of 1.49m by 0.66m by 0.82m deep. 

3.4.15 This type of build, with a single structure that comprised separate elements does not
necessarily  mean  that  they  are  not  contemporaneous,  as  elements  of  furnace
structures were often constructed in a way that enabled the repair or replacement of
one element, without the complete overhaul of the whole structure. 

3.4.16 At the base of the rake out, and overlying the natural geology, a layer of compacted
clinker (1266) measured up to 0.1m thick, and contained the rusted remains of thin iron
bars, possible derived from the fire grate of the furnace. Overlying this layer was a thin
layer, 1061, that comprised mottled grey-black clay, with yellow grey clay patches. The
deposit probably represents the gradual silting of the rake out once it had gone out of
use. Pottery recovered from this layer had a date range of 1835-1880. Layer 1061 was
overlain by 1060, a deliberate infilling of the rake out with a 0.68m thick layer formed of
a mixture of slag and crushed brick and tile. Pottery sherds recovered from this deposit
had a similar date range to those from underlying layer 1061. 

3.4.17 The wall that delineated structure 1091 to the north-east (1252) consisted of a single
remaining  course  of  fire  brick  similar  to  those  that  formed  1064  (above).  The  wall
measured  1.41m long.  The  wall  sat  on  a  sandstone  rubble  foundation,  1247,  that
measured 0.48m wide and 1.54m long. 

3.4.18 Within the area between the two rake out  pits,  a burnt  sand layer,  1066, contained
occasional fragments of slag. This was overlain by a rectangular sandstone and brick
structure, 1063, that formed the north-western side of  rake out 1059, and may have
supported the fire box of  the furnace.  Structure  1062 measured 1.3m by 1.4m and
bonded with a dark grey mortar, which was noted to contain fragments of a ceramic
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vessels with a date range of 1835 to 1880. The sandstone had been darkened through
exposure to heat. 

3.4.19 At the north-western end of 1091 the second rake out pit, 1289, was morphologically
similar to 1059 to the south. It was constructed of walls 1068, 1076 and 1305, with wall
1065 (above) forming the north-western side. Wall 1076, at the northern end of the pit,
measured 1.6m long by 0.12m wide and was built from heat affected fire bricks bonded
in a light cream mortar. The wall shared a vertical joint with 'L' shaped wall 1068, which
formed  the  north-eastern  and  south-eastern  walls,  and  measured  1.83m  long  and
0.27m wide.  The fire  bricks that  wall  1068 was constructed from were noted to be
scorched, and were of standard late 19th century size (see Appendix A4). The south-
eastern section of the wall had a sandstone component, in addition to the brick, and
was bonded in a grey mortar with charcoal fleck inclusions. 

3.4.20 Internally rake out 1289 measured 2.05m by 1.85m, and was excavated to a depth of
0.27m.  The fill,  1069,  was a  mid  red-brown silty  sand with  frequent  slag  and brick
rubble inclusions. A number of pottery sherds recovered from the fill also had the date
range of 1835-1880. 

3.4.21 The remnants of a possibly similar rake out pit, 1038, were present around 20m to the
north-east, and sat above the culverted leat (1255 above). The structure was composed
of  heat  affected  19th  century  fire  bricks  which  were  fairly  roughly  made,  and  un-
inscribed.  Three  walls  of  1038  remained,  forming  the  south-eastern  side  of  the
structure,  with  return walls  at  either  end to the north-west.  Three courses  of  bricks
remained, bonded in a light yellow-brown mortar, and measured up to 0.37m deep. The
walls  enclosed  an  area  of  1.75m by  1.05m.  The  north-western  continuation  of  the
feature had been removed, and a robber trench, 1037, which measured 3m long, and
was up to 0.58m deep. The infill of the structure, 1040, consisted of a layer of burnt
sand interspersed with lenses of ash.

3.4.22 A few  metres  to  the  north-west  of  1038,  a  brick  structure  ,1008  (Plate  10),  may
represent the remains of  the rake out pit  associated with the tinning of  iron or steel
plates. The rake out pit was all that survived, and was noticeably narrower than those
associated with the annealing process (ie 1059 above). The western wall of structure
1008 abutted stone wall 1009, which is likely to be an internal division within the early
works  building,  and  was  constructed  from  roughly  faced  sandstone  blocks,  with  a
maximum  dimension  of  0.38m,  bonded  in  an  off  white  lime  mortar.  The  wall  was
orientated  north-west  to  south-east,  with  a  return  to  the  south-west  at  its  southern
extent. The former section of wall measured 2.92m long by 0.4m wide, the latter 6.15m
and was of similar width. A stone pad, 1010, abutted the external corner of the wall, and
traces of wood grain in the mortar on top of the stonework indicate that a timber upright
was once present, perhaps relating to the jamb for a doorway. Within the angle defined
by wall 1009 the remains of a cobbled floor were present. The floor, 1002, covered an
area  of  around  3.3m  by  3m,  and  was  constructed  of  tightly  packed  rounded  river
cobbles, with the remnants of a sandy mortar between them. The cobbles were overlain
by a thin layer of compact black ash rich clay 1000. 

3.4.23 The  brick  walls  that  defined  structure  1008  were  constructed  in  the  main  from
unfrogged house brick of 19th century date, although occasional fire bricks were also
used. The use of house bricks within the rake out may be a function of the relatively low
temperatures required to melt  the tin (c  231° c),  as opposed to annealing the metal
sheets (between 700° and 800° c), where fire bricks were needed, although the rake
out pits were not directly exposed to the heat source.
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3.4.24 The bricks within each of the side walls were laid in three stretcher courses followed by
a single header course. The walls angled in towards the north-west of the structure,
where it  was  truncated by the construction cuts  for  the Alcan cellars.  The rake out
measured  3.9m  long  by  1.55m wide  and  had  a  remaining  depth  of  0.82m.  It  was
truncated at the opposite end by concrete stanchion base 1006 (below). At the base of
the rake out pit a deposit of ash and mortar, 1013, covered an area of 0.98m by 0.9m
and was 0.07m thick, and is likely to be the residue of the last firing. This was overlain
by a  mixed rubble  backfill,  1005,  which  contained  pottery  sherds dating  from 1830
to1900. 

3.4.25 A morphologically similar structure to 1008 was located around 4.2m to the north-east
(1030), but had been heavily disturbed by a the construction of later drains 1022 and
1024 (Phase 3 below), and a machine base, 1035, (Phase 4 below). The remaining
fragments of the two parallel walls measured around 4m in length, were around 1.1m
apart, and were of constructed of similar bricks to 1008. The walls were also noted to
converge to  the  north.  It  is  likely  that  structure  1030 represents  the  remnants  of  a
second rake out pit associated with a tinning tank. 

The stores

3.4.26 In the south-east  corner  of  the main excavation area,  a rectangular  stone building,
1253, was exposed  (Plate 11). The building measured externally 5.65m by 9.5m with
the main axis  aligned north-west  to  south-east.  The building,  which appears on the
Tithe Map of 1844 (Fig. 2), is annotated on the plan of c 1886 as 'Stores' and consisted
of a sandstone footing 1272, overlain by the remnants of the wall proper, 1273. The
wall footing 1272 consisted of up to four courses of unworked sandstone rubble, with
dimensions of between 0.1m and 0.15m, and bonded in a mid brown gritty lime mortar.
The wall footing was 0.66m wide and 0.6m deep, and was cut into the natural geology.
Three corners of the building had been truncated by concrete stanchions from Phase 4.
Wall 1273 only partially survived as a single course, above footing 1272, on the south-
western side of the building, and also the south- eastern corner. It was constructed of
roughly faced sandstone blocks and was 0.6m wide, with average stone sizes of 0.2m
by 0.15m by  0.1m,  which  were  bonded in  a  similar  mortar  to  the  footing  below.  A
possible doorway was located at towards the north-western end of the north-eastern
wall,  marked by a rectangular  posthole,  1276,  which may represent  the robbed out
remains of a door jamb. The posthole was square and measured 0.54m wide and was
0.26m deep. The single fill, 1277 consisted of mortar and brick and limestone rubble. 

3.4.27 Within the building a mixed greenish grey clay, dark reddish brown crushed slag and
sand levelling  deposit,  1274,  had been used used to level  the natural  slope of  the
ground, which dropped down gently to the north and west, and form the bedding for the
building's floor.  Overlying this was the remains of a cream coloured mortar layer, 1281,
which only survived in an area measuring 5m by 4.5m within the south-east part of the
building, and may have supported a more substantial tile or slab floor. The mortar layer
was up to 0.06m thick. 

The general stores

3.4.28 A second  rectangular  stone  building  was  located  in  the  south-western  side  of  the
cottage area excavation, and equates to the 'General Stores' as indicated on the works
plan  of  c  1886 (Fig.  5;  Plates  14  and  15). The  western  edge  of  the  building  just
protruded into the main area excavation. The building was formed of three walls, 1545,
1547 and 1309. These formed three rectangular rooms, two of which contained floor
surfaces.  It  was  clear  that  the  southern  part  of  the  building  had suffered complete
truncation, probably during the construction of the aluminium works in 1939. The area
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of the building was overlain by a mixed sandstone and brick rubble deposit in a  sandy
clay matrix, 1546.

3.4.29 Within the eastern side of the main excavation area wall 1309 formed the right-angled
corner  of  a  room (Plate  13).  The north-west  to  south-east  aligned part  of  the  wall
measured  2.8m  long  and  0.35m  wide,  and  the  north-east  to  south-west  section
measured 2.1m long and the same width. The wall  was constructed of  both roughly
faced sandstone blocks and large river cobbles bonded in a light grey lime mortar with
frequent charcoal fleck inclusions,  the average diameter of  the stones being around
0.2m. At its north-western extent the wall had been removed by the construction of a
concrete stanchion base (Phase 4 below), and the eastern side of the wall had been
truncated by the insertion of a ceramic pipe, 1306. No floor, or bedding layer remained
within the room, which had been backfilled by rubble, 1308, which overlay the natural
geology, and contained 16 sherds of pottery dating from 1835 to 1880, and a fragment
of clay pipe bowl dating 1820 to 1860..

3.4.30 Within the cottage area excavation a room measuring 7m by 4.2m was defined by wall
1547.  The  wall  was  constructed  from  similar sized  sandstone  blocks to  wall  1309
(above) with some larger well faced stones. Two courses of the wall survived and were
bonded with a mid yellowish grey sandy mortar. The wall was truncated at the south-
east corner by a modern concrete pipe. The floor of the room, 1548, was a compact
dark greyish-black crushed slag deposit  up to 0.05m thick.  Two stone bases on the
south-western side of the room may define entrances into the remainder of the building,
or have held posts  to support the roof, or building superstructure.

3.4.31 A room to the north was formed by the addition of wall 1545, which butted onto wall
1547  (Plate  12). The  wall  was  formed  of  roughly  faced  sandstone  blocks  and
occasional red house bricks. Two courses survived to a height of 0.2m and these were
bonded with brownish yellow sandy mortar. 

3.4.32 To the north-east another three rooms of the general stores survived. This area of the
building  can  be  seen  on  the  1886-7  OS  map  (Fig.  4),  but  had  apparently  been
demolished during the remodelling of the works as reflected by the plan of c 1886 (Fig.
5). 

3.4.33 Wall  1517  defined  the  north-eastern  extent  of  the  general  stores  building,  and
measured 9.8m long and up to 0.56m wide. The wall was constructed from sandstone
blocks, and was of similar build to walls 1547 and 1309. To the south-west three rooms
within the building were defined by walls 1540, 1532 and 1531. The area between wall
1517 and walls 1531 and 1532 had been truncated by the insertion of drain 1524. 

3.4.34 Wall 1540 was 'L' shaped and delineated the south-eastern corner of this part of the
general stores. Within the fabric of the wall were several pottery sherds which dated
from  1800  to  1900  (see  Appendix  A1),  and  may  slightly  narrow  the  date  of  the
construction of  the wall  to  some point  within  the  18th century.  Within  the room the
remains of a floor (Plate 17), or  floor make up layer consisted of  a cream coloured
sandy clay and mortar layer, 1538. Pottery sherds from layer 1538 date from c 1890 to
1940. To the north-east the room defined by walls 1532 and 1531, deposit 1530 was
similar  to  1538,  but  slightly  lighter  in  colour,  and  frequent  patches  where  the  floor
appeared to have been repaired were evident. A beam slot, 1534, marking an internal
division  within  the  room showed as a linear  patch of  dark  brownish-grey silt  in  the
surface of 1530, and measured 0.07m wide and up to 0.05m deep. 

3.4.35 To the north-west  the third room was defined on the south-eastern side by wall 1531.
The room contained the best preserved sequence of flooring and make up layers, the
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earliest being 1549, which consisted of sandstone slabs laid in 'crazy paving' fashion.
This was overlain by 1550, a levelling deposit consisting of dark-reddish-brown crushed
slag and brick rubble, with occasional patches of clay and crushed sandstone, which
contained numerous pottery sherds dating from 1780 to 1840, and a clay pipe bowl of
similar date. This was in turn overlain by a second sandstone slab floor, 1551, which
only survived in the southern corner of the room. 

3.4.36 To the north-east was a smaller room defined by wall 1553, which was constructed of
small (0.15 diameter) sandstone blocks bonded in an orange-brown clay, and was of
notably poorer build than the other walls associated with the general stores, perhaps
because the structure was an external lean to. Wall 1553 enclosed a remaining area of
c  2.5m by 1.4m, and was floored with a layer of crushed slag and clinker, 1554. Clay
pipe stems of 19th century date, and numerous pottery sherds dating to 1820 to 1840
were recovered from his layer. 

The cottages

3.4.37 To the east  of  the cottage excavation area the western wall  of  the row of  cottages
shown on the Tithe Map of 1844 (Fig. 2) were uncovered (Plate 16). The wall, 1515,
was constructed from sandstone blocks and associated floor surfaces were made from
both stone slabs and also compacted coal dust and slag. Wall 1515, was aligned north-
west to south-east, and measured 12.5m long within the confines of  the excavation.
The wall wall measured 0.36m wide and was constructed of roughly faced sandstone
blocks with maximum dimensions of around 0.2m, bonded in  a light grey lime mortar
containing frequent charcoal flecks. Wall 1515 returned to the north-east at the walls
southern extent. Two other returns, walls 1559 and 1558, were perpendicular to wall
1515 and both abutted it, which reflects either the method of construction, or indicates
that  the  cottages  had  undergone  internal  modification  at  some  point.  Wall  1559
measured 2.8m long and 0.3m wide, and was of similar build to 1515. To the south-east
of wall 1559, wall 1558 had remaining dimensions of 0.54m by 0.54m. The return to
wall 1515, and walls 1558 and 1559 defined two rooms each measuring 5.4m long. 

3.4.38 A square  posthole,  1514,  was  situated against  the  external  face of  wall  1515,  and
measured 0.6m on each side. The posthole had a single dark grey silty sand fill, 1513,
which contained ten sherds of pottery dating from 1830 to 1880. 

3.4.39 Adjacent to wall 1558 two stones pads, 1510 may have held the fittings for a doorway,
suggesting that the two rooms were originally part of a single dwelling. This doorway
had been blocked in by the addition of brick wall 1511, which was a single brick wide,
the bricks lain end to end.

3.4.40 The  north-eastern  room,  as  defined  by  walls  1558  and  1559, had  a  stone  floor
constructed from sandstone and limestone slabs, set into a loose sandy mortar, and
with remaining dimensions of around 2.7m by 1.8m. The slabs, 1508, forming the floor,
were laid in fairly random pattern, and were of several different sizes. The slabs were
set into a mortar floor, 1509, which was made up of multiple layers of mortar, perhaps
indicating several phases of floor or repairs. The slab floor was internal to the room,
and the upper surface had been worn smooth through use. The southern room may
have originally had a slab floor, but all that remained was a patch of a cream coloured
lime mortar surface 1512, which covered an area of around 3.6m by 1.8m.

3.4.41 External to the building, and the other side of wall 1515 from slab floor 1508, a narrow
path,  1507 also  consisted  of  the  remnants of  a  slab  surface.  The slabs  covered a
remaining area of 3.5m by 0.9m, and were defined on the western side by a stone and
brick  drain,  1519,  which  may  have  sat  directly  below the  eaves  the  of  the  row of
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cottages, abutted wall 1517 of the general stores (above). A fragment of clay pipe stem
was recovered from a gap within the slabs and had a 19th century date. A  fragment of
clay pipe  bowl  dating from 1820 to 1860 was recovered from the fill  of  drain  1519
(1562).  

3.4.42 To the south-east, wall 1503 abutted the south-east corner of wall 1515 and appeared
to be a continuation of the western cottage wall. The wall adjacent to 1515 measured
0.54 by 0.56m, and was also present around 1.45m to the south-east, having been
truncated in between by later  brick wall  1506. The southern part  of  the wall  was 'L'
shaped, and  measured 1.08m (north-west to south-east), and returned to the north-
east for a further 2.8m (although truncated by later structures). The walls would have
enclosed a room measuring 3.25m (north-west  to  south-east  dimension).  Wall  1503
was abutted in the south-east corner by wall 1529, which continued the line of walls
1515 and 1503 to the south-east. No traces of any floor surfaces or bedding layers
survived within this southern part of the cottage buildings.

3.4.43 To the south-east of the main excavation area a layer of garden soil, 1502, sealed a
cluster of rubbish pits, presumably associated with the cottages to the north. Soil layer
1502 was approximately 0.3m deep and contained pottery with a date of 1830 to 1880.
The pits (eg 1098, 1100 and 1101) were fairly poorly defined, with dark grey brown fills
which contained pottery sherds dating to the 19th century, fragments of clay pipe and
pan-tile (fills 1097, 1099). 

Phase 3:  the nail works structures 1885 – 1938

The main works building

3.4.44 The preparation of the site for the manufacture of nails seems to have involved the
removal of  all  of the internal above ground structures relating to the tinplate phase.
However, it seems that much of the original stone walled fabric of the building remained
in use, and this is supported by Spring's assertion that the main nail works building was
'very old stone built' (Appendix B). It is likely that the building was either expanded to
the south-west, or the stone wall there replaced with a new concrete wall footing. Wall
1140  was  constructed  from  a  dark  grey  very  hard  concrete  containing  numerous
fragments of sandstone, brick and clinker. The wall formed both the south-western and
south-eastern sides of  the nail  works  building  (Plate  18).  The south-eastern stretch
measured 15.35m long, and the south-western over 18m long. The wall was between
0.8 and 1m wide, and around 0.2m of depth remained. Wall 1140 continued to the north
as wall 1104, which may represent the extension of the wall to the north-west, or merely
a different batch of  concrete. The wall was formed of a pinkish grey concrete with large
inclusions of brick, sandstone, mortar, clinker and slag.  Internal stone walls from the
previous phase (eg 1111,  1112,  1065 and 1001 appear,  from their  survival,  to  have
remained in use.  A brick drain, 1105, ran parallel to wall 1140, external to the building.

3.4.45 Also within the western side of the building, walls 1135 and 1145 (both orientated north-
east  to  south-west),  formed  internal  divisions  between  that  areas  marked  as
Warehouse, and the Erecting and Fitting shops on the plan of c1886 (Fig. 5). The walls
abutted wall 1104, but this probably reflects the order in which they were constructed,
rather than later phase of construction. Wall 1135 measured 7.4m long abutting wall
1156 of the previous phase (above), which had been repaired by the addition of bricks,
and measured between 0.5m and 0.55m wide. The wall survived to a height of 0.17m
above the machined horizon. Wall 1145 was shorter meeting stanchion base 1146 at its
north-eastern extent.
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3.4.46 A series of stanchion bases for roof supports were added, although some of those from
the previous phase were probably reused. The stanchion bases would have formed a
grid throughout the main building as shown on Figure 5. Stanchion bases 1162, 1122,
and 1123 for example were rectangular in plan and measured between 1.4m by 1.35m
(1162) and 1.22m by 1.1m (1123). All were constructed from a dark blue-grey concrete
containing  sandstone,  brick  and clinker  fragments  (as  wall  1104  above),  and  were
spaced  around  4.3m apart. Structure 1063, from the annealing furnace of the previous
phase, was modified by the addition of an  'L' shaped concrete faces to the southern
and western sides, and may also have formed a stanchion base at this time. 

Drainage

3.4.47 As well as drains external to the buildings, some were internal, and certainly represent
some aspect of the nail making process, perhaps for the run off  of water used as a
coolant or for cleaning. The northern walls of former annealing furnace structure 1091
were  reused  within  such  a  brick  lined  drainage system,  in  which  drains  1055  and
1057/1071, were abutted to the former ash raking out pit wall, 1065. Drain 1055 ran
along the western side of the structure, and was formed of six courses of bricks per
side, enclosing a brick lined channel. The drain could be accessed for clearance by the
removal of a series of sandstone capping stones some of which survived towards the
southern end. The drain was bonded with a light grey mortar, and measured  0.45m
wide  by 7.90m long, with a depth of 0.1m. The infill of the drain (1056/1070) was a
yellow brown clay silt,  from which several ceramic cones of  unknown function were
recovered (see Appendix A3),  in  addition to five pottery sherds dating from 1820 to
1880. The drain sides had collapsed inwards at the northern end of the drain where it
may have turned to the east and communicated with drain 1057. Drain 1057 was also
constructed of  brick and was bonded with a similar  light  grey mortar.  Only a single
course of  bricks was visible and the drain measured 0.53m by 1.82m and was also
0.1m deep. A pottery sherd recovered from fill 1070 dated from 1835 to 1880.

3.4.48 Within the eastern side of the building two semi-circular drains, 1022 and 1024, overlay
the former rake out pit associated with the tin plating process, 1030, both joining to the
west and connecting with culverted leat 1044 (Plate 19). Drain 1022 appeared to have
been built first, with the base and sides constructed from house brick, and defining a
central channel. The structure measuring 2.9m long by 0.6m wide, and with a depth of
up to 0.7m. The brick channel was capped by a single remaining sandstone slab. The
channel infill, 1023, was a clay silt. The second drain, 1024, was of a similar form, but
notably poorer build quality, and measured 4.5m in length, 0.5m wide and up to 0.6m
deep. The fill, 1025, was similar to 1023. The drains had been damaged to the east by
the insertion of a machine base, 1035, of the following phase. 

The railway

3.4.49 To the south of the the main works building a curving railway tracks, 1128,  would have
accessed the western and eastern sides of the main building, and linked to the works to
the south  (Plate 20). The rail tracks, 1128, were constructed from two gently curving
steel  rails,  with  a gauge of  4 feet  8½ inches (or  standard  national  gauge),  aligned
south-west to north-east. The tracks were fixed to iron shoes, which were in turn nailed
to  wooden  sleepers,  some of  which  were  fairly  well  preserved.  The sleepers  were
inconsistent distances apart, and  were surrounded by a bedding material, 1155, which
consisted of a dark grey crushed slag and ashy clinker and was up to 0.16m thick. The
tracks continued beyond the limit of the main excavation area to the south-west, in the
direction of the former Castle works.
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3.4.50 Along  the  north  side  of  the  tracks  a  wall,  1130,  divided  the  tracks  from the  works
building and followed the same curved line. The wall was fair faced on the side of the
tracks, and measured 0.65m wide by 11.95m long and was 0.45m high. It had two outer
faces of coursed bricks with a rubble core of mixed stone fragments and bricks. The
wall appeared to be its original height as there was an intentional sloped depression
built into the upper part of the wall, which was most noticeable 3m from the south-west
end. It was constructed from a combination of house bricks and un-worked sandstone,
but with reused late 19th to 20th century fire bricks forming the main component. The
fire bricks were either large rectangular  blocks or  curved wedge-shaped blocks (see
Appendix  A4).  Three  ceramic  cones  (see  3.4.47  above)  were  recovered  from  the
cleaning of the area around the railway, and were given the finds reference number
1264.

Phase 4:  Second World War and later aluminium works 1939 – 1953

The main building area

3.4.51 The only modifications to the main works building during this phase were the addition of

a series of large concrete stanchion bases holding vertical steel  'I' beams (eg 1136,

1137, 1138 and 1139), although these may indicate that the roof and even walls had
been altered. In addition a machine base, 1035 (Plate 21), was added. The stanchion
bases extended considerably further to the south than the footprint of the earlier works
building, but were still sealed by the concrete slab of the Alcan works. The stanchion
bases were constructed by pouring successive layers of concrete into shuttering, within

which two or  three vertical  steel 'I'   beams had been located.  The stanchions each

measured up to 3.05m by 1.4m, and had sides that sloped up from the base (Fig 10).
Two of the stanchion bases had been inserted into the north-east to south-west aligned
part of wall 1140, and one had truncated the railway tracks (Plate 20).

3.4.52 Wall 1200, notable for its poor construction, may have been an addition to wall 1130,
which defined the northern side of the railway. The wall measured 5.1m long by 0.48m
wide,  and was constructed of  re-used fire bricks,  which were generally broken,  and
were not bonded. The wall would have coincided with the main works building in that
area, and its presence may indicate that that area of the building had gone out of use
during the earlier  part of  this phase, but before the railway itself  became surplus to
requirements.

3.4.53 A machine base, 1035, was constructed form sandstone blocks, of which the largest
measured 0.55m by 0.5m, bonded with a dark grey mortar (Plate 21). Six iron rods
remained protruding from the upper surface of the structure, which measured 2.9m by
2.15m, and had a thickness of 0.15m, and would have retained the machine above.
The structure truncated drain 1022 (above) from the previous phase. 

The boiler bases

3.4.54 Two large rectangular structures, 1189 and 1191, representing the remains of the brick
bases for  large horizontal  boilers,  were  located towards  the south-east  of  the main
excavation area (Plate 22). The structures were parallel, and sited around  5.3m apart.
The boiler bases were very similar in design and consisted of three linear chambers
defined by fire brick walls, which were retained by external walls of reinforced concrete,
the construction of which destroyed the section of the earlier culverted mill leat where
they coincided. The brick walls defining the three chambers within the structure were
constructed almost entirely from fire bricks, which were marked variously DOUGLAS X,
DOCKEN,  [WHI]TEHEAD,  CALDER  /  A,  with  further  bricks  from  the  infill  of  the
channels,  1190, including a 'plinth'  shaped special brick marked CALDER / B3 (see
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Appendix A4 for details). At the north-eastern end the remains of an arch was formed
by 'wedge' shaped  fire bricks, and would have retained the end of the boiler (Plate 23).

3.4.55 The brick built element of the boiler bases measured 4.40m wide by 15.2m long. The
external  concrete  retaining  walls  were  between  1.04m  and  1.10m  wide  on  both
structures. At the north-eastern end of each structure was a concrete tank, and that
associated with 1189  was 1.8m wide and 3.8m long. The walls of the tank were formed
from  the reinforced concrete that also retained the brick elements of the base. In order
to access each tank a reinforced concrete ramp was sited to the north-east of  each
boiler structure. The southern example, 1193, measured 4.95m long by 2.35m wide.

The large machine bases

3.4.56 Adjacent to the two boiler bases were two large concrete machine bases, 1181 and
1182 (Plates 24 and 25).  The base had a rectangular central rebate and two 'T' shaped
depressions were visible in the surface of the concrete. The central channel had a drain
running along the east side. The southern depression was covered by a timber cover.  

3.4.57 To the west of structure 1182, a large concrete structure, 1181, contained a tank which
had a  metal  lining  and  appeared to  be the  remains  of  an  access  area for  a large
machine. There were large upright iron bars with threads which would have retained the
machine. The location and the size of this machine base means that it was possibly for
mounting a rolling mill for producing sheet aluminium.

3.4.58 At the south-west end of the two boiler bases a long narrow concrete structure,1320,
was aligned north-west to south-east. It was constructed from a mid-grey concrete, and
consisted of two side walls defining a central channel. The structure measured 23.4m
long by 3.4m wide,and the central channel measured 1.4m wide and was excavated to
a  depth  of  1.5m  before  oil  contaminated  rubble  and  water  were  encountered  and
excavation ceased. The central channel may have housed a fly wheel, powered by the
boilers, and used to transfer power to the rolling mills. 

3.4.59 To the south of the boilers and the possible wheel pit, a room 1320, possibly a former
basement,  was  formed from modern  red brick  in  'garden wall  bond',  with  a poured
concrete floor. The room measured 8.2m by 3.8m with the internal measurements of of
8m by 2.75m. The walls were largely truncated from the construction of the modern
aluminium works.

The cottage area

3.4.60 A rectangular building was constructed at the south-eastern of the row of cottages from
Phase 2. The walls, 1506, were constructed of red house brick, and clearly truncated
the earlier stone walls. In addition a brick drain, 1524, truncated the north-eastern walls
of the main stores building.

3.5   Finds summary

3.5.1 Finds were recovered from a number of deposits and the infill of structures throughout
the excavation areas and evaluation.  The finds reference number 300 was given to
undifferentiated backfill, and several other finds reference numbers given to the areas
above specific structures,  and these are mentioned in the text where pertinent.  The
finds generally comprised quantities of pottery sherds, clay pipe fragments and pieces
of roof tile, tabulated in Appendix A, with brief descriptions. Additionally several ceramic
cones (Appendix A3) were recovered, but none of these appeared to be  in situ, and
their function is unknown, although they may have been used to support objects within
a furnace (Protheroe Jones pers comm). 
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3.6   Interpretation

3.6.1 The earliest features uncovered were the possible ditch and pit beneath the later rake
out pits for an annealing furnace, but these features both had very sterile fills, perhaps
indicative of deliberate backfilling, rather than the gradual silting expected from a field
boundary for example, and may be the construction cuts for earlier works structures.
Neither feature yielded any datable material. 

3.6.2 In the absence of  any remains  associated with  a former  copper  works,  the earliest
phase of  remains clearly associated with the industrial  use of  the site  are the leat,
which would have provided water to power the rolling mills for the tinplate works. It is
likely that the leat had been constructed in the latter part of the 18th century, as the
works were described as new when sold in 1806. The leat was to power the works into
the 20th century, when the turbine that replaced the original wheel was destroyed by
flooding.  The  leat  structure  had  survived  fairly  well,  in  the  main  because  it  was
subterranean in the area of the main works building. The water wheel would have been
sited in the area subsequently destroyed by the Alcan works. The rolling mills were also
likely to have been within this general area, close to the source of power. 

3.6.3 Little remained of the original works building layout, with the exception of a few of the
internal stone walls, and it  is therefore difficult  to understand the internal layout. The
furnace rakeout pits for the annealing and tin plating areas also survived because they
were constructed below ground, but these, judging from the dates of the bricks used in
their construction, were later additions to the initial works. Additionally the positions of
these  structures  do  not  correspond  to  the  known  positions  of  the  late  Victorian
annealing works indicated on the first plan of the Nettlefolds nail works of c 1886. It is
perhaps unsurprising that little of the ground plan of the earlier works survived given the
over 200 odd years of industrial use, and that the use of water power for much of this
time prohibited the ground level from being raised through the building up of successive
layers.

3.6.4 The  ground  plans  of  the  stores  buildings  and  cottages  survived  better,  perhaps
because they were not subject to the degree of internal change that the main works
building would have incurred, as machinery and the internal layout were updated. The
walls of the stores buildings were, like the majority of the earlier phase structures, built
from stone, and with stone slab floors, but little evidence for this survived. Within the
northernmost of  the cottages investigated stone slab floors survived both within the
building,  and  the  adjacent  yard  to  the  rear.  An  internal  doorway  in  a  dividing  wall
suggests that each cottage may have had two lower floor rooms. It is unclear from the
depth of wall footings whether an upper floor would have been present. The layer of
garden soil  present to the south of the cottages, and the 'piggeries' shown on the early
plans suggests a certain degree of self sufficiency on the part of the cottage occupants.

3.6.5 None  of  the  internal  machine  bases  etc.  of  the  nail  works  phase  within  the  main
building survived, with the external walls, drainage and the railway the only remnants
remaining, although much of the fabric of the earlier building had been reused. 

3.6.6 In the early years of the Second World War the main works building does not appear to
have been much altered, as seen on the photograph from 1940 (Plate 28). However the
building was expanded considerably to the south when the boilers and possible rolling
mills  were  added,  and  the  roof  supported  by  the  numerous  stanchion  bases  and
fragments of ground beams uncovered.  
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4  RESULTS TREGWILYM FACH FARM EVALUATION

4.1   Specific aims and objectives

4.1.1 To determine the presence or absence of any structures relating to Tregwilym Fach, a
small farm to the south-east of the Tydu works, first depicted on the Rogerstone Tithe
map of 1844 (Fig. 2). 

4.2   Methodology

4.2.1 The evaluation consisted of five trenches (1-5), of which three were in the main works
area, and are subsumed by the main site report (Section 3 above). Trenches 1 and 2
were in the farm area. Trench 1, measuring 35m long, and Trench 2, measuring 20m
long, that joined to form an L-shaped trench (Fig. 12). The trenches were opened using
a four tonne 360 degree tracked excavator under close archaeological supervision. Due
to the nature of the made ground deposits, the trenches were 1.8m wide and narrowed
to 0.85m wide at the base. Trench 1 was excavated to a maximum depth of 1.2m and
trench 2 to a maximum depth of 0.80m.

4.2.2 The trenches were monitored by Neil Maylan (GGAT), in accordance with the planning
guidelines set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation (EDP 2013).

4.3   Introduction and presentation of results

4.3.1 The results of the evaluation are presented below. This includes a general description
of the soils and a stratigraphic account of the trenches. This is followed by an overall
interpretation and discussion.  

4.4   General soils and ground conditions

4.4.1 The area was covered by a tarmac access road, areas of concrete, modern crushed
rubble and scrub vegetation.  Beneath this was a layer of  loose mixed rubble which
varied in depth between 0.8 to 1.1m.

4.4.2 The natural geology was encountered in Trench 1, and manifested as a light brown silty
clay. Sealing this, a layer of sandy silt with frequent rubble inclusions was encountered
in both trenches. 

4.4.3 The made ground and archaeological deposits were excavated in dry conditions and
visibility was good throughout the work.

4.5   General distribution of archaeological deposits

4.5.1 Trench 1 contained a possible stone surface, modern concrete structures and made
ground deposits, overlying the natural clay.

4.5.2 Trench 2 was the only trench to contain structural archaeological remains. It contained
brick floors and a stone drain. These were sealed by made ground. 

4.6   Trench 1 

4.6.1 The natural  geology,  a light  brown silty  clay,  106),  was reached at  1.2m below the
modern  ground  surface.  This  was  sealed  by  a  made  ground  deposit,  105,  which
consisted of tip lines of ash, rock and sandy silt.

4.6.2 A concrete  lined  structure,  104,  was  aligned  north-south,  and  formed  of  walls  of
shuttered concrete, possibly using corrugated iron, as a ridged pattern survived on the
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external faces. The vertical sides were 0.90m high and 0.35m thick. A ceramic pipe cut
through one side, and the wall above it had been repaired. The structure did not have
an associated floor surface, and the natural geology was visible in this area.

4.6.3 A concrete slab, 102, measuring 1.5m by 1.6m and 0.15m thick, formed a base for the
intersection of two plastic drain pipes. An iron pipe, 103, was 0.16m in diameter and
was bedded in the concrete. The pipe was aligned north-east to south-west.  

4.6.4 A stone surface, 101, was situated immediately below the tarmac of the access road. It
comprised pitched grey sandstone cobbles, each measuring around 0.23m by 0.08m.
The surface covered an area of approximately 10m by 12m, and was bonded with a
yellow sandy mortar. 

4.7   Trench 2 

4.7.1 The trench contained a brick floor, 200, (Plate 26), which measured 5m by 1m. It was
constructed from un-frogged red bricks, each measuring 0.225m by 0.075m by 0.08m.
The bricks were laid in one course in a stretcher bond, with a yellowish white mortar,
and  the  upper  face  of  the  bricks  had  been  worn  smooth.  There  were  two  parallel
grooves, acting as drains, set 1.9m apart in the floor. Each groove measured 0.04m
wide and 0.06m deep. 

4.7.2 Three post holes cut into the floor. Two were fully exposed and these measured 0.15m
by 0.18m by 0.40m deep and 0.22m by 0.08m by 0.13m deep, respectively.

4.7.3 The floor, 200, also had a  north-east to south-west aligned  stone drain running along
its  southern  edge.  The  drain  consisted  of  smooth  rectangular  slabs  of  sandstone,
measuring  around  0.45m  by  0.50m  by  0.08m.  The  stones  had  a  shallow  channel
running along their centre. 

4.7.4 A wall, 201, was aligned broadly north-south, and measured 1.2m long, 0.55m wide and
up  to  0.45m high.  It  was  constructed  of  worn  sandstone  river  cobbles,  measuring
around 0.50m by 0.30m by 0.20m. Three courses of the wall remained and these were
bonded with a white lime mortar. 

4.7.5 A made ground, 204, sealed the building remains in the trench. It consisted of a loose
black ashy material ,with occasional brick and slag inclusions. Layer 204 was 0.65m
thick. It was in turn cut by the robber cut 203 and sealed by  202.

4.7.6 Wall 201 had been partially robbed out by a rectangular cut with vertical sides and a flat
base, 203. This robber cut measured 8m by 6m by 0.65m deep. The backfill, 202, of the
robber cut  consisted of loose sandstone rubble and occasional fragments of mortar
and slate.

4.8   Interpretation

4.8.1 The cobbled stone surface 101, in Trench 1, was likely to be a previous road surface
that was tarmacked over at some point in the 20th century. It is on the same level as
the concrete surfaces of the later Aluminium Works and is therefore unlikely to have
been associated with the earlier works or the farm.

4.8.2 The brick floor,  200,  in Trench 2,  was very likely to be part  of  agricultural  buildings
relating to  Tregwilym Fach, the farm that was shown on the Rogerstone Tythe map of
1844 (Fig. 2), and was demolished by 1982 (EDP 2012). The grooves in the floor were
probably  for  holding  wooden  partitions  to  form  stalls  for  livestock  or  possibly  for
draining the floor. The postholes cut into the floor are likely to have held support posts,
either for partitions or more likely to support the roof.  
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4.8.3 The building in Trench 2, formed of floor 200 and wall 201, was demolished and the
wall robbed out, 203. The rubble and remaining building material covered the interior of
the building.  Apart  from the occasional  thick  slates there was little evidence for  the
roofing material. 

4.8.4 The structural remains uncovered were not deemed to be of an early enough date to
warrant further investigation. 
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APPENDIX A.  FINDS SPOT DATING

A.1  Pottery

by John Cotter

Context Spot-date No. Weight Comments

300 c1800-1900 1 82 Black basalt ware teapot (glazed) bo (body sherd) with
complete spout. Traces moulded dec

1005 c1830-1900 4 36 1x REF SPON (refined whiteware with sponged dec).
3x late PMR

1011 c1820-1880 1 6 REFW (refined whiteware) cylind jar base - prob early

1054 c1820-1880 5 25 1x English porcelain (ENPO) unusual moulded small
facetted  or  polygonal  pot/jar  (diam  50mm)  with
recessed rim for a lid - low grade white porcelain  (or
M19C  central  European  trinket  ware?).  3x  joining
yellow  ware  (YELL  SLIP)  -  prob  local  YELL  with
unusual v pale fabric with blue & white ext banding. 1x
developed Creamware (CREA DEV)

1059 c1840-1900 3 41 1x BONE bone china saucer with black transfer dec -
prob souvenir ware? 1x REFW SPON jug base. 1x late
PMR

1060 c1830-1880 3 24 1x  ENPO  or  BONE  bowl/saucer  with  lilac  sprigged
dec. 2x REFW

1061 c1835-1880 1 11 ENGS  BRST  (English  stoneware  with  Bristol-type
glaze) prob flattened flagon - poss JOINS 1069?

1062 c1835-1880 1 111 2x ENGS BRST from 2 separate vessels with rim in
shape of a wine bottle with brown top half  (see also
1240  JOINS?)  possibly  from  the  flattened  spirits
flagons?

1069 c1835-1880 24 294 4x ENGS BRST incls bos from flattened spirits flagon -
poss JOINS 1308? Also cylind bottle. 4x local REFW
(1 vess)  =  unusual  moulded jug base with  moulded
floral/foliage dec poss incl part of a human figure (leg),
the int  surface covered in a light blue/lilac slip.  4x ?
local PEAR (Pearlware) with blue feather edge - rim
thicker  than  Staffs  products.  Remainder  =  REWF
PNTD  (or  low-grade  porcelain?)  saucers  with  florid
polychrome painted dec in French famille verte style.
1x REF SPON

1070 c1835-1880 1 6 Bo  from  moulded  REFW  vess  with  int  blue  slip  -
JOINS 1069

1097 c1830-1880 3 24 3x TPW (transfer-printed ware) incl willow pattern dish
rim. 1x YELL poss chamberpot rim
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1099 c1800-1900 1 3 Bo YELL

1168 c1830-1880 1 6 TPW  (or  PEAR TR? Transfer-printed  Pearlware)  jug
rim - cylindrical rim/neck

1195 c1800-1900 1 9 Burnt ENPO saucer rim with traces of pink painting

1237 c1830-1880 10 323 1x  TPW  willow  pattern  dish  base with  printed  mark
under '---- WARE'. 1x YELL carinated sugarbowl profile
with blue mocha dec on white band. 1x ?local trailed
slipware  'METS'   (Metropolitan  sliipware)   or  PMR
'dog-bowl'  rim  with  traces wavy line  dec int.  Rest  =
local or N Devon/Somerset late PMR (similar to PMR
from  Bath  &  Bristol)  v  glossy amber  glaze  on  pale
orange-buff fabric, incl collared jug rim w spout & plain
upright thickened jug rim - most with int glaze

1238 c1800-1900 2 94 1  vess.  Rockingham  ware  jug  rim/shoulder  with
cylindrical  body.  Carinated  shoulder  (iron  dipped  -
stoneware fashion). Moulded vine scrolls on shoulder
& body

1239 c1835-1880 11 333 3x ENGS BRST cream cylind bottle. 3x TPW dishes &
bowl.  3x  REFW/ESTON  (Eng  stoneware)  hybrid
kitchenware  vessels.  1x  rim  Staffs-type  lustreware
mug in dark red fabric with white int slip & pink lustre
on int rim & ext has white slip bands (Gaudy ware etc)
1x PMR collared jug rim in ?local  fabric  with bubbly
glaze

1240 c1835-1880 54 2874 ENGS BRST incl vess rim in shape of  a wine bottle
with  brown top  half.  PMR incl  bead rims from large
bowls  -  some with  pale  orange-buff  fabric  & int  glz.
PMR  jug  rim.  TPW  incls  Willow  pattern  sub-
rectangular  dishes.  REFW  incl  profile  large
hemispherical bowl or wash basin with everted rim &
footring.  REFW  SPON  incl  chamberpot  rim  &
sugarbowl rim. ENGS (Eng stoneware) blacking bottle
rim & rim/shoulder smallish rounded spirits flagon with
complete handle & iron-dipped top/shoulder. ENGS bo
from pale  cream hunt  jug or  Toby jug with  moulded
Tudor-style figures holding wine glasses. REFW PNTD
saucer. YELL bowl rim

1260 c1830-1880 Poss c1830-1870? 4x PMR = 1 vess = large conical
crock  with  heavy  bead  rim  with  wide  ledge-handle
applied  to  rim,  dark  brown  glaze  int.  1x  YELL
sugarbowl  with  white  slip  banding.  1x  TPW  teacup
footring with int scene of temple/folly on lake - prob to
c1860/70?

1308 c1835-1880 16 908 ENGS BRST complete oval  base of  flattened spirits
flagon (max diam 93mm) in pale cream stoneware with
Bristol  glaze  int  &  ext,  prob  wheel-thrown;  small
stamped oval mark (max diam 26mm) near base 'W.J.
WILLIAMS/NEWPORT'  with  contracted  word
'MON[re?]' (Monmouth?) in centre. Maker not listed in
Hildyard  stoneware  book  (1982).  7x  TPW  dish  rims
incl willow patt & non-standard floral patts - poss local?
2x BONE incl saucer with lilac sprigged dec. 2x joining
REFW  SPON  dish  rims  with  unusual  black-printed
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daisies/flowers in brown on flange under a pale brown
lustre band. 2x glazed PMR incl v large jar/bowl bo &
handle. 1x PMR flowerpot base

1502 c1830-1880 4 28 2x TPW incl dish floor bo with non-standard chinese-
style dec & impressed mark 'ROGERS' underside. 1x
burnt  unusual  prob local  TPW ?jug bo with lackside
house (poss with jetties?) with yellow & pink painted
highlights. 2x PEAR

1513 c1830-1880 10 74 2x TPW (incl brown-dec cup bo with Chinese figure).
1x REFW SPON dish rim with block-printed repeating
design  in  blue.  1x  PEAR PNTD small  teapot  lid.  1x
PEAR dish rim  with  blue feather  edge.  2x  REF incl
dish rim. 2x BONE. 1x REFW or cream earhenware
prob jardinaire  with  moulded  vegetal  ext  with  green
glaze & red glaze int

1538 c1890-1940? 17 151 Base & joining handle from the same REFW (or v late
creamware) mug with solid cast handle (like Ovaltine
mugs & WW2 military issue mugs but a bit more thinly
potted -  poss Art  Deco?).  1x  REFW  L19C-type dish
with purple banding on rim.  1x PEAR TR, 1x PEAR
PNTD.  8x  CREA DEV.  1x  CREA with  encrusted  or
pebbledash  ext  texture.  2x  joining  'METS'   or
Somerset/N Devon porringer/cup with handle  - upper
2/3  vess  ext  covered  in  white  (yellow)  slip,  plain
slightly everted rim (diam 140mm)

1540 c1800-1900 5 24 2x  ENPO  incl  delicate  cup  rim  with  rod  handle  &
shanked dish rim with red painted ?chinese dec.  1x
small  PEAR dish rim with blue feather edge. 1x worn
CREA DEV

1546 c1780-1840 19 251 2x PEAR PNTD cup & saucer rims. 7x PEAR (some
poss  CREA?).  1x  CREA DEV  rim  ointment  pot  or
measure? 3x joining sherds N Devon gravel-tempered
ware  (NDGT)  wide  bowl  with  flanged  rim  (diam
360mm). 3x local PMR incl  'dog-dish' rim. 1x black-
glazed redware bo - v shiny probably Buckley ware. 2x
Staffs combed slipware (STSL) incl porringer base &
press-moulded dish bo

1550 c1815-1840 70 152 Small - v small sherds: 7x PEAR TR incl dish rim with
dog  rose  dec.  22x  Creamware bowl  with  unusual  ?
local bands of sponged horiz blue & ochre dec (prob 1
vess). 5x CREA PNTD. C 34x PEAR small sherds. 1x
PEAR dish rim with blue feather edge

1554 c1820-1840 69 561 30  larger  &  c  40  small/crushed  sherds.  L18/E19C
finewares incl 7x PEAR TR (1 poss TPW?) dishes &
prob jug. 1x REFW mug rim. 1x YELL sugarbowl base.
7x PEAR (incl 2 PNTD). C22x CREA dishes & bead
rim bowl. 7x CREA SLIP prob 3 vess incl bowl/cup with
brown  joggled/marbled  dec  &  green-banded  rim;  1
mocha  dec.  2x  'METS'  =  prob  a  local  or  N  Devon
slipware in v fine/smooth orange-buff PMR fabric incl
large  dish/bowl  base  with  horiz  white  slip  line  int  &
simple  slip  'V''  shapes  under  clear  glaze;  also
flanged ?jar rim with traces slip dec.21x local late PMR
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in same fabric as previous - mostly liquid clear glazes
int  incl  rims  from  small  dishes/saucers  &  a  a  jar;
smallish flat bases - 1 sooted

1561 c1830-1880 4 21 1x TPW dish rim. 3x worn CREA DEV

1563 c1830-1900 3 38 1x BLACK - black-glazed brown teapot or  jar bo. 2x
bos (1 vess) NDGT - poss same bowl in (1546)?

Total 355 7716

A.2  Clay Pipes

by John Cotter

Context Spot-date Stem Bowl Mouth Total
sherds

Total
weight

Comments MNV
bowls

1005 19C 1 2 0 3 5 Small  frag  bowl  with  vertical
ribbing/fluting.  Small  frag  bowl
base (damaged) prob with vertical
ribbing. 19C stem

1

1054 19C 2 0 0 2 3 Worn stems 1

1069 19C 2 0 0 2 4 Stems with rusty staining 0

1076 19C 2 0 0 2 6 Fresh stems 0

1097 L18-19C 1 0 0 1 1 Stem  with  stem  bore  c 2mm.
Fresh 

0

1099 19C 1 0 0 1 2 Fresh stem 0

1237 L18-19C 1 0 0 1 2 Stem  with  stem  bore  c 2mm.
Fresh 

0

1238 c1820-
1860

0 1 0 1 8 60mm  stem  attached  to  bowl  -
probably  AO28  (Atkinson  &
Oswald 1969). Bowl profile (back)
with moulded decoration including
a quartered  coat  of  arms  on  the
back  (details  unclear  &  obscured
by  dirt),  traces  of  two  human
figures on sides of bowl (both poss
in  Tudor  costume  with  feathered
caps,  or  Highland  dress?)  &
probably  a  ribbon  with  traces  of
inscription/motto  underneath
figures and wrapped around stem.
Damaged  spur  with  trace  of
maker's mark & traces of oak leaf
or foliage seam on front. Possibly
civic coat of arms, or Masonic??

1

1286 19C 1 0 0 1 3 Fresh stem 0
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1308 c1820-
1860

1 1 0 2 15 Bowl profile (one side only), plain
with spur, no visible maker's mark,
bowl type AO28 , sooted from use.
Separate fresh stem 60mm long

1

1507 19C 1 0 0 1 6 Stem 63mm long. Fairly fresh 0

1546 19C 2 0 0 2 4 Fresh stems to 60mm long 0

1550 c1780-
1830

2 4 6 1 12 4  joining  bowl  sherds  =  profile
AO27  with  vertical  ribbed  dec,
foliage  seams  &  squared  heel,
blundered  maker's  mark.  2  short
pieces stem

1

1554 19C 2 0 0 2 6 Stems  to  52mm.  One  fresh  one
slightly worn/stained

0

1562 c1820-
1860

2 1 0 3 7 Front  profile  probably AO28 bowl
with  plain  seam,  fairly
worn/chipped. Slightly worn stems
to 47mm

1

Total 21 9 0 30 84 6

A.3  Ceramic cones

By John Cotter

Context Cat.
No

Spot-date No.
sherds

Weight Base
diameter

Height Complete Comments

1056 1 19-20C 1 106 57 59 Y SF1. Light reddish-brown 
smooth terracotta 
(flowerpot-like) fabric. 
Wheel-thrown with 
evidence of concentric 
wire mark on base. Base 
slightly bevelled-off. Some 
fingerprints. Large chip on 
base, c 70% of base still 
extant. Rounded apex.

1056 2 19-20C 1 46 48 45 Y SF1. Light orange. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base, some 
blemishes. Pointed apex.

1056 3 19-20C 1 53 50 38+ N SF1. Orange. Apex 
destroyed. Wheel-thrown 
with evidence of wire mark
on base, blemishes incl 1 
large fingerprint. Medium-
sized chip on base (80% 
still extant).

1056 4 19-20C 1 62 46 45 Y SF1. Light brown. 
Asymmetrical. Wheel-
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thrown(?) or mould-made?
Straight/sheared wire mark
on base. Rounded apex. 
Many small dents on cone 
pre-firing

1056 5 19-20C 1 48 45 45 Y SF1. Light orange-red. 
Wheel-thrown with 
evidence of wire mark on 
base, blemishes incl 
fingerprints. Rounded 
apex. Splashes of yellow-
brown glaze on base - 
probably accidental.

1056 7 19-20C 1 48 46 45 Y SF1. Orange-red. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base. 
Rounded apex with 
discolouration near tip.

1056 8 19-20C 1 44 46 44 Y SF1. Orange-red. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base, 
blemishes inc fingerprints. 
Rounded apex.

1056 9 19-20C 1 60 48 52 Y SF1. Red. Wheel-thrown 
with evidence of wire mark
on base, blemishes incl 
fingerprints. Pointed apex.

1056 10 19-20C 1 194 55 71 Y SF1. Crudely moulded 
coarse sandy grey cement
cone. Looks like it was 
pushed into a mould or 
conical hole - perhaps as a
plug? Seam visible down 
one side. Some vertical 
copper wire and other 
metal inclusions near 
apex. Possibly includes 
early electric copper cable 
with textile 
casing/insulation. Textile 
impressions visible. 
Appears to have been 
scorched near apex. 
Rough rounded apex. 
Roughly oval base max 
58mm diam

1070 11 19-20C 1 58 56 47 Y Red. Mould-made with 
evidence of seam. 2 large 
chips on base, c 50% 
remaining. Pointed apex.

1070 12 19-20C 1 45 49 44 Y Light orange-red. Mould-
made with evidence of 
seam. Base largely 
chipped away, with c  40%
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remaining. Pointed apex.

1070 13 19-20C 1 11 33+ N Yellow-brown. Apex frag, v
worn and flaky.

1070 14 19-20C 1 68 48+ 59 N Orange. Wheel-thrown 
with blemishes. Base 
entirely lost and apex 
incomplete.

1070 15 19-20C 1 82 65+ 46+ N Light orange. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Base entirely lost. 
Rounded apex.

1070 16 19-20C 1 100 69+ 47+ N Orange-red. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Base entirely lost. Pointed 
apex.

1070 17 19-20C 1 90 68+ 45 Y Orange-red. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Large chip on base, c 60%
remaining, evidence of 
wire mark. Rounded apex.

1070 18 19-20C 1 113 75 38+ N Orange-red. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Base chipped but largely 
intact; apex absent, but 
prob rounded. Surface v. 
flaky and worn.

1070 19 19-20C 1 110 66 54+ N Light red-brown. Wheel-
thrown. Base entirely lost, 
probably chipped off. 
Asymmetrical. Rounded 
apex.

1127 20 19-20C 1 104 60 58 Y Light red-brown. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base. Splash
of yellow-brown glaze on 
base probably accidental. 
Apex v rounded.

1237 21 19-20C 1 78 51 49 Y Dark red-brown. Probably 
wheel-thrown, some 
evidence of wire mark on 
base. Rounded apex. 
Covered in sandy, mortar-
like coating.

1264 22 19-20C 1 103 65 50 Y Light red. Wheel-thrown, 
with evidence of wire mark
on base. Rounded apex 
(slightly chipped). Base 
slightly concave.

1264 23 19-20C 1 93 55 57 Y Light to dark orange-
brown. Probably wheel-
thrown, some evidence of 
wire mark on base. 
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Rounded apex.

1264 24 19-20C 1 58 49 50 Y Light orange. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base. 
Rounded apex.

Total 24 1828

A.4  Ceramic Building Material

By John Cotter

Context Spot-
date

Roof Ridge Brick Floor Other Total
sherds

Weight Comments

300 L19-
20C

1 1 13200 Cat No. 300/1. See sketch. 
Complete (slightly chipped) 
furnace brick in coarse yellow 
fireclay (CYF) with browner 
surface gloss. Unusually 
large/heavy. Roughly rectangular
with tongue & groove on top & 
bottom faces: Groove/slot on top
and matching rib/tenon on 
opposite face. Scorched reddish 
clay bonding filling top slot. 
Made in a mould. Length 
240mm, Width 175mm, Thick 
150mm. Stamped inscrip on 
longest (main) side face with 
some damage to start of bottom 
row of numbers. Plain unserifed 
letters 'GIBBONS (DUDLEY)/ 
SPECIAL/ [--]814/1 - 21' . The 
serial Nos from loosely fitting 
typeface blocks - not all properly
aligned. To the right of middle 
word (SPECIAL) is a small 'DU' 
on its side (for Dudley?). Whole 
inscrip area c 155mm wide x 
80mm deep. Top row of letters 
12mm high; middle row 30mm; 
bottom row 22mm high.

300 L19-
20C

2 2 6800 Cat No. 300.2-3. See sketch. 
Damaged pair of interlocking 
furnace bricks in coarse yellow 
fireclay (CYF). Roughly 
rectangular with tongue & 
groove keying on top & bottom 
faces: Groove/slot on top and 
matching rib/tenon on opposite 
face. Both bricks have series of 
channels or square-section slots
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on the long side in which the 
nailheads sit. The nailheads 
(only) are rusty brown & 
probably iron (weakly magnetic);
the nail shafts are a grey non-
magnetic metal - probably zinc 
or aluminium  - they pierce 
through centre of the brick 
widths down pre-fired holes & 
emerge from other side as 
'claws'. Two surviving in-situ 
nails end in 3-fingered 'claws' 
(possibly cut off? possibly 
electrodes or anchoring/bracing 
devices?). Largest broken frag 
has complete width 150mm x 
75mm thick & surviving (broken) 
length of 190mm. Side channels 
28mm wide, 6mm deep & 
separated by 'butresses' 48mm 
wide. Nailheads slightly 
domed/flatttish 20mm wide, 
shafts 6mm thick. White fireclay 
mortar adhering to brick

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3400 Cat No. 300/4. See sketch. 
Complete rectangular furnace 
brick. CYF. Length 220mm, 
Width 110mm, Thick 73mm. 
Squared tongue & groove keying
on top & bottom faces. The 
central groove on top quite wide 
& extends down the ends of the 
brick & flush with the projecting 
tongue (so from the top the brick
looks like giant sandwich when 
seen from side or section view). 
On the lower ledge or 'slice' of 
the sandwich - under the 
horizontal groove - is deeply 
impressed inscription 90mm 
wide x 27mm deep '37 WD'

300 L19-
20C

1 1 1488 Cat No. 300/5. See sketch. End 
of broken 'staple'-shaped 
furnace brick as complete eg 
below (Cat No. 300/6). CYF. 
Approx half complete. Surviving 
L135mm+. Width 88mm x Thick 
77mm. Part of deep notch - or 
slot-shaped 'cut' from side (but 
made in mould). Slot starts 
85mm from top corner & is max 
50mm+ wide (broken) with 
straight steeply sloping side. No 
stamps etc

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3450 Cat No. 300/6. See sketch. 
Complete 'staple' or 'G'-shaped 
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furnace brick. CYF. Length 
230mm. Thickness 75-80mm. 
Split-level width on either side of
deep notch in side. Max Width 
105mm left of notch, & 90mm 
right of notch. Top left corner of 
brick is deliberately curved. 
Squared notch begins 110mm 
from left end & is 30mm wide & 
45mm deep. Right side of 
squared notch deliberately 
ground-down or roughened & 
therefore slopes a little/non 
vertical. On lower main face of 
brick to right of notch is stamped
or impressed inscription in plain 
numerals '308\1 - 85'. Inscrip 
75mm long x 12mm deep. Near 
lower right-hand corner of brick 
is inscrip 'VT'. Inscrip probably a 
serial number? 

300 L19-
20C

1 1 5000 Cat No. 300/7. See sketch. 
Complete rectangular furnace 
brick (worn). CYF. Length 
220mm, Width 170mm, Thick 
70mm. Stamped/impressed 
inscription on top/main face in 
plain letters 'CALDER/ A20 (3)' . 
Top line 'CALDER' inscrip 90mm
long in shallow sunken round-
ended cartouche (mould plate 
impression) 120mm long, letters 
20-22mm tall. Lower inscrip in v 
shallow rectangular cartouche - 
inscrip 120mm long x 27mm tall. 
The '(3)' is in a circle diam 
35mm. probably a serial 
number?

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3200 Cat No. 300/8. See sketch. 
Complete polygonal-ended brick
(5-sided but mainly rectangular 
with a 2-facetted end - a bit like 
a quartz crystal in outline). Fine 
dense red terracotta. Machine-
made with very smooth/flat 
surfaces. Unmarked apart from v
fine axial machine striations - 
accidental. Basically a fairly 
standard unfrogged rectangular 
brick with 2 asymmetric 
machined facets at one end. 
Max Length 230mm. Base width 
110mm, Thick 65mm. Off-centre 
axis is 35mm from longest 
edge/side which is 195mm long; 
short edge/side = 155mm long. 
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Probably an 
industrial/architectural brick?

300 L19-
20C

1 1 6000 Cat No. 300/9. See sketch. CYF.
Complete furnace brick of long 
rectangular with tongue & 
groove keying near each end (at
right angle to long axis). A bit like
a railway sleeper in form. Length
335mm, Width 108mm, Thick 
75mm. Running length 
measurements of groove 
positions (from left side) = 45-
65mm & 270-293mm. Grooves 
& tenons of 
semicircular/rounded cross-
section. In central area of main 
(top) face is stamped inscription 
within an area 85mm x 45mm. 
'CALDER/ A23 (3)'. Top row of 
letters 17mm high; bottom row 
numbers etc 22mm high. The 
'(3)' is in a circle diam 28mm. 
probably a serial number?

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3350 Cat No. 300/10. See sketch. 
CYF. Complete firebrick/furnace 
brick. Plain rectangular form: 
Lengh 230mm, Width 110mm, 
Thick 60mm. Small 
stamped/impressed inscription - 
plain letters? 'S.L. & Co./ 
RISCA'. Letters 13mm high. Top 
inscrip 85mm long. Bottom row 
inscrip 70mm wide. Overall 
height of inscrip area 65mm tall. 
Inscrip may be 'S.J. rather than 
'S.L'?. Brick worn. Risca is a 
coal mine site in Wales that also 
produced bricks (common at 
Swansea, Morfa, Brunel Way 
copper factory site)

300 L19-
20C

1 1 5000 Cat No. 300/11. See sketch. 
CYF. End fragment (with 
complete section) complex 
polygonal/pentagonal furnace ?
corner brick. In section like a 
door jamb or window mullion 
with two wide slots for keying or 
bonding to adjoining bricks or 
structures. The 'main face' or 
'outer' face is inscribed but 
broken (width = 110mm+ ). 
Inscrip prob similar to other 
'Gibbons Special' bricks from 
this & other contexts. Survivng 
stamped inscrip in 3 rows 
'G[IBBONS]/ S[PECIAL]/ 30[----]'
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. Main outer face = 165mm tall; 
basically of square cross-section
with 2 other sides 110mm wide &
polygonal faces 150mm & 75mm
wide (section a bit like a section 
through a square house with a 
pitched triangular roof). Two 
wide squared slots: one 35mm 
wide x 15mm deep, the other 
40mm wide x 15mm deep but 
latter has been deliberately 
pecked or adzed along upper 
side/one side

300 L19-
20C

1 1 - Original site label faded/illegible 
- probably a 4 digit number. 
Near-complete CYF furnace 
brick of complex trapezoidal 
shape in long section, squarish 
in short section, with a square 
top - like a truncated pyramid. 
The square 'top' has a 
(damaged) projecting ledge on 
one side. Base length 210mm, 
Height 130mm, Thickness 
110mm, square top = 125mm x 
105mm+(broken side with 
ledge), ledge poss originally 
sloping & adding another facet 
to brick profile, ledge is 70mm 
deep/high. The 'front' of the brick
(one of the largest 2 trapezoidal 
faces) has stamped inscrip 
(fragmentary & unclear) - 
possibly 'CALDER' or 
'SPECIAL'/ 36 (3)' (the 3 in 
circle)

1038 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 15. Complete CYF
plain furnace brick as in (1265). 
Fairly roughly made. No 
evidence of inscrip

1064 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 74. Complete 
reddish scorched CYF 
furnace/fire brick. Similar to 
(1068). L230, W110, T60. No 
inscription

1068 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 66. Complete 
reddish scorched CYF 
furnace/fire brick. Standard 
L19C size. No inscrip visible as 
mostly covered in grey mortar 
with charcoal inclusions

1084 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 33. Complete 
slightly damaged CYF furnace 
brick of standard 'house' size. 
L225, W110, T60. One end is 
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damaged and very scorched. 
Stamped inscrip positioned in 
centre of upper face at right-
angle to long axis of brick - 
legible but fairly rough serifed 
letters 'N&J/ R'. Inscrip size 
50mm long x 45mm high with 
letters 23mm high. The '&' 
symbol is smaller than the 
letters; the 'R' positioned under 
the '&' symbol

1127 L19-
E20C

1 1 - Complete domestic/engineer's 
brick in very hard red fabric with 
traces of accidental ?ash 
glaze/gloss. Large rectangular 
frog on top with stamped inscrip 
'TREDECAR' (or poss 
TREDEGAR?). Inscrip length 
100mm x 14mm high. Screw-
head impressions either side of 
inscrip. Similar frog underside 
with screw-head impressions 
either end. L230, W105, T75-80

1130 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 36. Very 
large/heavy CYF furnace brick of
segmented plan (like a wedge of
cheese) with a gently 
curved/convex outer face. The 
broken inner face (pointed end) 
is very heavily vitrified to a slag-
like appearance. No evid of 
inscrip visible - poss obscured? 
Length of curved outer face 
220mm, Width 200mm+, Thick 
100mm. Probably weighs c8kg

1130 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 35. Complete CYF
unusual trapezoidal or wedge-
shaped section furnace brick 
(shape approx like a gold ingot). 
No inscrip. L220, W113, T85 
(base) to T60 (top). Sloping side 
= 113mm long.

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Label almost illegible but 'Brick 
Sample 50' is clear. Large 
complex polygonal CYF furnace 
brick. Adapted from a large brick
basically square in plan (L270 x 
W260) with an off-centre 
diagonal cut making it an 
asymetric pentagon. The other 
sides measure L130, W70 & 
Diagonal cut = 250mm long. The
brick is also slightly wedge-
shaped in section/thickness 
being 70mm thick on left side (to
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left of inscrip) tapering to 50mm 
on right side. Stamped inscrip 
'CALDER/ A0 (1)' (the 1 in a 
circle).

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 58. Complete. 
CYF. Furnace brick wedge-
shaped in section/thickness. 
Unmarked - or else maker's 
mark covered in fine 
mortar/plaster? L220, W115, 
T75-55

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 40. Complete CYF
rectangular furnace brick. Very 
fresh. L230, W115, T75. 
Stamped inscrip 'DOUGLAS X/ 
L' (the L under the X). Top line of
inscrip = 180mm long & whole 
inscrip frame is 60mm deep/high

1189 L19-
E20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 56. Complete hard
red house/domestic brick. 
Frogged both sides. Very dense 
red fabric. Machine made. L225,
W110, T65. The upper surface 
has a narrow round-ended or 
cartouche-shaped frog 
containing stamped inscrip 
'[WHI]TEHEAD' and has screw-
head impressions either side of 
inscrip. Underside has a large 
shallow rectangular frog with 
screw-head impressions. The 
inscribed surface is part-covered
with a very hard light grey 
cement

1189 L19-
E20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 52. Complete but 
damaged light brown CYF 
furnace brick. Machine made. 
Very hard/dense fabric. L227, 
W115, T80. The upper surface 
has stamped inscrip 'DOCKEN' 
within shallow cartouche. Length
of inscrip 120mm x 20mm high. 
Scorched. Very pale grey mortar
adhering

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 41. Complete CYF
furnace brick. Wedge-shaped. 
Identical to that in (1192). 
Stamped 'CALDER'. Inscrip 
length 140mm x 23mm high

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken ?rectangular CYF 
furnace brick preserving 
complete lower side L230 x T75 
with lower part of stamped 
inscrip 'DOUGLAS/ L' showing
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1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 43. Complete CYF
wedge-shaped furnace brick as 
in (1192, elsewhere). Stamped 
inscrip partly obscured by mortar
- probably 'CALDER/ A ' (plus a 
number in a small circle)

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick of 
normal size but with large chip 
missing from one end. L230, 
W115, T75. Stamped inscrip 
'[DO]UGLAS. X. /L' (the 'L' 
positioned under the 'X'

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick, 
wedge-shaped as in (1192) but 
with sharper (broken) narrow 
end/tip rather than squared-off 
end. L200mm+, W115mm, T75-
20mm (20mm at broken tip). 
Possible faint stamped letter 'C' 
on one side

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken CYF furnace brick end of
normal size but with a channel 
or slot running axially along 'top' 
surface. Survivng L115mm+, 
W115, T80

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick. 
Large square form in plan with 
wedge-shaped section. L230, 
W170, T73-45. The 'upper' face 
has stamped inscrip - upper line 
in shallow sunken cartouche 
'CALDER/ A8 (3)' (the 3 in circle)

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick. 
Large, unusual roughly 'T' 
shaped. Or step/plinth-shaped. 
Basically long rectangular 
shaped body 300mm long, 
W110, T75, with broken 
projections (the cross of the 'T') 
at either end, one is 60mm+ 
long, the opposite one 10mm+ &
both 55mm deep. Surviving 
upper/longest length is 60 + 300 
+ 10 = 370mm+ . The 'upper' 
face has stamped inscrip - upper
line in shallow sunken cartouche
'CALDER/ B3 (1)' (the 1 in circle)

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick. 
Long rectangular. L295, W110, 
T75. Stamped inscrip on top 
face in shallow cartouche 
'CALDER/ A L5 (?)' . Stamp 
partly obscured/worn

1190 L19- 1 1 - Complete  CYF  wedge-shaped
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20C furnace  brick  as  in  (1192)  with
'CALDER'  stamped  inscrip
120mm long x 20mm high. Very
fresh

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken CYF furnace brick - prob
originally square/rectangular. 
Broken as in (1189) with 
complete lower side. Stamped 
inscrip 'DOCKEN' within shallow 
cartouche. Brick appears to 
have been deliberately broken 
and squared-off in a roughly 
straight line with a adzed surface
making the brick now 90mm+ 
wide (or high, relative to inscrip 
position)

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken CYF furnace brick with 
slot on one side (thickness side).
L190+, W115, T75. Stamped 
inscrip '[DOC]KEN/ --23'

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick of 
normal rectangular plan but 
tapering or gently wedge-shaped
in section along its long axis. 
Length 230, Width 115, 
Thickness 75-45, vertical sides 
& ends. Stamped inscrip 
'CALDER' (see elsewhere in this
catalogue for 2 identical)

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF very thin brick or 
brisket. L224, W112, T32. 
Stamped inscrip on upper 
surface 'DOUGLAS'. Inscrip 
length 120mm x 22mm high

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete very long rectangular 
CYF furnace brick. L345, W110, 
T80. Stamped inscrip on top 
'CALDER'. Inscrip 135mm long x
20mm high

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick of 
standard shape. L230, W115, 
T80. Stamped inscrip 
'DOUGLAS X/ L' (with X above 
the L). Inscrip length 150mm 
with letters 25mm high. Very 
fresh condition

1194 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF very unusual 
furnace brick/box brick of long 
rectangular form with square 
section and circular perforation 
running from end to end 
emerging through a raised rim or
socket at either end. Basically 
like a square bead in form. Tube 
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or perforation possibly to 
conduct hot gases or a structural
metal rod? Length of body 
310mm; total length with sockets
350mm, Width 115mm, Thick 
115mm. Rim diam 70mm, hole 
diam 27mm. Stamped inscrip on
one side 'CALDER/ B12 (1)'  
(the '1' in a circle)

1201 L18-
19C

1 1 - Brick Sample 17. Complete 
ordinary red house brick. 
Reddish-brown fabric. 
Unfrogged. Handmade but fairly 
regular with creased sides. 
L230, W103, T65

1241 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 13. Complete 
unfrogged house brick. 
Fine/dense fabric. Fairly regular 
manufacture. L230, W110, T75

1265 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 72. Complete CYF
furnace/fire brick of standard 
size. L230, W110, T65. Fairly 
roughly made. Brick partly 
covered in white mortar with 
charcoal inclusions. Small faint 
inscrip on upper surface 'R & ?' 
Inscrip size 50mm x 20mm. 
Might be a mis-red or poorly 
stamped example of 'N&J' stamp
in (1084)?

1288 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 64. CYF. Square-
section furnace brick. Broken. 
Length 150mm+, Width 70mm, 
Thick 60mm. Very scorched

1288 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 62. CYF. Narrow 
furnace brick end of square 
section as in (1288, Sample 64),
possibly from same brick?

1288 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 60. CYF. 
Furnace/fire brick. Brick end of 
regular shape L170mm+, W110, 
T60. Fairly crude stamped 
inscrip at one end of brick at 
right angle to long axis 'N&J/ R' 
(the R under the N). See (1084, 
Sample 33) for identical. The 
inscrip is within an area 60mm 
wide x 50mm deep

1503 L19-
20C

0 0 0 0 3 3 142 Frags pale orange-brown curved
pan-tile (roof tile) including edge 
frags. Late-looking

1536 L19-
20C

0 0 0 0 1 1 268 Edge frag curved pan-tile in 
similar but darker orange-brown 
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fabric to (1503). Black 
staining/weatheriing/sooting 
underneath

1538 L19-
20C

0 0 1 0 0 1 193 Brick corner T52mm. Refractory 
yellow ?furnace brick

1540 L19-
20C

0 0 0 0 1 1 61 Edge frag curved pan-tile in 
similar orange-brown fabric to 
(1536)
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APPENDIX B.  TRANSCRIPTION OF A HANDWRITTEN MEMOIR OF THE TYDU NAIL WORKS

 By Bob Spring, 1985 (Roy Stewartson Papers, courtesy of the Department of 
Industry, National Museum of Wales) 

“I  do  not  know  when  wire  nails  were  first  started  to  be  manufactured  at  Rogerstone.  I
understand the first type of nail made was a nail commonly called a 'cut nail' which was made
from steel strip in shape something like 

Various Lengths up to 4”

[cross section] 
Various Thickness 1/16” - 3/16”

also horse nails were made at Rogerstone. The manufacture of this type of nail was still carried
our at Somervilles in Scotland until I left Cardiff in 1941 but had ceased to made at Rogerstone
long before 1931. Whether the initials H.P.W.N. [Huggetts Patent Wire nails] referred to either
types of nail I do not know but what I do know is that one of the vertical presses for making
these articles on we used to make BUCKLES on which we made about 20 tons per month
along with the pins which were cut off on nail making m/c [machine] 1/4”, 5/16” & 3/8” dia[meter]
approx between 2” - 3” length, and shipped with STRIP at Rogerstone Castle Works to New
Zealand & India for baling wool, hessian etc., hence the name 'Baling Buckles and Pins'. Sizes
of Buckles 2” - 3”  square with square hole punched from hot rolled strip approx 3/16” - 1/4”
thick.

                                                                                    plan cross section

The large m/c for cutting off the pins was the only m/c at Cardiff when I left in April 1941 which
still had the wooden spring.

The nail works at Rogerstone was separated from the main Castle Works by about 3/4 of a mile
connected by a railway. Its main use was feeding the nail dept. with empty railway wagons for
loading nails for dispatch to various points. There was a narrow lane off the main road used for
the delivery of wire from Coverack Rd Newport for the making of wire nails [and] also use[d] for
dispatching of finished nails [&] goods to various parts, a method of dispatch which increased
considerably as time went on.

The  main  building  was  very  old  stone  built  with  a  few  bits  and  pieces  added  such  as  a
carpenters  shop aptly  made  of  wood,  for  making  cases  for  packing  nails,  general  repairs,
moulding “bells”, and where control of the water turbine was controlled. This turbine drove the
shafting of  15 large m/cs which had wooden springs for  the movement  of  the slides which
headed the nails and worked the “cut off” slides. All nails were headed & cut off on the same
m/c and were single blow m/cs. 4 m/cs made size approx range of 4” x 7 gauge, 8 m/cs 6” x 4
gauge, 2 m/cs 8” x 5/16,[and] 1 m/c 12” x 3/8. This latter m/c [unclear] had to cut off nails over
8” length. Its main function was to make Tram Nails 3” x 3/8 used in collieries for holding down
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the wagon rails underground or Pipe Nails used in the building trade for  fastening brackets
which held in C.I. piping [cast iron] in the wall. [a note in another hand at this point states that
the water turbine was destroyed by a flood, although the attribution is unclear]

Up to the latter part of 1932 the other manufactory machinery was driven by two gas engines
carefully looked after by Jack Walsh. From them all producer m/cs were belt driven from over
head shafting 3 lines + 1 line which [was] driven by a line underground tunnel + the shaking
barrels were over head driven. The machines in the tool room were always [over head driven]
and the fitting shop m/cs driven over head shafting by an electric motor. All the tools used were
made in the tool room by 4 tool makers + a few youths from high speed steel [as opposed to
carbon steel which did not last as well] (Huntsman Blue Label) and heat treated in small gas
furnaces.  All  the running repairs were done by 3 fitters and a blacksmith, striker and a few
youths.  Any items such as welding  I  had to call  on the fitting shop at  Castle  Works,  same
applied to the electrical side, the aid was always quickly forthcoming. 

With the exception of Tram Nails, Pipe Nails & baling buckle[s], pins were made of from drawn
wire i.e. round, oval, grooved or square grooved, a very few from jagged wire or mild steel, a
very few stainless and a few copper & aluminium. 

The grooved nails [were produced] at approx 5-10 tons per month, had a 'rose head' and [were]
exported  to  New Zealand  and mainly  8”  -  6”  in  length  x  3  –  4  gauge.  The groove  added
considerably to the strength &I do not remember a complaint re bending.

The varied types of nails used & made today were not called for.  Up to the time I left Cardiff
[the types of nails made] were Chequered Heads, Round Shanks, Oval Broads, Lock Heads,
Tran, Pipe nails, Panel Pins, Veneer Pins, Pointless Nails, Staples Cut and Sliced Points from
galvanized wire and bright wire. At Rogerstone we had our own hot spelter & galvanizing plant
[which] worked 3 shifts. Nails which needed electro plating & galvanizing had to be done by
outside contractors.

It was always interesting  I found to look at the use of some of the items we made(i.e.) rake
teeth for garden rakes to [unclear] 1” x 14 lath nails always in heavy demand for the building
trade. Likewise clout nails 1” x 16, similar in shape to the lath nail, again in great demand for
packing  tomatoes  from  the  Channel  Islands.  2”  to  3”  x  5  Rd  [round]  Roofing  Nails  who
galvanized sheets roofing Tenter Hooks 1” x 13g used in tea chest boxes. 

Round Roofing Pin Tenter Hook Other Shaped Hooks

Other Shaped Hooks [for] fastening steel bands around wooden barrels, pointless nails again a
good demand packing tinplates: a pointless nail does not split the wood.

I suppose a number of these types of nail must have ceased to be required by the advanced
method of packaging. 

The exporting packing was mostly shipped in steel kegs which we made on the [slab?] from 20-
22 gauge best defective sheets purchased from Lysaght [Lysaght's Steel Company] of Newport
@ £4 per ton. The kegs varied in height according to the size of nail& weight required, the
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dia[meter] 15”, the height 9” - 24”. One woman + I youth made all the kegs required: method
sheet cut off of length required, passed through rollers to give cylinder shape, 'clipped at each
end',  the lipping  pressed tight,  the lid  cut  round, lipped pressed into cylinder  [unclear]  then
riveted, painted red. Average extra cost of the packaging as against bags 1/6 a[verage] per cwt
[hundredweight]. The use of venesta [a lightweight composite of layers of oak or chestnut glued
with a waterproof cement] cases was a popular method for the export. Really it was a plywood
barrel as against a steel one we had to purchase from Venesta. 

The home trade in general called for [unclear] bags. Quite a demand for the smaller type of nail
to be packed in packets 1lb -7lb. We employed 4 girls on this work. The method of packing 4” &
longer on the jigger was transferred to Cardiff.

Our method at Rogerstone for the taking away of the nail for the final bagging at Cardiff had
similarities,  but  took  the hard work  out  of  the  job at  Rogerstone.  We had to  use a similar
container at the heading m/c, take it round to a square, hexagon or round barrel into which the
nails were loaded approx 2 cwt, sawdust added, rotated for about 15 mins, emptied into a tray,
shovelled into [riddle?], which worked by hand, the polished nails sent by hand on trolleys to
weigh? for packing. The nippings sold as scrap, the sawdust burnt.

The wire drawing plant at Rogerstone was 1 single hole block in 1931. When we closed the
plant consisted of 5 blocks which worked two shifts + a Farmer Norton 6 block continuous m/c.
It was I believe only the 2nd or 3rd m/c Farmer Norton built. What happened to it in the wire
drawing plant at Cardiff I cannot bring to mind. 

The output at Rogerstone when I went there in April  1931 as a very raw young person was
about 20 tons per week, and we finished at about 600 tons per week. We did not have many
m/cs made by [unclear] as after dly [delivery] of the first few the balance were made by Bayliss
Jones  and  Bayliss  of  Wolverhampton  [also  a  GKN  company  at  this  time].  The  effort  &
cooperation & enthusiasm to build that output was wonderful.

The sales side of the of the nail works was always carried out by the screw division at Heath St.
At the nail works the office staff I had consisted of 1 male who worked the wages out for which I
was responsible, 2 female typists, 2 young men who did the invoicing & sending out delivery
notes [and]  give  out  credit  notes on instruction  from B'ham.  All  orders were sent  to  us on
special forms by the nail  dept.  sales office.  When goods were dispatched we extended the
prices, sent a copy to Heath St. It was our duty to reply to all queries re delay? etc, complaints,
arrange shipment  and  all  our  transport  in  conjunction  with  GKN Transport  which  I  believe
[unclear] BL James Cardiff, +1 store keeper + 1 male who did very useful office duties.

There is a lot I can tell you about the removal & layout etc. and about the commercial side. Up
to  the  time I  left  it  was  always  accept[ed]  that  Heath  St  did  this  work.  Mr  Harding  always
accepted [the] same, the method I believe now has altered. 

Cement coating was another finish required for a number of customers for use in packing goods
in wooden crates [unclear] hot climate countries. The coating was a mixture of Resin Chilae
[and] a small quantity of methylated spirit. The nails which were to be coated were loaded into
an ordinary shaking barrel and rumbled for about 10/15 minutes left to drain and packed into
bags or kegs. 

The idea of this coating was when used in the hot climate the nails when driven into the wood
case the heat would make the finish become sticky thus giving a better holding power. 

The tool setters in all cases started as 'wivers' on the production machines. The output varied
from 25 per min to 120 per min. This was on the old type of m/c not the [Waker?] type. I believe
before 1931 a number of various other articles were made on the staple m/cs (i.e.) small hooks,
split rings, pig rings & numerous shapes of staples”.
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APPENDIX C.  TRANSCRIPTION OF A GENERAL HISTORY OF THE WORKS

1980s, author unknown. (Roy Stewartson papers, Courtesy of the Department of 
Industry, National Museum of Wales.)

'Huggets Patent Wire Nail Dept' 

Wire Nails

Nettlefolds Ltd commenced making wire nails during the early part of  1870 at Imperial  Mills
Smithwick. As a wire mill had also been laid down in an adjacent building the nail shop were
assured of a cheap and near source of raw material. The machines then in use were made by
Watkins of  Birmingham. During 1904-5 the plant was transferred to Rogerstone¹, some 3  ½
miles  from  the  wire  drawing  plant  which  had  already  been  installed  at  Newport,
Mon[mouthshire]². The [unclear]  plant  drawing  its  supplies  of  wire  rods from Castle  Works,
Rogerstone. Although the depts were in close proximity external transport road & rail had to be
used to keep each dept supplied. During 1907-8 the whole of the nail machines were scrapped
& new high speed machines were installed. The nail output steadily rose from 25-50 tons per
week  [un]til  it  reached  a  peak  of  approx.  200  tons³ per  week  (1918).  During  the  1920s4

demands fell, mainly through competition from the continent & the plant was practically idle.
During the year 1930 a tariff was put on all foreign nails & the plant was then able to restart in
earnest. During the years 1931-7 the nail machines were again scrapped & more speedy & up-
to-date plant installed. The tonnage rose rapidly & the whole plant worked night and day. The
tonnage by now having reached 500 per week. During 1935-7 Castle Works, Cardiff gradually
got under way & as the rods, wire and nails were all produced under practically one roof it will
be seen what an enormous advantage this was. Handling facilities were improved and the nail
tonnage gradually grew. Further new machines were installed and during 1952 10005 tons per
week were produced. The machines are well serviced, mainly in situ, wire and rod supplies
readily available. This enabled the nail plant to work its full 128 hours per week.

¹  Rogerstone H.P.W.N. Dept 1904-5 to 1936-7.
2  Imperial Mills Coverack Road, Newport.
3 Average 1914-18 war years 125-150 tons per week.
4 One period 1923-25 25 tons per month.
5 1059 tons 1952 net figures.
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APPENDIX E.  SUMMARY OF SITE DETAILS

Site name: Tydu Works and Tregwilym Fach Farm, Jubilee Park, Rogerstone,
Newport

Site code: NEJU13

Grid reference:  ST 2675 8775

Type: Evaluation and Excavation 

Date and duration: October to November 2013

Area of site: c 1ha

Summary of results: Between September and November 2013 Oxford Archaeology (OA)
undertook a series of watching briefs, evaluations and area excavations at the Tydu works site
and adjacent  Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings, in Rogerstone, Newport,  South Wales. The
archaeological works were undertaken ahead of  the redevelopment of  the area for  a mixed
development comprising residential, commercial, leisure and educational facilities.

The excavations of the Tydu works site focused on the area of main works building and also the
adjacent stores buildings and workers cottages. In addition to a pre-works field boundary, the
excavations uncovered the stone walls of the late 18th century works building and the leat that
powered the original water wheel.  The remains of  two stores buildings and part  of a row of
workers cottages were also investigated. The rake out pits for 19th century furnaces associated
with the annealing of plate metal, and the tinplating of the sheets were excavated. Modifications
to the main works building in the late 19th and early 20th century  when the works produced
nails were investigated, as was a railway, added to communicate with the Rogerstone works to
the south. No evidence was uncovered for a postulated early copper works on the site. 

During the Second World War the works was converted to the processing of aluminium for the
production  of  aircraft  parts.  The  bases  of  two  large  boilers  that  powered  the  works  and
associated machine bases were investigated, in addition to the modifications to the main works
building.

The evaluation of the Tregwilym Fach Farm out buildings revealed an original floor, and later
truncations.

Location of archive: The archive is currently held at OA, Janus House, Osney Mead,
Oxford,  OX2 0ES,  and will  be  deposited  with the  Newport Museum and Art  Gallery  in  due
course, under the following accession number: TBC
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Summary

Between September  and  November  2013 Oxford  Archaeology (OA)  undertook  a
series of watching briefs, evaluations and area excavations at the Tydu works site
and adjacent  Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings,  in  Rogerstone,  Newport,  South
Wales. The archaeological works were undertaken ahead of the redevelopment of
the area for a mixed development comprising residential, commercial, leisure and
educational facilities.

The excavations of the Tydu works site focused on the area of main works building
and  also  the  adjacent  stores  buildings  and  worker's  cottages.  In  addition  to  a
possible pre-works field boundary, the excavations uncovered the stone walls of the
late 18th century works building, and the leat that powered the original water wheel.
The remains of two stores buildings and part of a row of worker's cottages were also
investigated, and the rake out  pits for 19th century furnaces associated with the
annealing and tinplating were uncovered. Modifications to the main works building in
the  later  19th  and  early  20th  century,  when  the  works  were  involved  in  nail
production, were investigated, including the railway linking the Tydu works to the
Rogerstone works to the south. No evidence was uncovered for a postulated early
copper works on the site. 

During  the  Second  World  War  the  works  was  converted  to  the  processing  of
aluminium for the production of aircraft parts. The bases of two large boilers that
powered the works and associated machine bases were investigated, and the works
building was modified to accommodate the new machinery. 

The evaluation of the Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings revealed an original floor,
most of which had been destroyed by later activity.
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1  INTRODUCTION

1.1   Scope of work
1.1.1 Between September and November 2013 Oxford Archaeology (OA) undertook a series

of  watching  briefs,  evaluations  and  area  excavations  at  the  Tydu  works  site  and
adjacent Tregwilym Fach Farm, in Rogerstone, Newport, South Wales (Fig. 1). 

1.1.2 The archaeological works were undertaken ahead of the redevelopment of the area for
a  mixed  development  comprising  residential,  commercial,  leisure  and  educational
facilities.  An  Archaeological  and  Heritage  Assessment  (EDP 2012),  synthesised  the
available  historic  and  cartographic  evidence  with  recent  borehole  data,  to  create  a
model of the potential survival of archaeological remains across the development area.

1.1.3 The work was undertaken in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation (EDP
2013),  which was written in response to a brief  outlining the conditions attached to
planning permission (ref. 12/0886), prepared by Neil Maylan, Archaeological Planning
Manager of the Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust (GGAT 2012). 

1.1.4 The brief noted that remains of the former Tydu works, and out buildings belonging to
Tregwilym Fach Farm may have survived beneath the later Novelis Aluminium Works. 

1.1.5 It  was  agreed  between  the  representatives  of  EDP  and  the  Glamorgan  Gwent
Archaeological Trust (GGAT) that the first phase of works would involve the monitoring
of the breaking out of concrete surfaces and the removal of any associated substrate in
the vicinity of the Tydu works site and Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings. This was to
be followed by limited evaluation trenching in both locations to identify the survival and
preservation of any archaeological remains. 

1.1.6 The trenches in the Tregwilym Fach Farm area identified floor surfaces and walls of
fairly recent date, and it was decided not to conduct any further additional work in this
area. The results of the evaluation are contained in this document (Section 4 below).

1.1.7 The  trenches  in  the  Tydu  works  area  identified  structural  remains  constructed  in
domestic  brick,  fire  brick,  concrete  and  stone.  It  was  decided  that  these  remains
merited further investigation. Consequently the remaining overburden was removed in
this  area  and  the  remains  cleaned,  excavated  and  recorded.  These  trenches  were
superseded  by  the  excavation and are  not  further  reported.  It  was also  decided to
locate  an  additional,  smaller  excavation  area  to  examine  the  remains  of  a  row  of
cottages indicated on the Rogerstone Tithe Map of 1844 (Fig. 2). 

1.1.8 Additionally two small trenches were excavated in the vicinity of the Rogerstone Castle
site, and results of this evaluation form the contents of a separate report (OA 2014). 

1.2   Location, geology and topography
1.2.1 The village of Rogerstone is located to the north-west of the city of Newport, within the

Ebbw Valley (Fig. 1). 
1.2.2 The site is centred on ST 2675 8775, and is situated on the south-west side of the

A467, between the River Ebbw to the south-west and Tregwilym Road to the north-
east.  The  river  and  Tregwilym  Road  form  the  south-western  and  north-eastern
boundaries  respectively,  with  a  recreation  ground  to  the  north-west  side  and  an
industrial estate to the south-east (Fig. 1). 
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1.2.3 The  underlying  geology  of  the  area  is  recorded  as  interbedded  mudstone  and
sandstone  of  the  Raglan  formation,  overlain  by  superficial  deposits  of  alluvium,
comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel (BGS website).

1.2.4 Topographically the site occupies the fairly flat area at the base of the river valley. The
valley sides rise up steeply to the south-west and north-east. The area of the Tydu and
Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings sits at around 29m OD. 

1.3   Acknowledgements
1.3.1 OA would like to thank Eddy Stratford of EDP who commissioned the archaeological

works  on  behalf  of  Walters  Land  (Rogerstone)  Ltd.  The on-site  works  were greatly
facilitated by Vahe Zarifian, and Gabe Treharne of Walters Land (Rogerstone) Ltd. The
evaluations and excavations were monitored by Neil Maylan of GGAT. OA would also
like to thank Robert  Protheroe Jones, the Curator  of  Heavy Industry at  the National
Museum of Wales for the advice and documents that he helpfully provided. 

1.3.2 The OA site team was led by Rebecca Peacock, who was assisted by James Archer,
Martin  Campbell,  Nathan  Chinchen,  Emily  Glass,  Victoria  Green,  Alex  Latham,  Jim
Mumford,  Nik Petek, Lee Sparks, Chris Richardson and Pete Vellett. The project was
managed for OA by Gerry Thacker. 

1.4   Historical and cartographic background

The Tydu works

1.4.1 The first reference to works in the Rogerstone area comes from Archdeacon William
Coxe's A Historical tour through Monmouthshire, first published in 1801, and based on
the author's tour of the county in 1799. Coxe, in describing Rogerstone Castle, and the
mansion that had replaced it states that: 'The premises [the mansion], as well as some
adjoining works on the banks of the Ebwy, belong to the royal mine company and are
tenanted by Mr. Butler of Caerleon; they were erected in 1772 for copper works, but are
now used for the manufacture of iron rods, bars,  bolts and shipping, and tin plates'
(1801, 82).  

1.4.2 The  works  at  Rogerstone  are  further  described  as  a  branch  of  Mr  Butler's  main
concern, which was an iron and tinplate works sited in the vicinity of  Caerleon, and
capable of producing 14,000- 20,000 boxes of tin plates per annum (ibid, 107).

1.4.3 Additional information on the works at this time come from an unattributed typescript
manuscript written in around 1978, held in the Newport Reference Library. This states
that: 'On the Rhiwderin side of the valley below almost opposite the Castle Mansion
House, was erected, about 1760 by Mr. Butler, a Works for the smelting of copper, with
two mills for the probably rolling of the cast slabs to sections and sheets. One mill was
driven  by  water-power,  channelled  from the nearby  Ebbw River,  and the other  was
steam driven. In the region of the early 1800s these Works were turned over to puddled
iron tin bar production, using modified units for iron puddling' (anon 1978, 10).

1.4.4 Edward Henry Brooke writes in his  Chronology of the Tinplate Works of Great Britain
that the Tydu Tin Plate Works had two mills consisting of a tinplate works attached to a
charcoal forge which existed in 1770, although he questions this date as it is at odds
with  Coxe's  date  of  1772  for  the  work's  foundation,  and  assumes  a  clerical  error,
preferring 1790 (Brooke 1944, 162).

1.4.5 An advertisement for the sale of  the Tydu estate was placed in the London Star  in
1806, and provides the most detailed description of  the early works. 'The country is
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highly picturesque, remarkable for rich diversified scenery...The newly erected works
which are well adapted for tin plate or hoop mills have a constant supply of water from
the River Ebbw so as to work in the driest weather. The machinery consists of a cast
iron water wheel, 16 feet in diameter and 12 feet wide, with countershaft and fly wheel
20 feet in diameter, iron shears, two sets of wrought iron pillars and boxes, and two
slitting furnaces. Upon the opposite side is a countershaft and a clog wheel with two
bloom furnaces for rolling iron bar' (Walker 1993, 36-37).

1.4.6 By 1834 the works were being operated by J. Brown (Tydee), who was shipping small
quantities of iron on the tram roads and canals of Monmouthshire (Brook 1944, 162).
By January 1841 Daniel Lewis and Co were operating the 'Tydee Iron Works' on behalf
of  the Neath Abbey Works (ibid,163). It  would appear that this last venture was not
especially  successful  because in  1845 the works were again put  up for  sale,  being
described as a 'foundry in a dilapidated condition' (Walker 1993, 37). 

1.4.7 A map  issued  in  the  year  before  the  sale  shows  the  'Ty  du  Works'  (Fig.  2),  as
comprising a main works building with a head race from the river Ebbw entering the
from the north-west side, and the tail race flowing in a southerly direction back into the
river.  The section  of  leat  between the  head race and  tail  race,  presumably  flowing
through a culvert. To the south-east of the main works building, a row of cottages and
other ancillary buildings are shown, but none are labelled. To the south the Rogerstone
Works are shown, situated to the west of the site of  the castle, and of a similar size to
those at Tydu. The Rogerstone Works are also shown with a head race and tail race.
The 'Treg Willim' Fach farm is shown to the east of the Tydu works, and to the north of
the Rogerstone Works. There is no direct route shown between the two works, but both
are connected by tracks to the Tregwilym Road. 

1.4.8 In 1852 the operation of the works had been taken over by John Lewis and Co , and it
is during this period that a tramway connecting the Tydu and Rogerstone works was
constructed. The unattributed report, (1979), states that production at the Rogerstone
Works involved the manufacture of: 'puddled iron tin bar, using modified units for iron
puddling, but the same mill drives for bar and sheet bar rollings, which later were then
transferred on tram track to Tydu orks, the trams being horse-drawn under contract with
Mr William John Snr. of Tregwilym Fach Farm (over whose land the tracks were laid) for
final production into tinned sheets'. 

1.4.9 Certainly  the  two  works  were  linked  by  a  tramway  by  1883,  when  it  is  shown  on
Ordnance Survey 1:2,500 map (Fig.  3).  Interestingly the tramway does not take the
most direct route, but skirts around the firing range that bisects the area between the
two works.  The maps also shows a public  house,  the Rollers  Arms,  in  Rogerstone,
presumably named  for the works in the vicinity. The earliest mention of the pub is from
1852, when the census shows that it was run by Thomas and Blanche Williams (Fry
2005, 60).

1.4.10 After the death of John Lewis the management of  the Tydu works was taken on by
Thomas Llewelyn Brewer on behalf of Mrs Lewis, the sister of John Lewis (anon 1978).
Incidentally the Lewis family had operated the renowned Iron Works at Dowlais near
Merthyr Tydfil since the late 1750s. Dowlais Ironworks were the first business to license
the Bessemer steel  making process in 1865.  The Dowlais  works were in  1767 part
owned by John Guest, of the family which would later form part of Guest, Keen and
Nettlefolds Limited (see below).

1.4.11 In 1859,  during Lewis's  tenure,  the  Tydu Tinplate  School  was set  up to  benefit  the
children  of  the  work's  employees,  and  was initially  located at  the  top  of  Tregwilym
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Road,  adjacent  to  the Works (Jenkins 1995;  Fry  2005,  84 ).  The school  became a
British School in 1870, one of 102 set up in South Wales around this time. In 1876 the
school became a Board School, educating both boys and girls. 

1.4.12 John Lewis and Co. ceased trading in 1877 and the works were taken over by the Tydu
Tinplate Co. (Brooke 1944, 163). The Ordnance Survey map of 1886-7 (Fig. 4) shows
the 'Tydu Tin Works' in similar form to the tithe map of 1844, although the main works
building has been extended to the south-west, and additions also made on the north-
east side. It is likely that considerable work had been done to repair the 'dilapidated
state'  of  the  works.  A gasometer,  presumably  to  fuel  a  lighting  system,  had  been
installed on the north-west side of the building. The cottages, and ancillary buildings are
also shown in more detail,  with internal  partitions indicated. A square access to the
culverted part of the tail race is shown to the south-east of the main building. A system
of weirs and  sluice gates, part of the Work's water management system, are sited to
the north of the works. Small plots of land are shown immediately to the south-west of
the Works, perhaps for the use of the workers resident in the nearby cottages.

1.4.13 In 1879 the Rogerstone works closed, followed a year later by the Tydu works (Walker
1993, 37). The following year the Tydu Tinplate Co. ceased trading, and the tinplate
works were dismantled in 1886 (Brooke 1944, 163). In 1885 the site had been taken
over by the Midlands based firm of Nettlefold and Chamberlain, who were well known
for  the  manufacture  of  wood  screws  (Fry  2005).  In  1886  Edward  Steer,  who  had
previously set up a small  Bessemer plant  for  the company,  moved from Nettlefold's
Hadley  works  in  Shropshire  to  Rogerstone,  to  oversee  the  construction  of  the  new
works. Steer had a house built  for  himself  with a maximum construction cost set  at
£2000 (Jones 1987, 223). The new works 'were to consist of an acid Bessemer plant at
Rogerstone [a Bessemer converter with an acid silica refractory lining], charged with
pig iron imported through the Newport docks. Also at Rogerstone were the rolling mills,
while a hoop mill, which was extended three years later, was laid down at Tydu' (Fry
2005, 38).

1.4.14 The Rogerstone works was renamed  the Castle Works after the firms former works at
Hadley, itself named after a mock turret in a neighbouring field, and this image was
taken as the company's trademark (Walker 1993, 36). The Tydu works was again in full
operation by 1887. 

1.4.15 Hundreds  of  Nettlefold's  Shropshire  workforce  also  moved  to  Rogerstone,  many  of
whom made  the  journey  on  foot.  Eric  Osment  recalls  how his  grandfather,  George
Hampton, walked all the way with his young son, while his wife and daughters came on
the train.  'There were gangs of  them came down. They walked in batches of  about
twenty. They didn't stay anywhere, just slept rough on the roadside. They didn't have
much money, see, just enough for the food to get them here.' (Walker, 1993, 38). The
'Shroppies'  as they became known soon gained repute as drinkers and fighters and
were resented by locals, as their skills meant that they commanded higher wages (ibid,
40).  This influx of new workers led to the formation of the Rogerstone House Property
and Investment Company which built the new houses required. Street names including
Hadley Road and Wellington Road recalled the new worker's Shropshire roots (Walker
1993, 39).

1.4.16 A detailed plan of the new works was created in around 1896 (Fig. 5) and shows the
internal layout of the Tydu works. The works were entered from the Tydu road, adjacent
to the head race. Two entrances are shown, marked 'Mens Entrance' and 'Womens
Entrance'.  The  time  office,  a  small  rectangular  building,  is  situated  just  inside  the
entrance, and presumably is where the workers clocked on and off.  On the northern
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side of the main works building is a pickling shed, the gasometers to fuel the lighting, a
gas  house and  an  annealing  furnace.  Adjacent  to  the  annealing  plant,  a  turbine  is
shown powered by the head race, and replacing the water wheel of the earlier works.
To  the  south  are  rows  of  machinery  for  shearing  and  pointing,  with  separate
departments for fitting, grinding, erecting, carpentry and warehousing. On the eastern
side of the building are rooms to house the engine and boilers. The engine would have
been a horizontal steam engine (Protheroe Jones, pers. comm). The Work's office is
adjacent to the engine house, and a rumbling shed is shown to the north of the boiler
house. 

1.4.17 To the east and south-east of the works the cottages shown on the Tithe Map of 1844
appear unchanged, although the general store appears to have been modified. A small
storehouse, and another small store, women's latrines and additional privy have also
been added. The men's latrines are sited to the west of the works, within a row of small
fields, perhaps the 'allotment gardens' for the residents of the cottages. A piggery is
shown adjacent to the southern group of cottages, presumably a replacement for the
'old piggery' which is shown with nine or ten individual stalls. Rail tracks connecting the
pickling shed and rumbling shed with the Castle Works to the south are also shown for
the first time, with a weighbridge shown next to the railway track.

1.4.18 A photograph from the early 1900s (Plate 27, from Fry 2005)  and taken from the west,
shows the works from the early Nettlefold's era.  The semi-circular arched roof of the
pickling shed is shown with a short chimney. Behind this is the taller chimney of the
boiler house. A third thinner chimney is likely to belong to the annealing furnace. The
general stores is just visible behind the works building. The Tydu Hotel can be seen to
the left of the image, and the Castle mound to the right.

1.4.19 The Ordnance Survey 1: 2,500 map of 1901 (Fig. 6) shows no apparent changes to the
work's buildings, although the extensive Rogerstone Sidings had been constructed to
the east of  Tregwilym Road, and the railway linking the works to the Castle works is
also shown. The Tydu works is now called the Castle Nail Works. The Rollers Arms in
Rogerstone has now been renamed as the Ty-du Hotel.

1.4.20 In  1902  Guest,  Keen and  Nettlefolds  Limited  (GKN)  was  formed,  one  of  the  great
engineering  concerns  of  the  twentieth  century.  Some  of  the  Nettlefold  directors,
including  Edward  Steer,  became directors  of  the  new  company  (Walker  1993,  40),
which took over the running of the Castle Steel Works (at Rogerstone) and Tydu Nail
works for the next 36 years. 

1.4.21 In 1905 the production of Huggets Patent Wire Nails was moved to the Tydu works
from GKNs Imperial  Mills plant at in Birmingham (Jones 1987, 223). The nails were
manufactured from a concave strip of rolled steel which were brought to the works from
the wire drawing plant at Coverack Road in Newport. The Coverack Road site had a
'wharf for sea-borne traffic ...also a direct connection with the GWR, so that wire rod
could be sent by freight train to Rogerstone to be drawn into wire for screws, nails,
bolts, rivets, chains, netting and wheel spokes' (ibid, 223). An unattributed hand written
note (from the Roy Stewartson papers in the Department of Industry, National Museum
of Wales and produced in the1980s) states that:  'During 1907-8 the whole of the nail
machines were scrapped & new high speed machines were installed. The nail output
steadily rose from 25-50 tons per week til it reached a peak of approx. 200 tons per
week (1918)'. 

1.4.22 An advertisement from 1914 lists the products of both of the Rogerstone works as steel
bars, steel hoops, wire rods, rolled wire and wire nails, including round, square, oval,
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triangular, clout nails, fencing staples, telegraph staples, panel pins etc. (Fry 2005, 15).
During the first world war the works were taken under the direction of the Ministry of
Munitions, and their output devoted to the war effort. 

1.4.23 Bill Redding started work in the factory in 1917, and the following is his account of the
nail works quoted in Walker (1993, 47-49): 'The main men there, who understood the
job,  were all  from Birmingham. They'd come down to set the place up [for Huggets
Patent Wire Nails], because nobody knew anything about it locally. There were about
seven setters, and the head toolmaker came with them.'

1.4.24 Arthur Bullock, also a former employee, remembered that 'all the machines were run by
the water wheel,  the big turbine wheel fed by a dyke from the River Ebbw – about
twenty foot it was, probably. There was one shaft running right the length of the factory,
and  the  belts  from it  that  drove  all  the  nail  machines  and  all  the  machines  in  the
toolroom'. 'So dangerous was it that one worker was killed when his clothes got caught
in one of the belts' (Walker, 1993, 48). 

1.4.25 The Ordnance Survey map of 1920 (Fig. 7) shows some modifications to the Castle
Nail  Works as it  was now called,  with the remodelling of  the northern corner of the
building.  The gasometers have been removed,  probably obsolete as electric lighting
was introduced to the works. Additional  railway tracks have been laid to access the
southern edge of the works, and the track linking the nail and steel works appears to
have been twinned.

1.4.26 The unattributed account from the 1980s also covers the interwar years. 'During the
1920s demands fell,  mainly through competition from the continent  & the plant  was
practically idle. During the year 1930 a tariff was put on all foreign nails & the plant was
then able to restart in earnest. During the years 1931-7 the nail machines were again
scrapped & more speedy & up-to-date plant installed. The tonnage rose rapidly & the
whole plant worked night and day. The tonnage by now having reached 500 per week'.

1.4.27 An undated sketch plan of the works by a former employee, and probably depicting the
works towards the end of its nail manufacturing phase, shows the inside layout to have
changed considerably from the plan of 1896.The plan also has neat annotations from
Roy Stewartson, a former GKN director, who before his untimely death was researching
the history of the Tremorfa and Castle works in Cardiff, and bequeathed his research
material to the National Museum of Wales (Protheroe Jones pers comm).  

1.4.28 The plan  shows that  the  water  turbine  is  still  adjacent  to  the  bridge,  by  the  works
entrance, but the rumbling shed has been replaced by a belt shop, a room for buckle
making and to house the shaking barrel (see below). The annealing furnace area has
been replaced by the carpenter's shop and tool room. The former pickling shed retains
its  use  as  a  cleaning  house,  but  with  the  addition  of  a  smaller  room marked  'keg
making, cement coating'. Eight rows of machines are shown within the main body of the
works, each row making different gauges of nail, or holding the shaking barrels. The
type  of  power  source  for  each  row  of  machines  is  annotated,  either  crank  shaft,
overhead line shaft or underground shaft. The former rooms housing the fitting, grinding
and  erecting  departments  have  been  remodelled,  and  the  area  now  holds  a  wire
drawing  machine,  fitting  shop  and  warehousing  floor.  On  the  western  side  of  the
building the former area of the boiler house now holds the wire store. The packing and
loading of lorries, and an area marked 'nails for export',  were located in the southern
side of the building. To the south of the main works building a rectangular building is
marked as 'ex army hut used as works canteen tables and chairs only'. 
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1.4.29 A  handwritten  account  of  the  works  by  Bob  Spring  (1985),  a  former  employee,
describes the interior of the building (see Appendix B). 'The main building was very old
stone built with a few bits and pieces added such as a carpenters shop aptly made of
wood, for making cases for packing nails, general repairs, moulding “bells”, and where
control of the water turbine was controlled. This turbine drove the shafting of 15 large
m/cs  [machines]  which  had  wooden  springs  for  the  movement  of  the  slides  which
headed the nails and worked the “cut off” slides. All nails were headed & cut off on the
same m/c and were single blow m/cs. 4 m/cs made size approx range of 4” x 7 gauge,
8 m/cs 6” x 4 gauge, 2 m/cs 8” x 5/16,[and] 1 m/c 12” x 3/8. This latter m/c [unclear] had
to cut off nails over 8” length. Its main function was to make Tram Nails 3” x 3/8 used in
collieries  for  holding  down  the  wagon  rails  underground  or  Pipe  Nails  used  in  the
building trade for fastening brackets which held in C.I. [cast iron] piping in the wall. [A
note in another hand, likely Roy Stewartson, at this point of the account states that the
water turbine was later destroyed by a flood]. Up to the latter part of 1932 the other
manufactory machinery was driven by two gas engines carefully looked after by Jack
Walsh. From them all producer m/cs were belt driven from over head shafting 3 lines +
1 line which [was] driven by a line underground tunnel + the shaking barrels were over
head driven. The machines in the tool room were always [over head driven] and the
fitting shop m/cs driven over head shafting by an electric motor. All the tools used were
made in the tool  room by 4 tool  makers + a few youths from high speed steel  [as
opposed to carbon steel which did not last as well] (Huntsman Blue Label) and heat
treated in  small  gas furnaces.  All  the  running repairs  were  done by 3 fitters  and a
blacksmith, striker and a few youths. Any items such as welding I had to call on the
fitting shop at Castle Works, same applied to the electrical side, the aid was always
quickly forthcoming'. 

1.4.30 The cement coating room in the works is also explained by Spring. 'Cement coating
was another  finish required for  a number of  customers for  use in packing goods in
wooden crates  [unclear]  hot  climate  countries.  The coating  was a  mixture  of  Resin
Chilae [and] a small quantity of methylated spirit. The nails which were to be coated
were loaded into an ordinary shaking barrel and rumbled for about 10/15 minutes left to
drain and packed into bags or kegs. The idea of this coating was when used in the hot
climate  the  nails  when  driven  into  the  wood  case  the  heat  would  make  the  finish
become sticky thus giving a better holding power'. 

1.4.31 Trevor Manley, another former employee recalled that 'The biggest machine would cut
anything up to twelve-inch nails. You could hear the banger, when it was running, half a
mile from the factory. I started when I was fourteen, in 1932. My first job was in the tool
shop, making the dies and punches,  and then I  was an assistant  on the machines.
There was a setter and two assistants to about twelve machines. We wore overalls and
aprons made from the sacks you used to put the nails into. The wire used to come from
Coverack Road by lorry, and if you were short of wire someone would watch the dram
road for the lorry and one of the assistants would jump on the lorry and if it had the right
wire he would sit there and make sure he got it because that would keep the machine
going and they'd get a bonus. There was no washing facilities or proper toilets. If you
went there at night you would have to kick, because of the rats. And if you stopped for a
meal at night, and you got together for a game of cards, when you started again you'd
see the rats running from under the machines. And if Mr Wellings, he was the manager
and he lived in a house at the side of the nail factory, if he heard no noise coming he'd
walk over in his dressing gown, and then everyone would scuttle up and get started
again.' (Walker 1993, 48). 
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1.4.32 The management did not appear to be above sharp practise as Walker states: 'Trevor
Manley  was  apprehensive  about  reporting  his  eighteenth  birthday  to  the  manager
because it meant a rise in wages and 'sometimes they'd get rid of fellows coming up to
eighteen and get younger ones back in' (ibid, 49).

1.4.33 During the early 1930s the arrival of Roland Harding as works manager re-energised
the  nail  works.  He  purchased  new  machinery  from  Germany  and  a  wire  drawing
machine so that  the wire did  not  need to be brought  by road from Newport.  Under
Harding's management nail production apparently increased tenfold (ibid, 50).

1.4.34 In 1938 GKN moved production to their new Castle Works in Cardiff, in part to reduce
transport  costs,  and the works at  Rogerstone were shut  down.  GKN put  on special
buses each shift to transport the workers from Rogerstone to the new plant (ibid, 52).

1.4.35 In1939 the site was taken over by the Northern Aluminium Company, who had been
approached by the Air Ministry to oversee the construction and management of a new
plant.  The  plant  built  parts  for  aircraft,  especially  spar  booms  for  Spitfires  and  ran
throughout the second world war (Fry 2005, 12). All of the buildings' roofs were painted
in camouflage pattern to confuse enemy aircraft,  and the buildings were made light
proof to observe the black out. 

1.4.36 Mr  Barber,  (as  reported  by  the BBC WW2 Peoples'  War,  2005),  was  evacuated  to
Rogerstone from east London. 'I remember the bombing of the Newport docks, with red
lights in the sky,  although I  couldn't  hear it.  We were living next  door to the Nullen
[Northern?]  Aluminium Company,  an aircraft  manufacturer,  which the Germans were
always  trying  to  bomb  but  were  unable  to  because  it  was  so  well  camouflaged.
Because there was always a blue haze in the valley they painted the walls blue. When
the German planes came over they stopped the machines so no smoke came out of the
chimneys and they couldn't really see it. I could see them flying so low we could see the
pilots' faces – we weren't frightened, although the adults went crazy when they found
we had been standing in the garden watching planes!'.

1.4.37 A photograph of the Tydu works taken in 1940 shows allotment gardens on the western
side of the buildings (Plate 28). North lights can be seen on the roof of the building, and
the larger building seen on the far right may be the general stores, shown on the earlier
maps. 

1.4.38 In 1947 the Northern Aluminium Company purchased the site from the Government
under the umbrella of Alcan Aluminium Co. Ltd. (Fry 2005, 24). The Ordnance Survey
map of 1953 (not shown) shows the works having been completely rebuilt. The Castle
Steel Works is shown in the south-east of the site, the Aluminium Works to the north-
west, and a new building labelled Castle Nail Works is shown in the north-east adjacent
to the River Ebbw, which was partly diverted to make room for additional plant in 1953
(Fry 2005, 20).  Alcan (later Novelis) operated the works until they finally closed in April
2009.

Tregwilym Fach Farm

1.4.39 Tregwilym  means  'Williams  House  or  settlement'  in  the  original  Welsh,  the  Fach,
indicating 'small',  and differentiating it  from the larger neighbouring Tregwilym Farm.
Coxe (1801, 81) states that Rogerstone Castle was originally known as Tregwilym.

1.4.40 The  1844  Rogerstone  Tithe  Map  shows  a  small  cluster  of  buildings  adjacent  to
Tregwilym Road,  and bounded to  the  south  by an enclosed orchard  (Fig.  2).  Open
fields are present to the south-west of the farm buildings, extending as far as the river. 
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1.4.41 By 1852 the tramway linking the Rogerstone and Tydu works had been laid, the trams
being horse-drawn under contract with Mr William John Snr of Tregwilym Fach Farm
over whose land the tracks were laid (see 1.4.8 above).

1.4.42 In 1876 the farm was still occupied by William John, and was known locally as 'Johns
Farm' for long after (Fry 2005, 39), although it was owned by a Mary Thomas Lewis. In
1879 the farm was bought by the Tredegar Estate for £1700, although John remained
the tenant (indeed the farm remained in John family hands until the 1950s when Alcan
purchased it). 

1.4.43 The 1883 Ordnance Survey 1:2,500 map shows 'Tre-Gwilym-fâch' in a similar form to
the Tithe Map, although additional small outbuildings are shown, and a well is marked
in the grounds of the farmhouse (Fig. 3). The orchard has shrunk to the north, and in its
place a series of buildings line the Tregwilym Road. A track is shown linking a paddock
adjacent to the farmhouse with the tramway to the south-west. 

1.4.44 There is no noticeable change to the farmhouse or outbuilding on the Ordnance Survey
1:2,500 Map of 1901, although by the this point the tramway must have been largely
superseded by the new railway linking the two works (Fig. 6).  

1.4.45 By  1920  (OS  1:2,500)  both  the  farmhouse  itself  and  the  outbuildings  had  been
extended. The tramway is clearly out of use, and the trackway linking it to the farm has
gone (Fig. 7).

1.4.46 An  undated  black  and  white  photograph  probably  taken  from  Tregwilym  Road
(reproduced in Fry 2005, 39), shows the farmhouse partially obscured by a telegraph
pole. The farmhouse is a fairly substantial two storey building, surrounded by a light
coloured picket fence. The roof, probably slate, slopes steeply and the upper windows
have dormers. None of the outbuildings can be distinguished. 

1.5   Technological background

Copper

1.5.1 Towards the end of the eighteenth century the 'Welsh Process' of copper working was
being  used  to  refine  the  ore.  This  technology  required  the  alternate  melting  and
calcining (roasting) of copper ore in a series of reverberatory furnaces. This type of
furnace comprised a fire grate and furnace bed, separated by a fire bridge, so that the
fuel (coal), and the ore did not come into direct contact. The heat from the fire reflected,
or reverberated, from the angled furnace roof onto the ore on the furnace bed, the draw
created by a chimney, or flue,  situated at that end of the furnace opposite the heat
source (eg  Percy 1861). The furnaces were mostly constructed out of refractory (fire)
bricks, often with the exception of the raking out pits, sited below the fire grates, which
were not subject to such intense heat. 

1.5.2 Copperworks used a high ratio of fuel to ore, and were therefore usually sited near to
the  coalfields.  Initially  the  ore  was  sourced  from  Cornwall,  but  as  these  supplies
became depleted, it was sourced from further afield (particularly South America). 

1.5.3 Water power was used in the early works to drive the rolling mills that turned the copper
ingots into usable sheets. An unattributed source (1979) from the Newport Reference
Library states that of the two mills present in the vicinity of the Castle, one was water
powered and the other ran off a steam engine. 
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Iron and steel

1.5.4 The type of furnace used for working copper may lend credence to the assertion that
the works were later converted for iron smelting, with the units modified for this process
(ibid). The production of puddled (wrought) iron also used reverberatory furnaces, albeit
with  a  slightly  different  configuration  of  furnace bed,  and these  could  be  converted
easily from smelting copper ore. 

1.5.5 The wrought iron produced in a puddling furnace could be further shaped and rolled, as
opposed to the cast iron produced in a blast furnace, which needed another stage of
processing in a finery to drive off  excess carbon (Gale 1981).  The 'slitting furnaces'
mentioned in  the  sales  advert  for  the  Tydu works  of  1806 (see  1.4.5),  would  have
produced wrought iron to be rolled in a slitting mill, which used rotating discs to cut the
iron sheet into narrow rods (ibid, 18). 

1.5.6 The invention of the Bessemer converter in 1856, in which cold air was blasted through
molten cast iron, although initially problematic, soon gave rise to a rapid way of making
steel.  Bessemer  steel  gradually  replaced  wrought  iron,  although  the  latter  was  still
being mass produced into the 1930s, and production ceased as late as 1976 (Gale
1981).

1.5.7 Plans  to  build  a  Siemens  Martin  open  hearth  furnace  at  the  Castle  Works  were
underway in 1914, when GKN directors were inspecting similar furnaces in Germany.
But 'the imminence of hostilities caused them to return hastily to Britain before making
a  decision'  (Walker  1993,  49).  The  Siemens  Martin  steel  furnace  was  slower  at
producing steel than the Bessemer process, but was more controllable and could lead
to a higher quality product. 

Tinplate

1.5.8 Tinplate production involved the coating of iron (and later steel) plates in a thin layer of
tin,  which  enabled  it  to  withstand  oxidisation.  Tinplate  was  used  for  numerous
applications, but was especially successful in the food industry to manufacture tins etc.
for long term food storage.

1.5.9 The following description of the tinplate process is mainly based on that provided by
Jenkins in Twenty by Fourteen (1995), and relates to the tin plating of steel. The tinplate
production  process  started  with  the  arrival  of  steel  bars  at  the  works.  These  were
heated in an annealing furnace to around 750-800°C. The annealing process restored
malleability to the steel. The annealing furnaces of this time were often large fire brick
chambers which were heated from below. The hot bars were then removed from the
furnace, dipped in cold water to remove any scale, and then passed through a set of
rolls. 

1.5.10 The rolling mills comprised 'a pair of rolls in vertical sequence within a housing. The
gap between the rolls through which the.....bar passed was adjustable by the Rollerman
operating a lever mechanism which activated screws positioned in the mill housings,
increasing or reducing …..the pressure of the upper roll' (Jenkins 1995, 91).

1.5.11 The plate was then passed back over the rolls by the 'Behinder', and the process of
heating and rolling continued. The five part Welsh System involved the doubling of the
sheets after each pass through the mill. This was achieved by the 'Doubler' who folded
the hot sheets in two using their feet (they wore wooden clogs), before the plate was
mechanically flattened. The rolled edges were then sheared off.  'The end result was
two packs of rolled backplates, each consisting of eight individual plates. The rolling of
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the  sheets  in  the  old  hand mills  was  a  precise  art  which  depended greatly  on  the
individual judgement of the roller and his crew' (Jenkins 1995, 92-3).

1.5.12 This process was repeated another three times, before the plates,  which were now
known as  'stickers'  were  pried  apart  by  the  'opener',  often  a  woman,  using  a  long
bladed machete type tool. Those sheets found to be of high enough quality were then
'black pickled', by insertion in a boiling mild acidic solution (sulphuric acid was in ready
supply as a by-product of the Welsh copper industry). The pickling process removed
any rust, dirt or scale from the surface of the sheets.

1.5.13 The next process saw the 'black annealing' of the sheets. This involved the stacking of
the sheets to a height of three to four feet, onto a long handled two wheel trolley, before
they were wheeled into the furnace, by a team of up to eight men (ibid, 104). When
cooled the sheets were cold rolled, which closed the grain of the metal, and produced a
polished finish. The cold rolling reduced the malleability that had been imparted to the
sheets by the annealing,  so a second 'white  annealing'  was undertaken,  at  a lower
temperature,  but  often  in  the  same  furnace.  Again,  after  cooling,  the  sheets  were
pickled  ('white  pickling'),  in  a  lower  concentration  acidic  solution  than  for  the  black
pickling. The sheets were now ready for the tin coating process. 

1.5.14 In its simplest form the sheets were placed in a bath of hot grease which aided the
adhesion of the tin, and then into a bath of molten tin. 'After a few moments immersion,
the plate was taken out of the pot and struck sharply with a stick, causing the list [the
beads of tin along the edge] to fall away' (Jenkins 1995, 112). The heat needed to melt
the  tin  (231.9° C)  was  considerably  lower  than  that  required  during  the  annealing
process.

1.5.15 The process of plating became more mechanised over time, with three main areas of
improvement, the introduction of steam power to replace water; the use of mechanical
tinning pots and the replacement of iron with steel (Minchinton 1957, 55).

1.5.16 The closure of the Tydu tinplate works in 1877 was not caused by the introduction of
the McKinley Act of 1890, which imposed a tariff on tinplate imported into the United
States,  in  an  effort  to  kick  start  their  own fledgling  industry.  The increased cost  of
accessing this formerly lucrative market had a negative effect on the British tinplate
industry,  and  those  companies  that  had  a  poor  financial  standing,  or  inefficient
practises, were often forced to close (Jenkins 1995, 41). 

Nail manufacturing

1.5.17 The early nail works would also have had an annealing furnace, as evidenced by the
plan of c 1886 (Fig. 5) to prepare the steel for further working, although this may have
become obsolete by 1905, when wire was imported ready made from Newport.  The
metal was then pickled, as with the tin plate process above. The steel would then have
been cut to length and milled in the various machines, depending on the grade of nail
required. As shown on the unattributed plan from the 1980s (Fig. 8) which shows the
latter stage of the works, the machines were set out in rows, dependant on the length
and gauge of nail to be produced. The machines were powered by a water turbine the
drives being connected from above. The turbine, apparently destroyed in a flood was
later  replaced  by  a  pair  of  gas  engines  (see  Appendix  B).  The  nail  machines  both
formed and cut the nails to length, after which they were either coated, or after rumbling
(shaking in a rotating barrel to remove any remaining spars and excess coating, etc.)
they were ready for packing. One of the specialist  coatings described (Spring 1985,
Appendix B), was a cement finish, which  was used for export to hot countries, whereby
the exterior of the finish melted giving the nails greater adhesion. 
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2  AIMS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1   Aims
2.1.1 The aims of the project as outlined in the WSI (EDP 2013) were:

▪ To record the nature of the main stratigraphic units encountered in terms of their
physical  composition  (stone,  sand,  gravel,  organic  materials  etc.)  and  their
archaeological formation (primary deposits, secondary deposits etc.);

▪ To assess the overall presence and survival of structural remains relating to the
main periods of occupation revealed, as well as the potential for the recovery of
additional information, given the nature of the deposits encountered;

▪ To  assess  the  overall  presence  and  survival  of  the  main  kinds  of  artefactual
evidence,  including  pottery,  brick,  tile,  stone,  glass,  metal,  bone,  small  finds
industrial residues etc., as well as its condition, given the nature of the deposits
encountered;

▪ To assess the overall presence and survival of the main kinds of environmental
evidence, including animal bone, human bone, plant remains, pollen, charcoal,
molluscs, soils etc., as well as its condition and potential, given the nature of the
deposits encountered; and

▪ To  provide  a  permanent  record  of  the  archaeological  resource  prior  to  its
destruction, not only through on-site investigation and post-excavation analysis,
but also through the dissemination of the results to a wider audience and the
deposition  of  a  well  ordered  archive  in  an  appropriate  repository  following
completion.

2.2   Methodology
2.2.1 Methodologies followed were as outlined in the WSI (EDP 2013), and these were:

Watching brief

2.2.2 An archaeological  presence was maintained as appropriate during the breaking and
removal of the concrete hard standing that formed the base of the recently demolished
factory. This was the case in both the Tydu works area, and the Tregwilym Farm area.

2.2.3 The watching brief sought to determine the viability of the locations of the proposed
archaeological trail trenching.

2.2.4 Any revealed structures were located by GPS system during the course of the watching
brief.

Evaluation

2.2.5 The evaluation trenches were located using a GPS system to predetermined locations
as set out in the WSI.

2.2.6 Evaluation  works  were  undertaken  by  a  tracked  excavator  fitted  with  a  toothless
ditching bucket, under constant archaeological supervision.

2.2.7 Revealed  features,  deposits  and  structures  were  hand  cleaned,  excavated  and
recorded as appropriate, and as according to the OA Fieldwork Manual (OA 1992) and
WSI. 
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2.2.8 The  evaluation  trenches  were  examined  during  an  on  site  meeting  between
representatives  of  EDP,  GGAT  and  OA and  the  need  or  otherwise  for  additional
mitigation measures decided. 

Excavation

2.2.9 The area for excavation was laid out using a GPS  system as set out in the WSI.
2.2.10 The overburden was  reduced by a  tracked machine  fitted  with  a  toothless  ditching

bucket, under close archaeological supervision. 
2.2.11 Revealed  structures,  features  and  deposits  were  hand  cleaned,  excavated  and

recorded as per the WSI and the OA Fieldwork Manual. 
2.2.12 Revealed structures, features and deposits were mapped using a GPS system. The

resulting  plan  was  overlain  onto  the  appropriate  historic  maps  in  order  to  aid  the
identification and phasing of the revealed structures.

2.3   Reporting methodology
2.3.1 The scope of the excavation report was agreed between Eddy Stratford of EDP, and

Judith Doyle, the Acting Archaeology Planning Manager at GGAT. It was agreed that
there  was no requirement  for  post  excavation  assessment,  and that  a  client  report
would be the appropriate level of reporting, with a summary of the results entered in the
gazetteer of an appropriate journal.

2.3.2 There was no requirement for detailed finds analysis, with work limited to the dating of
the finds assemblage. Neither was there any requirement for any analysis of any of the
samples of industrial residues etc. generated during the excavation.
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3  RESULTS: THE TYDU WORKS SITE

3.1   Introduction and presentation of results
3.1.1 There were two areas of excavation in the area of the Tydu works (Figs 9-11; Plates 1

and  2). The  larger  area  was  focussed  on  the  factory  buildings  and  associated
structures, and the smaller area was focussed on the cottage structures to the east
once the works layout had been established by geo-rectification with the historic maps
in the larger area. The areas are referred to as the 'main excavation area' for the larger
area and the 'cottage excavation area' for the smaller area. 

3.1.2 Archaeological remains from both areas will be described together by phase. There are
four broad phases which are as follows:

▪ Phase 1: features pre-dating the works, before 1772; 
▪ Phase 2: the early foundry and tinplate works 1772 - 1876; 
▪ Phase 3: the nail works 1885 - 1938;
▪ Phase 4: Second World War and later aluminium works 1939 - 1953. 

3.1.3 The  recent  Alcan  aluminium  works  (post  1953)  and  other  modern  intrusions  and
truncations will not be discussed in detail, and are described in the text as modern.

3.2   Soils and ground conditions
3.2.1 The  natural  geology  manifested  as  a  mid-yellowish  brown  sandy  silt  with  rounded

sandstone river pebbles and cobbles.  It  was observed in many locations across the
excavation areas,  and often appeared heat  affected,  especially  near the remains of
structures.

3.2.2 Overlying the natural ground was a mixed crushed slag, clinker and coal rich deposit. In
the west of the main excavation area, the ground was many different colours ranging
from  blue-greens  to  rust  reds,  indicative  of  corroded  metals  and  chemicals  from
previous processing works.  The structures on the site were backfilled with  a rubble
mixture  of  crushed  stone,  fire  brick,  brick,  concrete,  slag  and  metals.  The  backfill
deposit was likely to have been deposited in different phases, but it was not possible to
differentiate these on site. The whole site was developed for the Alcan (later Novelis)
aluminium  works  in  the  mid-twentieth  century,  during  which  time  it  was  sealed  by
concrete slab, which was broken out under an archaeological watching brief. 

3.2.3 The site was often wet, from the high level of the water table, and some areas of the
site required pumping to facilitate the excavation.

3.3   Notes on stratigraphy and truncation
3.3.1 In general there was very little stratigraphy present within the excavation areas, and

only  the  subterranean  elements  of  the  structures  from the  earlier  phases  survived.
These structures were sealed by an undifferentiated layer of building material and slag
rubble (see 3.2.2 above),  which represents the remains of  the former buildings and
internal  structures  which  were  levelled prior  to  the  construction  of  the  Alcan  works.
Except  where  structural  elements  coincided,  there  was  little  evidence  for  phasing,
except from the types of building materials used, and occasionally direct dating from
brick types, which were used in conjunction with the historic maps. 
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3.3.2 The north-western part of the main works building had been completely removed by the
deep concrete cellars constructed for the Alcan works of 1953. The line of truncation
would have run from the centre of the fitting room across the works to the centre of the
engine  and  boiler  room  as  seen  on  the  Nail  Works  plan  of  c  1886  (Fig.  5).
Consequently  the  shearing  area,  the  pickling  shed,  annealing  furnace  area  and
rumbling shed, in addition to the site of the water turbine were completely destroyed.

3.3.3 The structures of all phases are shown by building material type in Figure 9, and by
phase in Figures 10 and 11.

3.4   Stratigraphic description

Phase 1: pre 1772

3.4.1 In  the  north  of  the  main  excavation  area,  a  0.5m wide  sondage was  excavated  to
investigate  the  construction  of  structure  1091  (below),  and  revealed  a  north-south
aligned possible ditch,  1313  (Fig. 14; Plate 3).  The ditch had a flat  base and steep
sides with a shallow break of slope to the base. The ditch measured 1.6m wide and 1m
deep, and had two fills. The lower fill, 1314, was a mid yellowish brown, sandy clay. It
was 0.2m thick and sealed by 1315, a 0.8m thick dark greyish brown clayey silt, with
occasional charcoal flecks and very occasional small rounded stones.

3.4.2 Also  within  the  sondage,  a  shallow  cut  feature,  1293,  probably  a  pit,  was  partially
excavated  with  only  one  edge  seen.  It  was  aligned  north-west  to  south-east  with
gradual sloping sides and a sharp break of slope at the base. The maximum surviving
dimensions  were  0.74m  by  0.42m  and  0.15m  deep.  The  single  fill,  1294,  was  a
homogeneous grey loose clay silt, which contained no inclusions or finds.

Phase 2: the early mill and tinplate works structures 1772 - 1876; 

3.4.3 The earliest structures on the site were generally constructed from sandstone, with the
remains of a few brick structures related to furnaces, and relate to the production of
tinplate on the site. The structures described include those shown on the Tithe Map of
1844 (Fig. 2).

The mill leat

3.4.4 A mill  leat and culvert with an associated wall within the main excavation area were
probably the first structures to be built on the site  (Plates 4 and 6). The leat diverted
water  from the  adjacent  River  Ebbw through the  works,  to  both  power  the  original
watermill,  and to  provide the works  with  water.  The water  flow was regulated by a
series of sluice gates which are shown on the map of 1883 (Fig. 3). Part of the leat,
which ran in a north-west to south-east direction, flowed beneath the works, through a
culvert, which was constructed in two sections, 1255 and 1257, and was partly retained
by a sandstone wall, 1256. 

3.4.5 The arched top of culvert 1257 lay to the south of stone wall foundation1256, and was
constructed  from  mortared  pitched  tabular  sandstone  blocks,  which  had  partially
collapsed  into  the  central  channel  (Plate  4).  The  sandstone  blocks  had  maximum
dimensions of up to 0.6m, with one edge roughly dressed to form the inner curved face
of the vault. The stones were bonded with mid grey mortar with frequent inclusions of
charcoal, grit and white mortar flecks. The vault sprang from two parallel vertical stone
walls of the same build. This section of the culvert measured a maximum of 6.5m wide
and was 8m long with up to 1.2m of depth was exposed. The culvert flared out slightly
to the south, where it was truncated  by the boiler base 1191 (Phase 4 below).
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3.4.6 Stone  wall  foundation1256  was  aligned  north-east  to  south-west,  and  was  sited
between the two sections of culverts 1255 and 1257. It was abutted by the south part of
culvert  1255,  and the higher of  the two arched culverts,  1257,  was butted onto the
southern  face  of  the  wall,  suggesting  that  the  structures  had  been  constructed  in
sequence from south to north. The wall was constructed from sandstone blocks, which
measured up to 0.4m in size, and were unworked, or occasionally roughly dressed. The
wall  was  constructed  in  a  flush  cut  dug  into  the natural  clay  (1251).  The wall  was
randomly coursed and bonded with light yellowish grey mortar, with frequent inclusions
of grit, charcoal and white mortar flecks. The wall survived to 1.2m high and was 0.7m
wide and 11.2m long. The wall  would have formed part  of  the original  18th century
works, and given its thickness, may have been external to the building. This section of
wall  probably  survived,  because  it  was  constructed  deeper  than  the  remainder,  to
buttress  the  sides  of  the  culverted  leat.  Indeed  the  construction  cut  for  the  wall
deepened considerably adjacent to the culvert structure (Plate 5).

3.4.7 Only the top of culvert 1255 was exposed, and dimensions as found were 3.5m wide
and 4m long. The structure comprised a north-south aligned barrel vault constructed of
unworked but roughly tabular limestone blocks, bonded in a mid grey lime mortar, and
retained by vertical  stone walls on either side. The sandstone blocks had maximum
dimensions of around 0.5m. The structure was noted to continue further to the north-
west of the main excavation area.

3.4.8 A narrow brick built drain, 1201, flowed into culvert 1255 from the north-east  (Plate 7).
The drain had an ovoid cross section, and a length of 6.6m survived. It measured 0.6m
wide, and 0.55m high, and the mixture of house and fire bricks that formed the structure
were hand made, unfrogged, and dated to the late 18th to 19th century. Several of the
fire bricks had been heat affected, and were clearly re-used, possibly being derived
from an earlier furnace. 

3.4.9 Drain 1201 was partially overlain by a north-east to south-west aligned sandstone wall
footing  1205  (parallel  to  wall  1256,  a  few  metres  to  the  south).  The  footing  was
constructed from sandstone blocks with  maximum dimensions of  between 0.35 and
0.6m, and was randomly coursed and bonded in a pinkish brown mortar with frequent
gravel inclusions. The footing survived for a length of 4.25m, and measured 1m wide
and up to 0.55m high. 

The works building and furnace structures

3.4.10 To the north-west of the main excavation area two stone wall footings, 1111 and 1112,
(Plate  8)  formed the south-east  corner  of  a  building,  or  room within  a  building,  the
junction of which was truncated by a concrete stanchion base 1113 (Phase 4 below).
Wall 1111 was orientated north-east to south-west, and measured 1.7m long and 0.72m
wide. The wall was constructed from sandstone blocks, which were unworked except
for roughly hewn external faces, and bonded in dark pinkish brown mortar with fine lime
and  gravel  inclusions.  The  blocks  measured  between  0.1m  and  0.36m  (maximum
dimensions). Wall 1112 was orientated at right angles to 1111, and measured 2.36m
long and 0.7m wide, and was of a similar build to 1111. To the west a 3m length of
north-east-south-west  orientated  sandstone  wall  1156  was  also  constructed  from
sandstone, and measured 0.6m wide. The wall was later modified with the addition of
brick courses and was incorporated into the building of the following phase (below).

3.4.11 To the north of drain 1201, a rectangular post pad, 1044, was constructed from roughly
dressed sandstone blocks with an average size of 0.25m. The blocks were bonded with
a  brownish  purple  with  abundant  small  gravel  inclusions.  The  structure  measured
1.55m by 1.4m, and was 0.8m high, of which 0.7m was below the machined horizon.
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The pad would have retained a vertical post, which would have helped to support the
building's roof or super structure.

3.4.12 Wall 1065 retained the south-western part of a furnace structure, and was constructed
from four remaining courses of rounded sandstone blocks, with an average diameter of
0.2m, and which were bonded in a light grey lime mortar. The wall may have formed an
internal division within the original works building, and measured 0.5m wide, 5.4m long,
and was up to 0.83 deep. The wall was noticeable heat affected, especially towards its
north-western extent. At the south-eastern end wall 1065 was abutted by a rectangular
furnace  rake  out  pit,  1059  (Plate  9),  which  was  constructed  from  fire  brick  and
sandstone blocks. The rake out pit was constructed of two elements, 1064 and 1265.
Wall 1064 formed to north-western part of the structure and comprised two trench built
fire brick walls on the south-west and north-eastern side of the pit. The walls comprised
six to eight courses of un-inscribed scorched fire brick of standard later 19th size (see
Appendix A4), bonded in a cream mortar, and enclosed an area measuring 1.55m by
0.49m. 

3.4.13 The remains reflect that part of the furnace that would have been constructed below
ground level, namely two ash raking out pits, two retaining walls, and the base of the
furnace superstructure. It was unclear from the stratigraphy if the two rake outs were
contemporary, or if one had replaced the other.

3.4.14 Wall 1064 and wall 1265 shared a vertical joint, with 1265 forming the south-eastern
end of the rake out pit. The wall was also constructed of a mixture of sandstone blocks
and fire  brick.  The fire  bricks were of  19th century date and fairly  roughly made. A
shallow inscription on a brick retained as a sample read 'R & [?]'. The structure was
bonded in a white mortar with charcoal inclusions. Wall 1265 was between 0.2m and
0.23m  thick, and enclosed an area of 1.49m by 0.66m by 0.82m deep. 

3.4.15 This type of build, with a single structure that comprised separate elements does not
necessarily  mean  that  they  are  not  contemporaneous,  as  elements  of  furnace
structures were often constructed in a way that enabled the repair or replacement of
one element, without the complete overhaul of the whole structure. 

3.4.16 At the base of the rake out, and overlying the natural geology, a layer of compacted
clinker (1266) measured up to 0.1m thick, and contained the rusted remains of thin iron
bars, possible derived from the fire grate of the furnace. Overlying this layer was a thin
layer, 1061, that comprised mottled grey-black clay, with yellow grey clay patches. The
deposit probably represents the gradual silting of the rake out once it had gone out of
use. Pottery recovered from this layer had a date range of 1835-1880. Layer 1061 was
overlain by 1060, a deliberate infilling of the rake out with a 0.68m thick layer formed of
a mixture of slag and crushed brick and tile. Pottery sherds recovered from this deposit
had a similar date range to those from underlying layer 1061. 

3.4.17 The wall that delineated structure 1091 to the north-east (1252) consisted of a single
remaining  course  of  fire  brick  similar  to  those  that  formed  1064  (above).  The  wall
measured  1.41m  long.  The  wall  sat  on  a  sandstone  rubble  foundation,  1247,  that
measured 0.48m wide and 1.54m long. 

3.4.18 Within the area between the two rake out pits,  a burnt  sand layer,  1066,  contained
occasional fragments of slag. This was overlain by a rectangular sandstone and brick
structure, 1063, that formed the north-western side of rake out 1059, and may have
supported the fire  box of  the furnace.  Structure 1062 measured 1.3m by 1.4m and
bonded with a dark grey mortar, which was noted to contain fragments of a ceramic
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vessels with a date range of 1835 to 1880. The sandstone had been darkened through
exposure to heat. 

3.4.19 At the north-western end of 1091 the second rake out pit, 1289, was morphologically
similar to 1059 to the south. It was constructed of walls 1068, 1076 and 1305, with wall
1065 (above) forming the north-western side. Wall 1076, at the northern end of the pit,
measured 1.6m long by 0.12m wide and was built from heat affected fire bricks bonded
in a light cream mortar. The wall shared a vertical joint with 'L' shaped wall 1068, which
formed  the  north-eastern  and  south-eastern  walls,  and  measured  1.83m  long  and
0.27m wide.  The fire  bricks  that  wall  1068 was  constructed from were noted  to  be
scorched, and were of standard late 19th century size (see Appendix A4). The south-
eastern section of the wall had a sandstone component, in addition to the brick, and
was bonded in a grey mortar with charcoal fleck inclusions. 

3.4.20 Internally rake out 1289 measured 2.05m by 1.85m, and was excavated to a depth of
0.27m.  The fill,  1069,  was  a  mid  red-brown silty  sand with  frequent  slag  and brick
rubble inclusions. A number of pottery sherds recovered from the fill also had the date
range of 1835-1880. 

3.4.21 The remnants of a possibly similar rake out pit, 1038, were present around 20m to the
north-east, and sat above the culverted leat (1255 above). The structure was composed
of  heat  affected  19th  century  fire  bricks  which  were  fairly  roughly  made,  and  un-
inscribed.  Three  walls  of  1038  remained,  forming  the  south-eastern  side  of  the
structure,  with  return walls  at  either  end to  the north-west.  Three courses of  bricks
remained, bonded in a light yellow-brown mortar, and measured up to 0.37m deep. The
walls  enclosed  an  area  of  1.75m by  1.05m.  The  north-western  continuation  of  the
feature had been removed, and a robber trench, 1037, which measured 3m long, and
was up to 0.58m deep. The infill of the structure, 1040, consisted of a layer of burnt
sand interspersed with lenses of ash.

3.4.22 A few  metres  to  the  north-west  of  1038,  a  brick  structure  ,1008  (Plate  10),  may
represent the remains of the rake out pit  associated with the tinning of iron or steel
plates. The rake out pit was all that survived, and was noticeably narrower than those
associated with the annealing process (ie 1059 above). The western wall of structure
1008 abutted stone wall 1009, which is likely to be an internal division within the early
works  building,  and  was  constructed  from  roughly  faced  sandstone  blocks,  with  a
maximum  dimension  of  0.38m,  bonded  in  an  off  white  lime  mortar.  The  wall  was
orientated  north-west  to  south-east,  with  a  return  to  the  south-west  at  its  southern
extent. The former section of wall measured 2.92m long by 0.4m wide, the latter 6.15m
and was of similar width. A stone pad, 1010, abutted the external corner of the wall, and
traces of wood grain in the mortar on top of the stonework indicate that a timber upright
was once present, perhaps relating to the jamb for a doorway. Within the angle defined
by wall 1009 the remains of a cobbled floor were present. The floor, 1002, covered an
area  of  around  3.3m  by  3m,  and  was  constructed  of  tightly  packed  rounded  river
cobbles, with the remnants of a sandy mortar between them. The cobbles were overlain
by a thin layer of compact black ash rich clay 1000. 

3.4.23 The  brick  walls  that  defined  structure  1008  were  constructed  in  the  main  from
unfrogged house brick of 19th century date, although occasional fire bricks were also
used. The use of house bricks within the rake out may be a function of the relatively low
temperatures required to melt  the tin (c  231° c), as opposed to annealing the metal
sheets (between 700° and 800° c), where fire bricks were needed, although the rake
out pits were not directly exposed to the heat source.
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3.4.24 The bricks within each of the side walls were laid in three stretcher courses followed by
a single header course. The walls angled in towards the north-west of the structure,
where it  was truncated by the construction cuts  for  the  Alcan cellars.  The rake out
measured  3.9m  long  by  1.55m wide  and  had  a  remaining  depth  of  0.82m.  It  was
truncated at the opposite end by concrete stanchion base 1006 (below). At the base of
the rake out pit a deposit of ash and mortar, 1013, covered an area of 0.98m by 0.9m
and was 0.07m thick, and is likely to be the residue of the last firing. This was overlain
by  a  mixed  rubble  backfill,  1005,  which contained pottery  sherds  dating  from 1830
to1900. 

3.4.25 A morphologically similar structure to 1008 was located around 4.2m to the north-east
(1030), but had been heavily disturbed by a the construction of later drains 1022 and
1024 (Phase 3 below), and a machine base, 1035, (Phase 4 below). The remaining
fragments of the two parallel walls measured around 4m in length, were around 1.1m
apart, and were of constructed of similar bricks to 1008. The walls were also noted to
converge  to  the  north.  It  is  likely  that  structure  1030 represents  the  remnants  of  a
second rake out pit associated with a tinning tank. 

The stores

3.4.26 In  the south-east  corner  of  the  main  excavation area,  a  rectangular  stone building,
1253, was exposed  (Plate 11). The building measured externally 5.65m by 9.5m with
the main axis aligned north-west  to  south-east.  The building,  which appears on the
Tithe Map of 1844 (Fig. 2), is annotated on the plan of c 1886 as 'Stores' and consisted
of a sandstone footing 1272, overlain by the remnants of the wall proper, 1273. The
wall footing 1272 consisted of up to four courses of unworked sandstone rubble, with
dimensions of between 0.1m and 0.15m, and bonded in a mid brown gritty lime mortar.
The wall footing was 0.66m wide and 0.6m deep, and was cut into the natural geology.
Three corners of the building had been truncated by concrete stanchions from Phase 4.
Wall 1273 only partially survived as a single course, above footing 1272, on the south-
western side of the building, and also the south- eastern corner. It was constructed of
roughly faced sandstone blocks and was 0.6m wide, with average stone sizes of 0.2m
by 0.15m by  0.1m,  which  were  bonded  in  a  similar  mortar  to  the  footing  below.  A
possible doorway was located at towards the north-western end of the north-eastern
wall,  marked by a rectangular  posthole,  1276,  which may represent  the robbed out
remains of a door jamb. The posthole was square and measured 0.54m wide and was
0.26m deep. The single fill, 1277 consisted of mortar and brick and limestone rubble. 

3.4.27 Within the building a mixed greenish grey clay, dark reddish brown crushed slag and
sand levelling  deposit,  1274,  had been used used to  level  the  natural  slope of  the
ground, which dropped down gently to the north and west, and form the bedding for the
building's floor.  Overlying this was the remains of a cream coloured mortar layer, 1281,
which only survived in an area measuring 5m by 4.5m within the south-east part of the
building, and may have supported a more substantial tile or slab floor. The mortar layer
was up to 0.06m thick. 

The general stores

3.4.28 A second  rectangular  stone  building  was  located  in  the  south-western  side  of  the
cottage area excavation, and equates to the 'General Stores' as indicated on the works
plan  of  c  1886 (Fig.  5;  Plates  14  and  15). The  western  edge  of  the  building  just
protruded into the main area excavation. The building was formed of three walls, 1545,
1547 and 1309. These formed three rectangular rooms, two of which contained floor
surfaces.  It  was  clear  that  the  southern  part  of  the  building  had  suffered  complete
truncation, probably during the construction of the aluminium works in 1939. The area
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of the building was overlain by a mixed sandstone and brick rubble deposit in a  sandy
clay matrix, 1546.

3.4.29 Within the eastern side of the main excavation area wall 1309 formed the right-angled
corner  of  a  room (Plate  13).  The  north-west  to  south-east  aligned  part  of  the  wall
measured  2.8m  long  and  0.35m  wide,  and  the  north-east  to  south-west  section
measured 2.1m long and the same width. The wall  was constructed of both roughly
faced sandstone blocks and large river cobbles bonded in a light grey lime mortar with
frequent charcoal  fleck inclusions, the average diameter of  the stones being around
0.2m. At its north-western extent the wall had been removed by the construction of a
concrete stanchion base (Phase 4 below), and the eastern side of the wall had been
truncated by the insertion of a ceramic pipe, 1306. No floor, or bedding layer remained
within the room, which had been backfilled by rubble, 1308, which overlay the natural
geology, and contained 16 sherds of pottery dating from 1835 to 1880, and a fragment
of clay pipe bowl dating 1820 to 1860..

3.4.30 Within the cottage area excavation a room measuring 7m by 4.2m was defined by wall
1547.  The  wall  was  constructed  from  similar sized  sandstone  blocks to  wall  1309
(above) with some larger well faced stones. Two courses of the wall survived and were
bonded with a mid yellowish grey sandy mortar. The wall was truncated at the south-
east corner by a modern concrete pipe. The floor of the room, 1548, was a compact
dark greyish-black crushed slag deposit  up to 0.05m thick.  Two stone bases on the
south-western side of the room may define entrances into the remainder of the building,
or have held posts  to support the roof, or building superstructure.

3.4.31 A room to the north was formed by the addition of wall 1545, which butted onto wall
1547  (Plate  12). The  wall  was  formed  of  roughly  faced  sandstone  blocks  and
occasional red house bricks. Two courses survived to a height of 0.2m and these were
bonded with brownish yellow sandy mortar. 

3.4.32 To the north-east another three rooms of the general stores survived. This area of the
building  can  be  seen  on  the  1886-7  OS  map  (Fig.  4),  but  had  apparently  been
demolished during the remodelling of the works as reflected by the plan of c 1886 (Fig.
5). 

3.4.33 Wall  1517  defined  the  north-eastern  extent  of  the  general  stores  building,  and
measured 9.8m long and up to 0.56m wide. The wall was constructed from sandstone
blocks, and was of similar build to walls 1547 and 1309. To the south-west three rooms
within the building were defined by walls 1540, 1532 and 1531. The area between wall
1517 and walls 1531 and 1532 had been truncated by the insertion of drain 1524. 

3.4.34 Wall 1540 was 'L' shaped and delineated the south-eastern corner of this part of the
general stores. Within the fabric of the wall were several pottery sherds which dated
from  1800  to  1900  (see  Appendix  A1),  and  may  slightly  narrow  the  date  of  the
construction  of  the wall  to  some point  within  the  18th century.  Within  the room the
remains of a floor (Plate 17), or floor make up layer consisted of a cream coloured
sandy clay and mortar layer, 1538. Pottery sherds from layer 1538 date from c 1890 to
1940. To the north-east the room defined by walls 1532 and 1531, deposit 1530 was
similar  to  1538,  but  slightly  lighter  in  colour,  and  frequent  patches  where  the  floor
appeared to have been repaired were evident. A beam slot, 1534, marking an internal
division  within  the  room showed as  a linear  patch of  dark  brownish-grey  silt  in  the
surface of 1530, and measured 0.07m wide and up to 0.05m deep. 

3.4.35 To the north-west  the third room was defined on the south-eastern side by wall 1531.
The room contained the best preserved sequence of flooring and make up layers, the
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earliest being 1549, which consisted of sandstone slabs laid in 'crazy paving' fashion.
This was overlain by 1550, a levelling deposit consisting of dark-reddish-brown crushed
slag and brick rubble, with occasional patches of clay and crushed sandstone, which
contained numerous pottery sherds dating from 1780 to 1840, and a clay pipe bowl of
similar date. This was in turn overlain by a second sandstone slab floor, 1551, which
only survived in the southern corner of the room. 

3.4.36 To the north-east was a smaller room defined by wall 1553, which was constructed of
small (0.15 diameter) sandstone blocks bonded in an orange-brown clay, and was of
notably poorer build than the other walls associated with the general stores, perhaps
because the structure was an external lean to. Wall 1553 enclosed a remaining area of
c  2.5m by 1.4m, and was floored with a layer of crushed slag and clinker, 1554. Clay
pipe stems of 19th century date, and numerous pottery sherds dating to 1820 to 1840
were recovered from his layer. 

The cottages

3.4.37 To the east  of  the cottage excavation area the western wall  of  the row of  cottages
shown on the Tithe Map of 1844 (Fig. 2) were uncovered (Plate 16). The wall, 1515,
was constructed from sandstone blocks and associated floor surfaces were made from
both stone slabs and also compacted coal dust and slag. Wall 1515, was aligned north-
west to south-east,  and measured 12.5m long within the confines of the excavation.
The wall wall measured 0.36m wide and was constructed of roughly faced sandstone
blocks with maximum dimensions of around 0.2m, bonded in  a light grey lime mortar
containing frequent charcoal flecks. Wall 1515 returned to the north-east at the walls
southern extent. Two other returns, walls 1559 and 1558, were perpendicular to wall
1515 and both abutted it, which reflects either the method of construction, or indicates
that  the  cottages  had  undergone  internal  modification  at  some  point.  Wall  1559
measured 2.8m long and 0.3m wide, and was of similar build to 1515. To the south-east
of wall 1559, wall 1558 had remaining dimensions of 0.54m by 0.54m. The return to
wall 1515, and walls 1558 and 1559 defined two rooms each measuring 5.4m long. 

3.4.38 A square  posthole,  1514,  was situated  against  the  external  face of  wall  1515,  and
measured 0.6m on each side. The posthole had a single dark grey silty sand fill, 1513,
which contained ten sherds of pottery dating from 1830 to 1880. 

3.4.39 Adjacent to wall 1558 two stones pads, 1510 may have held the fittings for a doorway,
suggesting that the two rooms were originally part of a single dwelling. This doorway
had been blocked in by the addition of brick wall 1511, which was a single brick wide,
the bricks lain end to end.

3.4.40 The  north-eastern  room,  as  defined  by  walls  1558  and  1559, had  a  stone  floor
constructed from sandstone and limestone slabs, set into a loose sandy mortar, and
with remaining dimensions of around 2.7m by 1.8m. The slabs, 1508, forming the floor,
were laid in fairly random pattern, and were of several different sizes. The slabs were
set into a mortar floor, 1509, which was made up of multiple layers of mortar, perhaps
indicating several phases of floor or repairs. The slab floor was internal to the room,
and the upper surface had been worn smooth through use. The southern room may
have originally had a slab floor, but all that remained was a patch of a cream coloured
lime mortar surface 1512, which covered an area of around 3.6m by 1.8m.

3.4.41 External to the building, and the other side of wall 1515 from slab floor 1508, a narrow
path,  1507 also  consisted  of  the  remnants  of  a  slab  surface.  The slabs  covered  a
remaining area of 3.5m by 0.9m, and were defined on the western side by a stone and
brick  drain,  1519,  which  may  have  sat  directly  below  the  eaves  the  of  the  row  of
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cottages, abutted wall 1517 of the general stores (above). A fragment of clay pipe stem
was recovered from a gap within the slabs and had a 19th century date. A  fragment of
clay pipe bowl  dating  from 1820 to  1860 was recovered from the fill  of  drain  1519
(1562).  

3.4.42 To the south-east, wall 1503 abutted the south-east corner of wall 1515 and appeared
to be a continuation of the western cottage wall. The wall adjacent to 1515 measured
0.54 by 0.56m, and was also present around 1.45m to the south-east,  having been
truncated in between by later brick wall  1506. The southern part of  the wall  was 'L'
shaped, and  measured 1.08m (north-west to south-east), and returned to the north-
east for a further 2.8m (although truncated by later structures). The walls would have
enclosed a room measuring 3.25m (north-west  to south-east  dimension).  Wall  1503
was abutted in the south-east corner by wall 1529, which continued the line of walls
1515 and 1503 to the south-east.  No traces of any floor surfaces or bedding layers
survived within this southern part of the cottage buildings.

3.4.43 To the south-east of the main excavation area a layer of garden soil, 1502, sealed a
cluster of rubbish pits, presumably associated with the cottages to the north. Soil layer
1502 was approximately 0.3m deep and contained pottery with a date of 1830 to 1880.
The pits (eg 1098, 1100 and 1101) were fairly poorly defined, with dark grey brown fills
which contained pottery sherds dating to the 19th century, fragments of clay pipe and
pan-tile (fills 1097, 1099). 

Phase 3:  the nail works structures 1885 – 1938

The main works building

3.4.44 The preparation of the site for the manufacture of nails seems to have involved the
removal  of all  of the internal  above ground structures relating to the tinplate phase.
However, it seems that much of the original stone walled fabric of the building remained
in use, and this is supported by Spring's assertion that the main nail works building was
'very old stone built' (Appendix B). It is likely that the building was either expanded to
the south-west, or the stone wall there replaced with a new concrete wall footing. Wall
1140  was  constructed  from  a  dark  grey  very  hard  concrete  containing  numerous
fragments of sandstone, brick and clinker. The wall formed both the south-western and
south-eastern sides  of  the nail  works  building  (Plate  18).  The south-eastern  stretch
measured 15.35m long, and the south-western over 18m long. The wall was between
0.8 and 1m wide, and around 0.2m of depth remained. Wall 1140 continued to the north
as wall 1104, which may represent the extension of the wall to the north-west, or merely
a different batch of  concrete. The wall was formed of a pinkish grey concrete with large
inclusions of brick, sandstone, mortar, clinker and slag.  Internal stone walls from the
previous phase (eg 1111,  1112,  1065 and 1001 appear,  from their  survival,  to  have
remained in use.  A brick drain, 1105, ran parallel to wall 1140, external to the building.

3.4.45 Also within the western side of the building, walls 1135 and 1145 (both orientated north-
east  to  south-west),  formed  internal  divisions  between  that  areas  marked  as
Warehouse, and the Erecting and Fitting shops on the plan of c1886 (Fig. 5). The walls
abutted wall 1104, but this probably reflects the order in which they were constructed,
rather than later phase of construction. Wall  1135 measured 7.4m long abutting wall
1156 of the previous phase (above), which had been repaired by the addition of bricks,
and measured between 0.5m and 0.55m wide. The wall survived to a height of 0.17m
above the machined horizon. Wall 1145 was shorter meeting stanchion base 1146 at its
north-eastern extent.
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3.4.46 A series of stanchion bases for roof supports were added, although some of those from
the previous phase were probably reused. The stanchion bases would have formed a
grid throughout the main building as shown on Figure 5. Stanchion bases 1162, 1122,
and 1123 for example were rectangular in plan and measured between 1.4m by 1.35m
(1162) and 1.22m by 1.1m (1123). All were constructed from a dark blue-grey concrete
containing  sandstone,  brick  and  clinker  fragments  (as  wall  1104  above),  and  were
spaced  around  4.3m apart. Structure 1063, from the annealing furnace of the previous
phase, was modified by the addition of an  'L' shaped concrete faces to the southern
and western sides, and may also have formed a stanchion base at this time. 

Drainage

3.4.47 As well as drains external to the buildings, some were internal, and certainly represent
some aspect of the nail making process, perhaps for the run off of water used as a
coolant or for cleaning. The northern walls of former annealing furnace structure 1091
were  reused  within  such  a  brick  lined  drainage  system,  in  which  drains  1055  and
1057/1071, were abutted to the former ash raking out pit wall, 1065. Drain 1055 ran
along the western side of the structure, and was formed of six courses of bricks per
side, enclosing a brick lined channel. The drain could be accessed for clearance by the
removal of a series of sandstone capping stones some of which survived towards the
southern end. The drain was bonded with a light grey mortar, and measured  0.45m
wide  by 7.90m long, with a depth of 0.1m. The infill of the drain (1056/1070) was a
yellow brown clay silt,  from which several  ceramic cones of  unknown function were
recovered (see Appendix A3),  in addition to five pottery sherds dating from 1820 to
1880. The drain sides had collapsed inwards at the northern end of the drain where it
may have turned to the east and communicated with drain 1057. Drain 1057 was also
constructed of  brick and was bonded with  a similar  light  grey mortar.  Only a single
course of bricks was visible and the drain measured 0.53m by 1.82m and was also
0.1m deep. A pottery sherd recovered from fill 1070 dated from 1835 to 1880.

3.4.48 Within the eastern side of the building two semi-circular drains, 1022 and 1024, overlay
the former rake out pit associated with the tin plating process, 1030, both joining to the
west and connecting with culverted leat 1044 (Plate 19). Drain 1022 appeared to have
been built first, with the base and sides constructed from house brick, and defining a
central channel. The structure measuring 2.9m long by 0.6m wide, and with a depth of
up to 0.7m. The brick channel was capped by a single remaining sandstone slab. The
channel infill, 1023, was a clay silt. The second drain, 1024, was of a similar form, but
notably poorer build quality, and measured 4.5m in length, 0.5m wide and up to 0.6m
deep. The fill, 1025, was similar to 1023. The drains had been damaged to the east by
the insertion of a machine base, 1035, of the following phase. 

The railway

3.4.49 To the south of the the main works building a curving railway tracks, 1128,  would have
accessed the western and eastern sides of the main building, and linked to the works to
the south  (Plate 20). The rail tracks, 1128, were constructed from two gently curving
steel  rails,  with  a  gauge of  4  feet  8½ inches (or  standard national  gauge),  aligned
south-west to north-east. The tracks were fixed to iron shoes, which were in turn nailed
to  wooden  sleepers,  some of  which  were  fairly  well  preserved.  The  sleepers  were
inconsistent distances apart, and  were surrounded by a bedding material, 1155, which
consisted of a dark grey crushed slag and ashy clinker and was up to 0.16m thick. The
tracks continued beyond the limit of the main excavation area to the south-west, in the
direction of the former Castle works.
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3.4.50 Along  the  north  side  of  the  tracks  a  wall,  1130,  divided  the  tracks  from the  works
building and followed the same curved line. The wall was fair faced on the side of the
tracks, and measured 0.65m wide by 11.95m long and was 0.45m high. It had two outer
faces of coursed bricks with a rubble core of mixed stone fragments and bricks. The
wall appeared to be its original height as there was an intentional sloped depression
built into the upper part of the wall, which was most noticeable 3m from the south-west
end. It was constructed from a combination of house bricks and un-worked sandstone,
but with reused late 19th to 20th century fire bricks forming the main component. The
fire bricks were either large rectangular blocks or curved wedge-shaped blocks (see
Appendix  A4).  Three  ceramic  cones  (see  3.4.47  above)  were  recovered  from  the
cleaning of the area around the railway, and were given the finds reference number
1264.

Phase 4:  Second World War and later aluminium works 1939 – 1953

The main building area

3.4.51 The only modifications to the main works building during this phase were the addition of
a series of large concrete stanchion bases holding vertical steel  'I' beams (eg 1136,
1137, 1138 and 1139), although these may indicate that the roof and even walls had
been altered. In addition a machine base, 1035 (Plate 21), was added. The stanchion
bases extended considerably further to the south than the footprint of the earlier works
building, but were still sealed by the concrete slab of the Alcan works. The stanchion
bases were constructed by pouring successive layers of concrete into shuttering, within
which two or three vertical  steel  'I'   beams had been located. The stanchions each
measured up to 3.05m by 1.4m, and had sides that sloped up from the base (Fig 10).
Two of the stanchion bases had been inserted into the north-east to south-west aligned
part of wall 1140, and one had truncated the railway tracks (Plate 20).

3.4.52 Wall 1200, notable for its poor construction, may have been an addition to wall 1130,
which defined the northern side of the railway. The wall measured 5.1m long by 0.48m
wide,  and was constructed of  re-used fire bricks,  which were generally broken,  and
were not bonded. The wall would have coincided with the main works building in that
area, and its presence may indicate that that area of the building had gone out of use
during the earlier  part  of  this phase, but before the railway itself  became surplus to
requirements.

3.4.53 A machine base, 1035, was constructed form sandstone blocks, of which the largest
measured 0.55m by 0.5m, bonded with a dark grey mortar (Plate 21). Six iron rods
remained protruding from the upper surface of the structure, which measured 2.9m by
2.15m, and had a thickness of 0.15m, and would have retained the machine above.
The structure truncated drain 1022 (above) from the previous phase. 

The boiler bases

3.4.54 Two large rectangular structures, 1189 and 1191, representing the remains of the brick
bases for  large  horizontal  boilers,  were located towards  the south-east  of  the  main
excavation area (Plate 22). The structures were parallel, and sited around  5.3m apart.
The boiler bases were very similar in design and consisted of three linear chambers
defined by fire brick walls, which were retained by external walls of reinforced concrete,
the construction of which destroyed the section of the earlier culverted mill leat where
they coincided. The brick walls defining the three chambers within the structure were
constructed almost entirely from fire bricks, which were marked variously DOUGLAS X,
DOCKEN,  [WHI]TEHEAD,  CALDER  /  A,  with  further  bricks  from  the  infill  of  the
channels,  1190, including a 'plinth'  shaped special  brick marked CALDER /  B3 (see
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Appendix A4 for details). At the north-eastern end the remains of an arch was formed
by 'wedge' shaped  fire bricks, and would have retained the end of the boiler (Plate 23).

3.4.55 The brick built element of the boiler bases measured 4.40m wide by 15.2m long. The
external  concrete  retaining  walls  were  between  1.04m  and  1.10m  wide  on  both
structures. At the north-eastern end of each structure was a concrete tank, and that
associated with 1189  was 1.8m wide and 3.8m long. The walls of the tank were formed
from  the reinforced concrete that also retained the brick elements of the base. In order
to access each tank a reinforced concrete ramp was sited to the north-east of each
boiler structure. The southern example, 1193, measured 4.95m long by 2.35m wide.

The large machine bases

3.4.56 Adjacent to the two boiler bases were two large concrete machine bases, 1181 and
1182 (Plates 24 and 25).  The base had a rectangular central rebate and two 'T' shaped
depressions were visible in the surface of the concrete. The central channel had a drain
running along the east side. The southern depression was covered by a timber cover.  

3.4.57 To the west of structure 1182, a large concrete structure, 1181, contained a tank which
had a  metal  lining  and appeared  to  be the  remains  of  an  access area  for  a  large
machine. There were large upright iron bars with threads which would have retained the
machine. The location and the size of this machine base means that it was possibly for
mounting a rolling mill for producing sheet aluminium.

3.4.58 At the south-west end of the two boiler bases a long narrow concrete structure,1320,
was aligned north-west to south-east. It was constructed from a mid-grey concrete, and
consisted of two side walls defining a central channel. The structure measured 23.4m
long by 3.4m wide,and the central channel measured 1.4m wide and was excavated to
a  depth  of  1.5m  before  oil  contaminated  rubble  and  water  were  encountered  and
excavation ceased. The central channel may have housed a fly wheel, powered by the
boilers, and used to transfer power to the rolling mills. 

3.4.59 To the south of the boilers and the possible wheel pit, a room 1320, possibly a former
basement,  was formed from modern  red brick  in  'garden wall  bond',  with  a  poured
concrete floor. The room measured 8.2m by 3.8m with the internal measurements of of
8m by 2.75m. The walls were largely truncated from the construction of the modern
aluminium works.

The cottage area

3.4.60 A rectangular building was constructed at the south-eastern of the row of cottages from
Phase 2. The walls, 1506, were constructed of red house brick, and clearly truncated
the earlier stone walls. In addition a brick drain, 1524, truncated the north-eastern walls
of the main stores building.

3.5   Finds summary
3.5.1 Finds were recovered from a number of deposits and the infill of structures throughout

the excavation areas and evaluation.  The finds reference number 300 was given to
undifferentiated backfill, and several other finds reference numbers given to the areas
above specific  structures, and these are mentioned in the text  where pertinent.  The
finds generally comprised quantities of pottery sherds, clay pipe fragments and pieces
of roof tile, tabulated in Appendix A, with brief descriptions. Additionally several ceramic
cones (Appendix A3) were recovered, but none of these appeared to be  in situ, and
their function is unknown, although they may have been used to support objects within
a furnace (Protheroe Jones pers comm). 
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3.6   Interpretation
3.6.1 The earliest features uncovered were the possible ditch and pit beneath the later rake

out pits for an annealing furnace, but these features both had very sterile fills, perhaps
indicative of deliberate backfilling, rather than the gradual silting expected from a field
boundary for example, and may be the construction cuts for earlier works structures.
Neither feature yielded any datable material. 

3.6.2 In the absence of  any remains  associated with  a former  copper  works,  the earliest
phase of  remains clearly  associated with  the industrial  use of  the site  are the leat,
which would have provided water to power the rolling mills for the tinplate works. It is
likely that the leat had been constructed in the latter part of the 18th century, as the
works were described as new when sold in 1806. The leat was to power the works into
the 20th century, when the turbine that replaced the original wheel was destroyed by
flooding.  The  leat  structure  had  survived  fairly  well,  in  the  main  because  it  was
subterranean in the area of the main works building. The water wheel would have been
sited in the area subsequently destroyed by the Alcan works. The rolling mills were also
likely to have been within this general area, close to the source of power. 

3.6.3 Little remained of the original works building layout, with the exception of a few of the
internal stone walls, and it is therefore difficult to understand the internal layout. The
furnace rakeout pits for the annealing and tin plating areas also survived because they
were constructed below ground, but these, judging from the dates of the bricks used in
their construction, were later additions to the initial works. Additionally the positions of
these  structures  do  not  correspond  to  the  known  positions  of  the  late  Victorian
annealing works indicated on the first plan of the Nettlefolds nail works of c 1886. It is
perhaps unsurprising that little of the ground plan of the earlier works survived given the
over 200 odd years of industrial use, and that the use of water power for much of this
time prohibited the ground level from being raised through the building up of successive
layers.

3.6.4 The  ground  plans  of  the  stores  buildings  and  cottages  survived  better,  perhaps
because they were not subject to the degree of internal change that the main works
building would have incurred, as machinery and the internal layout were updated. The
walls of the stores buildings were, like the majority of the earlier phase structures, built
from stone, and with stone slab floors, but little evidence for this survived. Within the
northernmost  of  the cottages investigated stone slab floors survived both within  the
building,  and  the  adjacent  yard  to  the  rear.  An  internal  doorway  in  a  dividing  wall
suggests that each cottage may have had two lower floor rooms. It is unclear from the
depth of wall footings whether an upper floor would have been present. The layer of
garden soil  present to the south of the cottages, and the 'piggeries' shown on the early
plans suggests a certain degree of self sufficiency on the part of the cottage occupants.

3.6.5 None  of  the  internal  machine  bases  etc.  of  the  nail  works  phase  within  the  main
building survived, with the external walls, drainage and the railway the only remnants
remaining, although much of the fabric of the earlier building had been reused. 

3.6.6 In the early years of the Second World War the main works building does not appear to
have been much altered, as seen on the photograph from 1940 (Plate 28). However the
building was expanded considerably to the south when the boilers and possible rolling
mills  were  added,  and  the  roof  supported  by  the  numerous  stanchion  bases  and
fragments of ground beams uncovered.  
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4  RESULTS TREGWILYM FACH FARM EVALUATION

4.1   Specific aims and objectives
4.1.1 To determine the presence or absence of any structures relating to Tregwilym Fach, a

small farm to the south-east of the Tydu works, first depicted on the Rogerstone Tithe
map of 1844 (Fig. 2). 

4.2   Methodology
4.2.1 The evaluation consisted of five trenches (1-5), of which three were in the main works

area, and are subsumed by the main site report (Section 3 above). Trenches 1 and 2
were in the farm area. Trench 1, measuring 35m long, and Trench 2, measuring 20m
long, that joined to form an L-shaped trench (Fig. 12). The trenches were opened using
a four tonne 360 degree tracked excavator under close archaeological supervision. Due
to the nature of the made ground deposits, the trenches were 1.8m wide and narrowed
to 0.85m wide at the base. Trench 1 was excavated to a maximum depth of 1.2m and
trench 2 to a maximum depth of 0.80m.

4.2.2 The trenches were monitored by Neil Maylan (GGAT), in accordance with the planning
guidelines set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation (EDP 2013).

4.3   Introduction and presentation of results
4.3.1 The results of the evaluation are presented below. This includes a general description

of the soils and a stratigraphic account of the trenches. This is followed by an overall
interpretation and discussion.  

4.4   General soils and ground conditions
4.4.1 The area was covered by a tarmac access road, areas of concrete, modern crushed

rubble and scrub vegetation. Beneath this was a layer of  loose mixed rubble which
varied in depth between 0.8 to 1.1m.

4.4.2 The natural geology was encountered in Trench 1, and manifested as a light brown silty
clay. Sealing this, a layer of sandy silt with frequent rubble inclusions was encountered
in both trenches. 

4.4.3 The made ground and archaeological deposits were excavated in dry conditions and
visibility was good throughout the work.

4.5   General distribution of archaeological deposits
4.5.1 Trench 1 contained a possible stone surface, modern concrete structures and made

ground deposits, overlying the natural clay.
4.5.2 Trench 2 was the only trench to contain structural archaeological remains. It contained

brick floors and a stone drain. These were sealed by made ground. 

4.6   Trench 1 
4.6.1 The natural  geology,  a  light  brown silty  clay,  106),  was reached at  1.2m below the

modern  ground  surface.  This  was  sealed  by  a  made  ground  deposit,  105,  which
consisted of tip lines of ash, rock and sandy silt.

4.6.2 A concrete  lined  structure,  104,  was  aligned  north-south,  and  formed  of  walls  of
shuttered concrete, possibly using corrugated iron, as a ridged pattern survived on the
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external faces. The vertical sides were 0.90m high and 0.35m thick. A ceramic pipe cut
through one side, and the wall above it had been repaired. The structure did not have
an associated floor surface, and the natural geology was visible in this area.

4.6.3 A concrete slab, 102, measuring 1.5m by 1.6m and 0.15m thick, formed a base for the
intersection of two plastic drain pipes. An iron pipe, 103, was 0.16m in diameter and
was bedded in the concrete. The pipe was aligned north-east to south-west.  

4.6.4 A stone surface, 101, was situated immediately below the tarmac of the access road. It
comprised pitched grey sandstone cobbles, each measuring around 0.23m by 0.08m.
The surface covered an area of approximately 10m by 12m, and was bonded with a
yellow sandy mortar. 

4.7   Trench 2 
4.7.1 The trench contained a brick floor, 200, (Plate 26), which measured 5m by 1m. It was

constructed from un-frogged red bricks, each measuring 0.225m by 0.075m by 0.08m.
The bricks were laid in one course in a stretcher bond, with a yellowish white mortar,
and  the  upper  face  of  the  bricks  had  been  worn  smooth.  There  were  two  parallel
grooves, acting as drains, set 1.9m apart in the floor. Each groove measured 0.04m
wide and 0.06m deep. 

4.7.2 Three post holes cut into the floor. Two were fully exposed and these measured 0.15m
by 0.18m by 0.40m deep and 0.22m by 0.08m by 0.13m deep, respectively.

4.7.3 The floor, 200, also had a  north-east to south-west aligned  stone drain running along
its  southern  edge.  The  drain  consisted  of  smooth  rectangular  slabs  of  sandstone,
measuring  around  0.45m  by  0.50m  by  0.08m.  The  stones  had  a  shallow  channel
running along their centre. 

4.7.4 A wall, 201, was aligned broadly north-south, and measured 1.2m long, 0.55m wide and
up  to  0.45m  high.  It  was  constructed  of  worn  sandstone  river  cobbles,  measuring
around 0.50m by 0.30m by 0.20m. Three courses of the wall remained and these were
bonded with a white lime mortar. 

4.7.5 A made ground, 204, sealed the building remains in the trench. It consisted of a loose
black ashy material ,with occasional brick and slag inclusions. Layer 204 was 0.65m
thick. It was in turn cut by the robber cut 203 and sealed by  202.

4.7.6 Wall 201 had been partially robbed out by a rectangular cut with vertical sides and a flat
base, 203. This robber cut measured 8m by 6m by 0.65m deep. The backfill, 202, of the
robber cut  consisted of loose sandstone rubble and occasional fragments of mortar
and slate.

4.8   Interpretation
4.8.1 The cobbled stone surface 101, in Trench 1, was likely to be a previous road surface

that was tarmacked over at some point in the 20th century. It is on the same level as
the concrete surfaces of the later Aluminium Works and is therefore unlikely to have
been associated with the earlier works or the farm.

4.8.2 The brick floor,  200, in  Trench 2,  was very likely to be part  of  agricultural  buildings
relating to  Tregwilym Fach, the farm that was shown on the Rogerstone Tythe map of
1844 (Fig. 2), and was demolished by 1982 (EDP 2012). The grooves in the floor were
probably  for  holding  wooden  partitions  to  form  stalls  for  livestock  or  possibly  for
draining the floor. The postholes cut into the floor are likely to have held support posts,
either for partitions or more likely to support the roof.  
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4.8.3 The building in Trench 2, formed of floor 200 and wall 201, was demolished and the
wall robbed out, 203. The rubble and remaining building material covered the interior of
the building.  Apart  from the occasional  thick slates there was little  evidence for  the
roofing material. 

4.8.4 The structural remains uncovered were not deemed to be of an early enough date to
warrant further investigation. 
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APPENDIX A.  FINDS SPOT DATING

A.1  Pottery

by John Cotter

Context Spot-date No. Weight Comments
300 c1800-1900 1 82 Black basalt ware teapot (glazed) bo (body sherd) with

complete spout. Traces moulded dec

1005 c1830-1900 4 36 1x REF SPON (refined whiteware with sponged dec).
3x late PMR

1011 c1820-1880 1 6 REFW (refined whiteware) cylind jar base - prob early

1054 c1820-1880 5 25 1x English porcelain (ENPO) unusual moulded small
facetted  or  polygonal  pot/jar  (diam  50mm)  with
recessed rim for a lid - low grade white porcelain  (or
M19C  central  European  trinket  ware?).  3x  joining
yellow  ware  (YELL  SLIP)  -  prob  local  YELL  with
unusual v pale fabric with blue & white ext banding. 1x
developed Creamware (CREA DEV)

1059 c1840-1900 3 41 1x BONE bone china saucer with black transfer dec -
prob souvenir ware? 1x REFW SPON jug base. 1x late
PMR

1060 c1830-1880 3 24 1x  ENPO  or  BONE  bowl/saucer  with  lilac  sprigged
dec. 2x REFW

1061 c1835-1880 1 11 ENGS  BRST  (English  stoneware  with  Bristol-type
glaze) prob flattened flagon - poss JOINS 1069?

1062 c1835-1880 1 111 2x ENGS BRST from 2 separate vessels with rim in
shape of a wine bottle with brown top half (see also
1240  JOINS?)  possibly  from  the  flattened  spirits
flagons?

1069 c1835-1880 24 294 4x ENGS BRST incls bos from flattened spirits flagon -
poss JOINS 1308? Also cylind bottle. 4x local REFW
(1 vess)  = unusual  moulded jug base with moulded
floral/foliage dec poss incl part of a human figure (leg),
the int surface covered in a light blue/lilac slip. 4x ?
local PEAR (Pearlware) with blue feather edge - rim
thicker  than  Staffs  products.  Remainder  =  REWF
PNTD  (or  low-grade  porcelain?)  saucers  with  florid
polychrome painted dec in French famille verte style.
1x REF SPON

1070 c1835-1880 1 6 Bo  from  moulded  REFW  vess  with  int  blue  slip  -
JOINS 1069

1097 c1830-1880 3 24 3x TPW (transfer-printed ware) incl willow pattern dish
rim. 1x YELL poss chamberpot rim
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1099 c1800-1900 1 3 Bo YELL

1168 c1830-1880 1 6 TPW (or  PEAR TR? Transfer-printed  Pearlware)  jug
rim - cylindrical rim/neck

1195 c1800-1900 1 9 Burnt ENPO saucer rim with traces of pink painting

1237 c1830-1880 10 323 1x TPW willow pattern  dish  base  with  printed  mark
under '---- WARE'. 1x YELL carinated sugarbowl profile
with blue mocha dec on white band. 1x ?local trailed
slipware  'METS'   (Metropolitan  sliipware)   or  PMR
'dog-bowl'  rim with  traces  wavy line  dec int.  Rest  =
local or N Devon/Somerset late PMR (similar to PMR
from Bath  &  Bristol)  v  glossy  amber  glaze  on  pale
orange-buff fabric, incl collared jug rim w spout & plain
upright thickened jug rim - most with int glaze

1238 c1800-1900 2 94 1  vess.  Rockingham  ware  jug  rim/shoulder  with
cylindrical  body.  Carinated  shoulder  (iron  dipped  -
stoneware fashion). Moulded vine scrolls on shoulder
& body

1239 c1835-1880 11 333 3x ENGS BRST cream cylind bottle. 3x TPW dishes &
bowl.  3x  REFW/ESTON  (Eng  stoneware)  hybrid
kitchenware  vessels.  1x  rim  Staffs-type  lustreware
mug in dark red fabric with white int slip & pink lustre
on int rim & ext has white slip bands (Gaudy ware etc)
1x PMR collared jug rim in ?local fabric with bubbly
glaze

1240 c1835-1880 54 2874 ENGS BRST incl vess rim in shape of a wine bottle
with brown top half.  PMR incl  bead rims from large
bowls  -  some with  pale orange-buff  fabric  & int  glz.
PMR  jug  rim.  TPW  incls  Willow  pattern  sub-
rectangular  dishes.  REFW  incl  profile  large
hemispherical bowl or wash basin with everted rim &
footring.  REFW  SPON  incl  chamberpot  rim  &
sugarbowl rim. ENGS (Eng stoneware) blacking bottle
rim & rim/shoulder smallish rounded spirits flagon with
complete handle & iron-dipped top/shoulder. ENGS bo
from pale cream hunt  jug or  Toby jug with  moulded
Tudor-style figures holding wine glasses. REFW PNTD
saucer. YELL bowl rim

1260 c1830-1880 Poss c1830-1870? 4x PMR = 1 vess = large conical
crock  with  heavy  bead  rim  with  wide  ledge-handle
applied  to  rim,  dark  brown  glaze  int.  1x  YELL
sugarbowl  with  white  slip  banding.  1x  TPW  teacup
footring with int scene of temple/folly on lake - prob to
c1860/70?

1308 c1835-1880 16 908 ENGS BRST complete  oval  base of  flattened spirits
flagon (max diam 93mm) in pale cream stoneware with
Bristol  glaze  int  &  ext,  prob  wheel-thrown;  small
stamped oval mark (max diam 26mm) near base 'W.J.
WILLIAMS/NEWPORT'  with  contracted  word
'MON[re?]' (Monmouth?) in centre. Maker not listed in
Hildyard  stoneware  book  (1982).  7x  TPW dish  rims
incl willow patt & non-standard floral patts - poss local?
2x BONE incl saucer with lilac sprigged dec. 2x joining
REFW  SPON  dish  rims  with  unusual  black-printed
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daisies/flowers in brown on flange under a pale brown
lustre band. 2x glazed PMR incl v large jar/bowl bo &
handle. 1x PMR flowerpot base

1502 c1830-1880 4 28 2x TPW incl dish floor bo with non-standard chinese-
style dec & impressed mark 'ROGERS' underside. 1x
burnt unusual  prob local  TPW ?jug bo with lackside
house (poss with jetties?) with yellow & pink painted
highlights. 2x PEAR

1513 c1830-1880 10 74 2x TPW (incl brown-dec cup bo with Chinese figure).
1x REFW SPON dish rim with block-printed repeating
design in  blue.  1x PEAR PNTD small  teapot  lid.  1x
PEAR dish rim with  blue feather  edge.  2x REF incl
dish rim. 2x BONE. 1x REFW or cream earhenware
prob  jardinaire  with  moulded  vegetal  ext  with  green
glaze & red glaze int

1538 c1890-1940? 17 151 Base & joining handle from the same REFW (or v late
creamware) mug with solid cast handle (like Ovaltine
mugs & WW2 military issue mugs but a bit more thinly
potted -  poss Art  Deco?).  1x REFW L19C-type dish
with purple banding on rim. 1x PEAR TR, 1x PEAR
PNTD.  8x  CREA DEV.  1x  CREA with  encrusted  or
pebbledash  ext  texture.  2x  joining  'METS'   or
Somerset/N Devon porringer/cup with handle  - upper
2/3  vess  ext  covered  in  white  (yellow)  slip,  plain
slightly everted rim (diam 140mm)

1540 c1800-1900 5 24 2x  ENPO  incl  delicate  cup  rim  with  rod  handle  &
shanked dish rim with red painted ?chinese dec.  1x
small  PEAR dish rim with blue feather edge. 1x worn
CREA DEV

1546 c1780-1840 19 251 2x PEAR PNTD cup & saucer rims. 7x PEAR (some
poss  CREA?).  1x  CREA DEV  rim  ointment  pot  or
measure? 3x joining sherds N Devon gravel-tempered
ware  (NDGT)  wide  bowl  with  flanged  rim  (diam
360mm). 3x local PMR incl  'dog-dish' rim. 1x black-
glazed redware bo - v shiny probably Buckley ware. 2x
Staffs combed slipware (STSL) incl porringer base &
press-moulded dish bo

1550 c1815-1840 70 152 Small - v small sherds: 7x PEAR TR incl dish rim with
dog  rose  dec.  22x Creamware  bowl  with  unusual  ?
local bands of sponged horiz blue & ochre dec (prob 1
vess). 5x CREA PNTD. C 34x PEAR small sherds. 1x
PEAR dish rim with blue feather edge

1554 c1820-1840 69 561 30  larger  &  c  40  small/crushed  sherds.  L18/E19C
finewares incl 7x PEAR TR (1 poss TPW?) dishes &
prob jug. 1x REFW mug rim. 1x YELL sugarbowl base.
7x PEAR (incl 2 PNTD). C22x CREA dishes & bead
rim bowl. 7x CREA SLIP prob 3 vess incl bowl/cup with
brown  joggled/marbled  dec  &  green-banded  rim;  1
mocha  dec.  2x  'METS'  =  prob  a  local  or  N  Devon
slipware in v fine/smooth orange-buff PMR fabric incl
large dish/bowl  base with  horiz  white  slip  line  int  &
simple  slip  'V''  shapes  under  clear  glaze;  also
flanged ?jar rim with traces slip dec.21x local late PMR
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in same fabric as previous - mostly liquid clear glazes
int  incl  rims  from  small  dishes/saucers  &  a  a  jar;
smallish flat bases - 1 sooted

1561 c1830-1880 4 21 1x TPW dish rim. 3x worn CREA DEV

1563 c1830-1900 3 38 1x BLACK - black-glazed brown teapot or jar bo. 2x
bos (1 vess) NDGT - poss same bowl in (1546)?

Total 355 7716

A.2  Clay Pipes

by John Cotter

Context Spot-date Stem Bowl Mouth Total
sherds

Total
weight

Comments MNV
bowls

1005 19C 1 2 0 3 5 Small  frag  bowl  with  vertical
ribbing/fluting.  Small  frag  bowl
base (damaged) prob with vertical
ribbing. 19C stem

1

1054 19C 2 0 0 2 3 Worn stems 1
1069 19C 2 0 0 2 4 Stems with rusty staining 0
1076 19C 2 0 0 2 6 Fresh stems 0
1097 L18-19C 1 0 0 1 1 Stem  with  stem  bore  c 2mm.

Fresh 
0

1099 19C 1 0 0 1 2 Fresh stem 0

1237 L18-19C 1 0 0 1 2 Stem  with  stem  bore  c 2mm.
Fresh 

0

1238 c1820-
1860

0 1 0 1 8 60mm  stem  attached  to  bowl  -
probably  AO28  (Atkinson  &
Oswald 1969). Bowl profile (back)
with moulded decoration including
a  quartered  coat  of  arms  on  the
back  (details  unclear  &  obscured
by  dirt),  traces  of  two  human
figures on sides of bowl (both poss
in  Tudor  costume  with  feathered
caps,  or  Highland  dress?)  &
probably  a  ribbon  with  traces  of
inscription/motto  underneath
figures and wrapped around stem.
Damaged  spur  with  trace  of
maker's mark & traces of oak leaf
or foliage seam on front. Possibly
civic coat of arms, or Masonic??

1

1286 19C 1 0 0 1 3 Fresh stem 0
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1308 c1820-
1860

1 1 0 2 15 Bowl profile (one side only), plain
with spur, no visible maker's mark,
bowl type AO28 , sooted from use.
Separate fresh stem 60mm long

1

1507 19C 1 0 0 1 6 Stem 63mm long. Fairly fresh 0
1546 19C 2 0 0 2 4 Fresh stems to 60mm long 0

1550 c1780-
1830

2 4 6 1 12 4  joining  bowl  sherds  =  profile
AO27  with  vertical  ribbed  dec,
foliage  seams  &  squared  heel,
blundered  maker's  mark.  2  short
pieces stem

1

1554 19C 2 0 0 2 6 Stems  to  52mm.  One  fresh  one
slightly worn/stained

0

1562 c1820-
1860

2 1 0 3 7 Front  profile  probably  AO28 bowl
with  plain  seam,  fairly
worn/chipped. Slightly worn stems
to 47mm

1

Total 21 9 0 30 84 6

A.3  Ceramic cones

By John Cotter

Context Cat.
No

Spot-date No.
sherds

Weight Base
diameter

Height Complete Comments

1056 1 19-20C 1 106 57 59 Y SF1. Light reddish-brown 
smooth terracotta 
(flowerpot-like) fabric. 
Wheel-thrown with 
evidence of concentric 
wire mark on base. Base 
slightly bevelled-off. Some 
fingerprints. Large chip on 
base, c 70% of base still 
extant. Rounded apex.

1056 2 19-20C 1 46 48 45 Y SF1. Light orange. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base, some 
blemishes. Pointed apex.

1056 3 19-20C 1 53 50 38+ N SF1. Orange. Apex 
destroyed. Wheel-thrown 
with evidence of wire mark
on base, blemishes incl 1 
large fingerprint. Medium-
sized chip on base (80% 
still extant).

1056 4 19-20C 1 62 46 45 Y SF1. Light brown. 
Asymmetrical. Wheel-
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thrown(?) or mould-made?
Straight/sheared wire mark
on base. Rounded apex. 
Many small dents on cone 
pre-firing

1056 5 19-20C 1 48 45 45 Y SF1. Light orange-red. 
Wheel-thrown with 
evidence of wire mark on 
base, blemishes incl 
fingerprints. Rounded 
apex. Splashes of yellow-
brown glaze on base - 
probably accidental.

1056 7 19-20C 1 48 46 45 Y SF1. Orange-red. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base. 
Rounded apex with 
discolouration near tip.

1056 8 19-20C 1 44 46 44 Y SF1. Orange-red. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base, 
blemishes inc fingerprints. 
Rounded apex.

1056 9 19-20C 1 60 48 52 Y SF1. Red. Wheel-thrown 
with evidence of wire mark
on base, blemishes incl 
fingerprints. Pointed apex.

1056 10 19-20C 1 194 55 71 Y SF1. Crudely moulded 
coarse sandy grey cement
cone. Looks like it was 
pushed into a mould or 
conical hole - perhaps as a
plug? Seam visible down 
one side. Some vertical 
copper wire and other 
metal inclusions near 
apex. Possibly includes 
early electric copper cable 
with textile 
casing/insulation. Textile 
impressions visible. 
Appears to have been 
scorched near apex. 
Rough rounded apex. 
Roughly oval base max 
58mm diam

1070 11 19-20C 1 58 56 47 Y Red. Mould-made with 
evidence of seam. 2 large 
chips on base, c 50% 
remaining. Pointed apex.

1070 12 19-20C 1 45 49 44 Y Light orange-red. Mould-
made with evidence of 
seam. Base largely 
chipped away, with c  40%
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remaining. Pointed apex.

1070 13 19-20C 1 11 33+ N Yellow-brown. Apex frag, v
worn and flaky.

1070 14 19-20C 1 68 48+ 59 N Orange. Wheel-thrown 
with blemishes. Base 
entirely lost and apex 
incomplete.

1070 15 19-20C 1 82 65+ 46+ N Light orange. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Base entirely lost. 
Rounded apex.

1070 16 19-20C 1 100 69+ 47+ N Orange-red. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Base entirely lost. Pointed 
apex.

1070 17 19-20C 1 90 68+ 45 Y Orange-red. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Large chip on base, c 60%
remaining, evidence of 
wire mark. Rounded apex.

1070 18 19-20C 1 113 75 38+ N Orange-red. Mould-made 
with evidence of seam. 
Base chipped but largely 
intact; apex absent, but 
prob rounded. Surface v. 
flaky and worn.

1070 19 19-20C 1 110 66 54+ N Light red-brown. Wheel-
thrown. Base entirely lost, 
probably chipped off. 
Asymmetrical. Rounded 
apex.

1127 20 19-20C 1 104 60 58 Y Light red-brown. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base. Splash
of yellow-brown glaze on 
base probably accidental. 
Apex v rounded.

1237 21 19-20C 1 78 51 49 Y Dark red-brown. Probably 
wheel-thrown, some 
evidence of wire mark on 
base. Rounded apex. 
Covered in sandy, mortar-
like coating.

1264 22 19-20C 1 103 65 50 Y Light red. Wheel-thrown, 
with evidence of wire mark
on base. Rounded apex 
(slightly chipped). Base 
slightly concave.

1264 23 19-20C 1 93 55 57 Y Light to dark orange-
brown. Probably wheel-
thrown, some evidence of 
wire mark on base. 
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Rounded apex.

1264 24 19-20C 1 58 49 50 Y Light orange. Wheel-
thrown with evidence of 
wire mark on base. 
Rounded apex.

Total 24 1828

A.4  Ceramic Building Material

By John Cotter

Context Spot-
date

Roof Ridge Brick Floor Other Total
sherds

Weight Comments

300 L19-
20C

1 1 13200 Cat No. 300/1. See sketch. 
Complete (slightly chipped) 
furnace brick in coarse yellow 
fireclay (CYF) with browner 
surface gloss. Unusually 
large/heavy. Roughly rectangular
with tongue & groove on top & 
bottom faces: Groove/slot on top
and matching rib/tenon on 
opposite face. Scorched reddish 
clay bonding filling top slot. 
Made in a mould. Length 
240mm, Width 175mm, Thick 
150mm. Stamped inscrip on 
longest (main) side face with 
some damage to start of bottom 
row of numbers. Plain unserifed 
letters 'GIBBONS (DUDLEY)/ 
SPECIAL/ [--]814/1 - 21' . The 
serial Nos from loosely fitting 
typeface blocks - not all properly
aligned. To the right of middle 
word (SPECIAL) is a small 'DU' 
on its side (for Dudley?). Whole 
inscrip area c 155mm wide x 
80mm deep. Top row of letters 
12mm high; middle row 30mm; 
bottom row 22mm high.

300 L19-
20C

2 2 6800 Cat No. 300.2-3. See sketch. 
Damaged pair of interlocking 
furnace bricks in coarse yellow 
fireclay (CYF). Roughly 
rectangular with tongue & 
groove keying on top & bottom 
faces: Groove/slot on top and 
matching rib/tenon on opposite 
face. Both bricks have series of 
channels or square-section slots
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on the long side in which the 
nailheads sit. The nailheads 
(only) are rusty brown & 
probably iron (weakly magnetic);
the nail shafts are a grey non-
magnetic metal - probably zinc 
or aluminium  - they pierce 
through centre of the brick 
widths down pre-fired holes & 
emerge from other side as 
'claws'. Two surviving in-situ 
nails end in 3-fingered 'claws' 
(possibly cut off? possibly 
electrodes or anchoring/bracing 
devices?). Largest broken frag 
has complete width 150mm x 
75mm thick & surviving (broken) 
length of 190mm. Side channels 
28mm wide, 6mm deep & 
separated by 'butresses' 48mm 
wide. Nailheads slightly 
domed/flatttish 20mm wide, 
shafts 6mm thick. White fireclay 
mortar adhering to brick

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3400 Cat No. 300/4. See sketch. 
Complete rectangular furnace 
brick. CYF. Length 220mm, 
Width 110mm, Thick 73mm. 
Squared tongue & groove keying
on top & bottom faces. The 
central groove on top quite wide 
& extends down the ends of the 
brick & flush with the projecting 
tongue (so from the top the brick
looks like giant sandwich when 
seen from side or section view). 
On the lower ledge or 'slice' of 
the sandwich - under the 
horizontal groove - is deeply 
impressed inscription 90mm 
wide x 27mm deep '37 WD'

300 L19-
20C

1 1 1488 Cat No. 300/5. See sketch. End 
of broken 'staple'-shaped 
furnace brick as complete eg 
below (Cat No. 300/6). CYF. 
Approx half complete. Surviving 
L135mm+. Width 88mm x Thick 
77mm. Part of deep notch - or 
slot-shaped 'cut' from side (but 
made in mould). Slot starts 
85mm from top corner & is max 
50mm+ wide (broken) with 
straight steeply sloping side. No 
stamps etc

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3450 Cat No. 300/6. See sketch. 
Complete 'staple' or 'G'-shaped 
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furnace brick. CYF. Length 
230mm. Thickness 75-80mm. 
Split-level width on either side of
deep notch in side. Max Width 
105mm left of notch, & 90mm 
right of notch. Top left corner of 
brick is deliberately curved. 
Squared notch begins 110mm 
from left end & is 30mm wide & 
45mm deep. Right side of 
squared notch deliberately 
ground-down or roughened & 
therefore slopes a little/non 
vertical. On lower main face of 
brick to right of notch is stamped
or impressed inscription in plain 
numerals '308\1 - 85'. Inscrip 
75mm long x 12mm deep. Near 
lower right-hand corner of brick 
is inscrip 'VT'. Inscrip probably a 
serial number? 

300 L19-
20C

1 1 5000 Cat No. 300/7. See sketch. 
Complete rectangular furnace 
brick (worn). CYF. Length 
220mm, Width 170mm, Thick 
70mm. Stamped/impressed 
inscription on top/main face in 
plain letters 'CALDER/ A20 (3)' . 
Top line 'CALDER' inscrip 90mm
long in shallow sunken round-
ended cartouche (mould plate 
impression) 120mm long, letters 
20-22mm tall. Lower inscrip in v 
shallow rectangular cartouche - 
inscrip 120mm long x 27mm tall. 
The '(3)' is in a circle diam 
35mm. probably a serial 
number?

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3200 Cat No. 300/8. See sketch. 
Complete polygonal-ended brick
(5-sided but mainly rectangular 
with a 2-facetted end - a bit like 
a quartz crystal in outline). Fine 
dense red terracotta. Machine-
made with very smooth/flat 
surfaces. Unmarked apart from v
fine axial machine striations - 
accidental. Basically a fairly 
standard unfrogged rectangular 
brick with 2 asymmetric 
machined facets at one end. 
Max Length 230mm. Base width 
110mm, Thick 65mm. Off-centre 
axis is 35mm from longest 
edge/side which is 195mm long; 
short edge/side = 155mm long. 
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Probably an 
industrial/architectural brick?

300 L19-
20C

1 1 6000 Cat No. 300/9. See sketch. CYF.
Complete furnace brick of long 
rectangular with tongue & 
groove keying near each end (at
right angle to long axis). A bit like
a railway sleeper in form. Length
335mm, Width 108mm, Thick 
75mm. Running length 
measurements of groove 
positions (from left side) = 45-
65mm & 270-293mm. Grooves 
& tenons of 
semicircular/rounded cross-
section. In central area of main 
(top) face is stamped inscription 
within an area 85mm x 45mm. 
'CALDER/ A23 (3)'. Top row of 
letters 17mm high; bottom row 
numbers etc 22mm high. The 
'(3)' is in a circle diam 28mm. 
probably a serial number?

300 L19-
20C

1 1 3350 Cat No. 300/10. See sketch. 
CYF. Complete firebrick/furnace 
brick. Plain rectangular form: 
Lengh 230mm, Width 110mm, 
Thick 60mm. Small 
stamped/impressed inscription - 
plain letters? 'S.L. & Co./ 
RISCA'. Letters 13mm high. Top 
inscrip 85mm long. Bottom row 
inscrip 70mm wide. Overall 
height of inscrip area 65mm tall. 
Inscrip may be 'S.J. rather than 
'S.L'?. Brick worn. Risca is a 
coal mine site in Wales that also 
produced bricks (common at 
Swansea, Morfa, Brunel Way 
copper factory site)

300 L19-
20C

1 1 5000 Cat No. 300/11. See sketch. 
CYF. End fragment (with 
complete section) complex 
polygonal/pentagonal furnace ?
corner brick. In section like a 
door jamb or window mullion 
with two wide slots for keying or 
bonding to adjoining bricks or 
structures. The 'main face' or 
'outer' face is inscribed but 
broken (width = 110mm+ ). 
Inscrip prob similar to other 
'Gibbons Special' bricks from 
this & other contexts. Survivng 
stamped inscrip in 3 rows 
'G[IBBONS]/ S[PECIAL]/ 30[----]'
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. Main outer face = 165mm tall; 
basically of square cross-section
with 2 other sides 110mm wide &
polygonal faces 150mm & 75mm
wide (section a bit like a section 
through a square house with a 
pitched triangular roof). Two 
wide squared slots: one 35mm 
wide x 15mm deep, the other 
40mm wide x 15mm deep but 
latter has been deliberately 
pecked or adzed along upper 
side/one side

300 L19-
20C

1 1 - Original site label faded/illegible 
- probably a 4 digit number. 
Near-complete CYF furnace 
brick of complex trapezoidal 
shape in long section, squarish 
in short section, with a square 
top - like a truncated pyramid. 
The square 'top' has a 
(damaged) projecting ledge on 
one side. Base length 210mm, 
Height 130mm, Thickness 
110mm, square top = 125mm x 
105mm+(broken side with 
ledge), ledge poss originally 
sloping & adding another facet 
to brick profile, ledge is 70mm 
deep/high. The 'front' of the brick
(one of the largest 2 trapezoidal 
faces) has stamped inscrip 
(fragmentary & unclear) - 
possibly 'CALDER' or 
'SPECIAL'/ 36 (3)' (the 3 in 
circle)

1038 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 15. Complete CYF
plain furnace brick as in (1265). 
Fairly roughly made. No 
evidence of inscrip

1064 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 74. Complete 
reddish scorched CYF 
furnace/fire brick. Similar to 
(1068). L230, W110, T60. No 
inscription

1068 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 66. Complete 
reddish scorched CYF 
furnace/fire brick. Standard 
L19C size. No inscrip visible as 
mostly covered in grey mortar 
with charcoal inclusions

1084 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 33. Complete 
slightly damaged CYF furnace 
brick of standard 'house' size. 
L225, W110, T60. One end is 
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damaged and very scorched. 
Stamped inscrip positioned in 
centre of upper face at right-
angle to long axis of brick - 
legible but fairly rough serifed 
letters 'N&J/ R'. Inscrip size 
50mm long x 45mm high with 
letters 23mm high. The '&' 
symbol is smaller than the 
letters; the 'R' positioned under 
the '&' symbol

1127 L19-
E20C

1 1 - Complete domestic/engineer's 
brick in very hard red fabric with 
traces of accidental ?ash 
glaze/gloss. Large rectangular 
frog on top with stamped inscrip 
'TREDECAR' (or poss 
TREDEGAR?). Inscrip length 
100mm x 14mm high. Screw-
head impressions either side of 
inscrip. Similar frog underside 
with screw-head impressions 
either end. L230, W105, T75-80

1130 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 36. Very 
large/heavy CYF furnace brick of
segmented plan (like a wedge of
cheese) with a gently 
curved/convex outer face. The 
broken inner face (pointed end) 
is very heavily vitrified to a slag-
like appearance. No evid of 
inscrip visible - poss obscured? 
Length of curved outer face 
220mm, Width 200mm+, Thick 
100mm. Probably weighs c8kg

1130 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 35. Complete CYF
unusual trapezoidal or wedge-
shaped section furnace brick 
(shape approx like a gold ingot). 
No inscrip. L220, W113, T85 
(base) to T60 (top). Sloping side 
= 113mm long.

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Label almost illegible but 'Brick 
Sample 50' is clear. Large 
complex polygonal CYF furnace 
brick. Adapted from a large brick
basically square in plan (L270 x 
W260) with an off-centre 
diagonal cut making it an 
asymetric pentagon. The other 
sides measure L130, W70 & 
Diagonal cut = 250mm long. The
brick is also slightly wedge-
shaped in section/thickness 
being 70mm thick on left side (to
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left of inscrip) tapering to 50mm 
on right side. Stamped inscrip 
'CALDER/ A0 (1)' (the 1 in a 
circle).

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 58. Complete. 
CYF. Furnace brick wedge-
shaped in section/thickness. 
Unmarked - or else maker's 
mark covered in fine 
mortar/plaster? L220, W115, 
T75-55

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 40. Complete CYF
rectangular furnace brick. Very 
fresh. L230, W115, T75. 
Stamped inscrip 'DOUGLAS X/ 
L' (the L under the X). Top line of
inscrip = 180mm long & whole 
inscrip frame is 60mm deep/high

1189 L19-
E20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 56. Complete hard
red house/domestic brick. 
Frogged both sides. Very dense 
red fabric. Machine made. L225,
W110, T65. The upper surface 
has a narrow round-ended or 
cartouche-shaped frog 
containing stamped inscrip 
'[WHI]TEHEAD' and has screw-
head impressions either side of 
inscrip. Underside has a large 
shallow rectangular frog with 
screw-head impressions. The 
inscribed surface is part-covered
with a very hard light grey 
cement

1189 L19-
E20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 52. Complete but 
damaged light brown CYF 
furnace brick. Machine made. 
Very hard/dense fabric. L227, 
W115, T80. The upper surface 
has stamped inscrip 'DOCKEN' 
within shallow cartouche. Length
of inscrip 120mm x 20mm high. 
Scorched. Very pale grey mortar
adhering

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 41. Complete CYF
furnace brick. Wedge-shaped. 
Identical to that in (1192). 
Stamped 'CALDER'. Inscrip 
length 140mm x 23mm high

1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken ?rectangular CYF 
furnace brick preserving 
complete lower side L230 x T75 
with lower part of stamped 
inscrip 'DOUGLAS/ L' showing
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1189 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 43. Complete CYF
wedge-shaped furnace brick as 
in (1192, elsewhere). Stamped 
inscrip partly obscured by mortar
- probably 'CALDER/ A ' (plus a 
number in a small circle)

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick of 
normal size but with large chip 
missing from one end. L230, 
W115, T75. Stamped inscrip 
'[DO]UGLAS. X. /L' (the 'L' 
positioned under the 'X'

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick, 
wedge-shaped as in (1192) but 
with sharper (broken) narrow 
end/tip rather than squared-off 
end. L200mm+, W115mm, T75-
20mm (20mm at broken tip). 
Possible faint stamped letter 'C' 
on one side

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken CYF furnace brick end of
normal size but with a channel 
or slot running axially along 'top' 
surface. Survivng L115mm+, 
W115, T80

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick. 
Large square form in plan with 
wedge-shaped section. L230, 
W170, T73-45. The 'upper' face 
has stamped inscrip - upper line 
in shallow sunken cartouche 
'CALDER/ A8 (3)' (the 3 in circle)

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick. 
Large, unusual roughly 'T' 
shaped. Or step/plinth-shaped. 
Basically long rectangular 
shaped body 300mm long, 
W110, T75, with broken 
projections (the cross of the 'T') 
at either end, one is 60mm+ 
long, the opposite one 10mm+ &
both 55mm deep. Surviving 
upper/longest length is 60 + 300 
+ 10 = 370mm+ . The 'upper' 
face has stamped inscrip - upper
line in shallow sunken cartouche
'CALDER/ B3 (1)' (the 1 in circle)

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick. 
Long rectangular. L295, W110, 
T75. Stamped inscrip on top 
face in shallow cartouche 
'CALDER/ A L5 (?)' . Stamp 
partly obscured/worn

1190 L19- 1 1 - Complete  CYF  wedge-shaped
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20C furnace  brick  as  in  (1192)  with
'CALDER'  stamped  inscrip
120mm long x 20mm high. Very
fresh

1190 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken CYF furnace brick - prob
originally square/rectangular. 
Broken as in (1189) with 
complete lower side. Stamped 
inscrip 'DOCKEN' within shallow 
cartouche. Brick appears to 
have been deliberately broken 
and squared-off in a roughly 
straight line with a adzed surface
making the brick now 90mm+ 
wide (or high, relative to inscrip 
position)

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Broken CYF furnace brick with 
slot on one side (thickness side).
L190+, W115, T75. Stamped 
inscrip '[DOC]KEN/ --23'

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick of 
normal rectangular plan but 
tapering or gently wedge-shaped
in section along its long axis. 
Length 230, Width 115, 
Thickness 75-45, vertical sides 
& ends. Stamped inscrip 
'CALDER' (see elsewhere in this
catalogue for 2 identical)

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF very thin brick or 
brisket. L224, W112, T32. 
Stamped inscrip on upper 
surface 'DOUGLAS'. Inscrip 
length 120mm x 22mm high

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete very long rectangular 
CYF furnace brick. L345, W110, 
T80. Stamped inscrip on top 
'CALDER'. Inscrip 135mm long x
20mm high

1192 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF furnace brick of 
standard shape. L230, W115, 
T80. Stamped inscrip 
'DOUGLAS X/ L' (with X above 
the L). Inscrip length 150mm 
with letters 25mm high. Very 
fresh condition

1194 L19-
20C

1 1 - Complete CYF very unusual 
furnace brick/box brick of long 
rectangular form with square 
section and circular perforation 
running from end to end 
emerging through a raised rim or
socket at either end. Basically 
like a square bead in form. Tube 
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or perforation possibly to 
conduct hot gases or a structural
metal rod? Length of body 
310mm; total length with sockets
350mm, Width 115mm, Thick 
115mm. Rim diam 70mm, hole 
diam 27mm. Stamped inscrip on
one side 'CALDER/ B12 (1)'  
(the '1' in a circle)

1201 L18-
19C

1 1 - Brick Sample 17. Complete 
ordinary red house brick. 
Reddish-brown fabric. 
Unfrogged. Handmade but fairly 
regular with creased sides. 
L230, W103, T65

1241 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 13. Complete 
unfrogged house brick. 
Fine/dense fabric. Fairly regular 
manufacture. L230, W110, T75

1265 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 72. Complete CYF
furnace/fire brick of standard 
size. L230, W110, T65. Fairly 
roughly made. Brick partly 
covered in white mortar with 
charcoal inclusions. Small faint 
inscrip on upper surface 'R & ?' 
Inscrip size 50mm x 20mm. 
Might be a mis-red or poorly 
stamped example of 'N&J' stamp
in (1084)?

1288 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 64. CYF. Square-
section furnace brick. Broken. 
Length 150mm+, Width 70mm, 
Thick 60mm. Very scorched

1288 L19-
20C

1 1 - Brick Sample 62. CYF. Narrow 
furnace brick end of square 
section as in (1288, Sample 64),
possibly from same brick?

1288 19C 1 1 - Brick Sample 60. CYF. 
Furnace/fire brick. Brick end of 
regular shape L170mm+, W110, 
T60. Fairly crude stamped 
inscrip at one end of brick at 
right angle to long axis 'N&J/ R' 
(the R under the N). See (1084, 
Sample 33) for identical. The 
inscrip is within an area 60mm 
wide x 50mm deep

1503 L19-
20C

0 0 0 0 3 3 142 Frags pale orange-brown curved
pan-tile (roof tile) including edge 
frags. Late-looking

1536 L19-
20C

0 0 0 0 1 1 268 Edge frag curved pan-tile in 
similar but darker orange-brown 
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fabric to (1503). Black 
staining/weatheriing/sooting 
underneath

1538 L19-
20C

0 0 1 0 0 1 193 Brick corner T52mm. Refractory 
yellow ?furnace brick

1540 L19-
20C

0 0 0 0 1 1 61 Edge frag curved pan-tile in 
similar orange-brown fabric to 
(1536)
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APPENDIX B.  TRANSCRIPTION OF A HANDWRITTEN MEMOIR OF THE TYDU NAIL WORKS

 By Bob Spring, 1985 (Roy Stewartson Papers, courtesy of the Department of 
Industry, National Museum of Wales) 

“I  do  not  know  when  wire  nails  were  first  started  to  be  manufactured  at  Rogerstone.  I
understand the first type of nail made was a nail commonly called a 'cut nail' which was made
from steel strip in shape something like 

Various Lengths up to 4”

[cross section] 
Various Thickness 1/16” - 3/16”

also horse nails were made at Rogerstone. The manufacture of this type of nail was still carried
our at Somervilles in Scotland until I left Cardiff in 1941 but had ceased to made at Rogerstone
long before 1931. Whether the initials H.P.W.N. [Huggetts Patent Wire nails] referred to either
types of nail I do not know but what I do know is that one of the vertical presses for making
these articles on we used to make BUCKLES on which we made about 20 tons per month
along with the pins which were cut off on nail making m/c [machine] 1/4”, 5/16” & 3/8” dia[meter]
approx between 2” - 3” length, and shipped with STRIP at Rogerstone Castle Works to New
Zealand & India for baling wool, hessian etc., hence the name 'Baling Buckles and Pins'. Sizes
of Buckles 2” - 3”  square with square hole punched from hot rolled strip approx 3/16” - 1/4”
thick.

                                                                                    plan cross section

The large m/c for cutting off the pins was the only m/c at Cardiff when I left in April 1941 which
still had the wooden spring.
The nail works at Rogerstone was separated from the main Castle Works by about 3/4 of a mile
connected by a railway. Its main use was feeding the nail dept. with empty railway wagons for
loading nails for dispatch to various points. There was a narrow lane off the main road used for
the delivery of wire from Coverack Rd Newport for the making of wire nails [and] also use[d] for
dispatching of finished nails [&] goods to various parts, a method of dispatch which increased
considerably as time went on.
The  main  building  was  very  old  stone  built  with  a  few  bits  and  pieces  added  such  as  a
carpenters  shop  aptly  made  of  wood,  for  making  cases  for  packing  nails,  general  repairs,
moulding “bells”, and where control of the water turbine was controlled. This turbine drove the
shafting of  15 large m/cs which had wooden springs for  the movement  of  the slides which
headed the nails and worked the “cut off” slides. All nails were headed & cut off on the same
m/c and were single blow m/cs. 4 m/cs made size approx range of 4” x 7 gauge, 8 m/cs 6” x 4
gauge, 2 m/cs 8” x 5/16,[and] 1 m/c 12” x 3/8. This latter m/c [unclear] had to cut off nails over
8” length. Its main function was to make Tram Nails 3” x 3/8 used in collieries for holding down
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the wagon rails  underground or Pipe Nails used in the building trade for fastening brackets
which held in C.I. piping [cast iron] in the wall. [a note in another hand at this point states that
the water turbine was destroyed by a flood, although the attribution is unclear]
Up to the latter part of 1932 the other manufactory machinery was driven by two gas engines
carefully looked after by Jack Walsh. From them all producer m/cs were belt driven from over
head shafting 3 lines + 1 line which [was] driven by a line underground tunnel + the shaking
barrels were over head driven. The machines in the tool room were always [over head driven]
and the fitting shop m/cs driven over head shafting by an electric motor. All the tools used were
made in the tool room by 4 tool makers + a few youths from high speed steel [as opposed to
carbon steel which did not last as well] (Huntsman Blue Label) and heat treated in small gas
furnaces. All  the running repairs were done by 3 fitters and a blacksmith, striker and a few
youths.  Any items such as welding I  had to call  on the fitting shop at  Castle  Works,  same
applied to the electrical side, the aid was always quickly forthcoming. 
With the exception of Tram Nails, Pipe Nails & baling buckle[s], pins were made of from drawn
wire i.e. round, oval, grooved or square grooved, a very few from jagged wire or mild steel, a
very few stainless and a few copper & aluminium. 
The grooved nails [were produced] at approx 5-10 tons per month, had a 'rose head' and [were]
exported  to  New Zealand  and mainly  8”  -  6”  in  length  x  3  –  4  gauge.  The groove  added
considerably to the strength &I do not remember a complaint re bending.
The varied types of nails used & made today were not called for.  Up to the time I left Cardiff
[the types of nails made] were Chequered Heads, Round Shanks, Oval Broads, Lock Heads,
Tran, Pipe nails, Panel Pins, Veneer Pins, Pointless Nails, Staples Cut and Sliced Points from
galvanized wire and bright wire. At Rogerstone we had our own hot spelter & galvanizing plant
[which] worked 3 shifts. Nails which needed electro plating & galvanizing had to be done by
outside contractors.
It was always interesting  I found to look at the use of some of the items we made(i.e.) rake
teeth for garden rakes to [unclear] 1” x 14 lath nails always in heavy demand for the building
trade. Likewise clout nails 1” x 16, similar in shape to the lath nail, again in great demand for
packing  tomatoes  from  the  Channel  Islands.  2”  to  3”  x  5  Rd  [round]  Roofing  Nails  who
galvanized sheets roofing Tenter Hooks 1” x 13g used in tea chest boxes. 

Round Roofing Pin Tenter Hook Other Shaped Hooks

Other Shaped Hooks [for] fastening steel bands around wooden barrels, pointless nails again a
good demand packing tinplates: a pointless nail does not split the wood.
I suppose a number of these types of nail must have ceased to be required by the advanced
method of packaging. 
The exporting packing was mostly shipped in steel kegs which we made on the [slab?] from 20-
22 gauge best defective sheets purchased from Lysaght [Lysaght's Steel Company] of Newport
@ £4 per ton. The kegs varied in height according to the size of nail& weight required, the
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dia[meter] 15”, the height 9” - 24”. One woman + I youth made all the kegs required: method
sheet cut off of length required, passed through rollers to give cylinder shape, 'clipped at each
end',  the lipping pressed tight,  the lid  cut  round,  lipped pressed into  cylinder  [unclear]  then
riveted, painted red. Average extra cost of the packaging as against bags 1/6 a[verage] per cwt
[hundredweight]. The use of venesta [a lightweight composite of layers of oak or chestnut glued
with a waterproof cement] cases was a popular method for the export. Really it was a plywood
barrel as against a steel one we had to purchase from Venesta. 
The home trade in general called for [unclear] bags. Quite a demand for the smaller type of nail
to be packed in packets 1lb -7lb. We employed 4 girls on this work. The method of packing 4” &
longer on the jigger was transferred to Cardiff.
Our method at Rogerstone for the taking away of the nail for the final bagging at Cardiff had
similarities,  but  took  the hard work  out  of  the  job  at  Rogerstone.  We had to  use a similar
container at the heading m/c, take it round to a square, hexagon or round barrel into which the
nails were loaded approx 2 cwt, sawdust added, rotated for about 15 mins, emptied into a tray,
shovelled into [riddle?], which worked by hand, the polished nails sent by hand on trolleys to
weigh? for packing. The nippings sold as scrap, the sawdust burnt.
The wire drawing plant at Rogerstone was 1 single hole block in 1931. When we closed the
plant consisted of 5 blocks which worked two shifts + a Farmer Norton 6 block continuous m/c.
It was I believe only the 2nd or 3rd m/c Farmer Norton built. What happened to it in the wire
drawing plant at Cardiff I cannot bring to mind. 
The output at Rogerstone when I went there in April  1931 as a very raw young person was
about 20 tons per week, and we finished at about 600 tons per week. We did not have many
m/cs made by [unclear] as after dly [delivery] of the first few the balance were made by Bayliss
Jones  and  Bayliss  of  Wolverhampton  [also  a  GKN  company  at  this  time].  The  effort  &
cooperation & enthusiasm to build that output was wonderful.
The sales side of the of the nail works was always carried out by the screw division at Heath St.
At the nail works the office staff I had consisted of 1 male who worked the wages out for which I
was responsible, 2 female typists, 2 young men who did the invoicing & sending out delivery
notes  [and]  give  out  credit  notes  on instruction  from B'ham.  All  orders  were sent  to  us  on
special  forms by the nail  dept.  sales office.  When goods were dispatched we extended the
prices, sent a copy to Heath St. It was our duty to reply to all queries re delay? etc, complaints,
arrange  shipment  and  all  our  transport  in  conjunction  with  GKN Transport  which  I  believe
[unclear] BL James Cardiff, +1 store keeper + 1 male who did very useful office duties.
There is a lot I can tell you about the removal & layout etc. and about the commercial side. Up
to  the  time I  left  it  was  always  accept[ed]  that  Heath  St  did  this  work.  Mr  Harding  always
accepted [the] same, the method I believe now has altered. 
Cement coating was another finish required for a number of customers for use in packing goods
in wooden crates [unclear] hot climate countries. The coating was a mixture of Resin Chilae
[and] a small quantity of methylated spirit. The nails which were to be coated were loaded into
an ordinary shaking barrel and rumbled for about 10/15 minutes left to drain and packed into
bags or kegs. 
The idea of this coating was when used in the hot climate the nails when driven into the wood
case the heat would make the finish become sticky thus giving a better holding power. 
The tool setters in all cases started as 'wivers' on the production machines. The output varied
from 25 per min to 120 per min. This was on the old type of m/c not the [Waker?] type. I believe
before 1931 a number of various other articles were made on the staple m/cs (i.e.) small hooks,
split rings, pig rings & numerous shapes of staples”.
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APPENDIX C.  TRANSCRIPTION OF A GENERAL HISTORY OF THE WORKS

1980s, author unknown. (Roy Stewartson papers, Courtesy of the Department of 
Industry, National Museum of Wales.)

'Huggets Patent Wire Nail Dept' 

Wire Nails

Nettlefolds Ltd commenced making wire nails during the early part of 1870 at Imperial  Mills
Smithwick. As a wire mill had also been laid down in an adjacent building the nail shop were
assured of a cheap and near source of raw material. The machines then in use were made by
Watkins of Birmingham. During 1904-5 the plant was transferred to Rogerstone¹, some 3  ½
miles  from  the  wire  drawing  plant  which  had  already  been  installed  at  Newport,
Mon[mouthshire]². The [unclear]  plant  drawing its  supplies  of  wire  rods from Castle  Works,
Rogerstone. Although the depts were in close proximity external transport road & rail had to be
used to keep each dept supplied. During 1907-8 the whole of the nail machines were scrapped
& new high speed machines were installed. The nail output steadily rose from 25-50 tons per
week  [un]til  it  reached  a  peak  of  approx.  200  tons³ per  week  (1918).  During  the  1920s4

demands fell,  mainly through competition from the continent & the plant was practically idle.
During the year 1930 a tariff was put on all foreign nails & the plant was then able to restart in
earnest. During the years 1931-7 the nail machines were again scrapped & more speedy & up-
to-date plant installed. The tonnage rose rapidly & the whole plant worked night and day. The
tonnage by now having reached 500 per week. During 1935-7 Castle Works, Cardiff gradually
got under way & as the rods, wire and nails were all produced under practically one roof it will
be seen what an enormous advantage this was. Handling facilities were improved and the nail
tonnage gradually grew. Further new machines were installed and during 1952 10005 tons per
week were produced. The machines are well  serviced, mainly in situ, wire and rod supplies
readily available. This enabled the nail plant to work its full 128 hours per week.

¹  Rogerstone H.P.W.N. Dept 1904-5 to 1936-7.
2  Imperial Mills Coverack Road, Newport.
3 Average 1914-18 war years 125-150 tons per week.
4 One period 1923-25 25 tons per month.
5 1059 tons 1952 net figures.
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APPENDIX E.  SUMMARY OF SITE DETAILS

Site name: Tydu Works and Tregwilym Fach Farm, Jubilee Park, Rogerstone,
Newport
Site code: NEJU13
Grid reference:  ST 2675 8775
Type: Evaluation and Excavation 
Date and duration: October to November 2013
Area of site: c 1ha
Summary of results: Between September and November 2013 Oxford Archaeology (OA)
undertook a series of watching briefs, evaluations and area excavations at the Tydu works site
and adjacent Tregwilym Fach Farm outbuildings, in Rogerstone, Newport,  South Wales. The
archaeological  works were undertaken ahead of  the redevelopment  of  the area for  a mixed
development comprising residential, commercial, leisure and educational facilities.
The excavations of the Tydu works site focused on the area of main works building and also the
adjacent stores buildings and workers cottages. In addition to a pre-works field boundary, the
excavations uncovered the stone walls of the late 18th century works building and the leat that
powered the original water wheel.  The remains of two stores buildings and part of a row of
workers cottages were also investigated. The rake out pits for 19th century furnaces associated
with the annealing of plate metal, and the tinplating of the sheets were excavated. Modifications
to the main works building in the late 19th and early 20th century  when the works produced
nails were investigated, as was a railway, added to communicate with the Rogerstone works to
the south. No evidence was uncovered for a postulated early copper works on the site. 
During the Second World War the works was converted to the processing of aluminium for the
production  of  aircraft  parts.  The  bases  of  two  large  boilers  that  powered  the  works  and
associated machine bases were investigated, in addition to the modifications to the main works
building.
The evaluation of the Tregwilym Fach Farm out buildings revealed an original floor, and later
truncations.
Location of archive: The archive is currently held at  OA, Janus House, Osney Mead,
Oxford,  OX2 0ES,  and will  be deposited  with  the Newport Museum and Art  Gallery  in  due
course, under the following accession number: TBC
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Figure 1: Site location
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Figure 2: Rogerstone Tithe Map (detail) 1844
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OOS County Series: MONMOUTHSHIRE 1:2,500 1883© Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Limited 2014 all rights reserved. This map may not be reproduced without permission. 523448097

Figure 3 : 1883 1:2,500 OS map
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OOS County Series: MONMOUTHSHIRE 1:10,560 1886-1887© Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Limited 2014 all rights reserved. This map may not be reproduced without permission. 523448097

Figure 4 : 1886-7 1:10,560 OS Map
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Figure 5: c.1886 Works Plan
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OS County Series: MONMOUTHSHIRE 1:2,500 1901© Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Limited 2014 all rights reserved. This map may not be reproduced without permission. 523448097
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Figure 6 : 1901 1:2,500 OS map



OOS County Series: MONMOUTHSHIRE 1:2,500 1920© Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Limited 2014 all rights reserved. This map may not be reproduced without permission. 523448097
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Figure 7 : 1920 OS County series 1:2,500 OS Map



Figure 8 : Works Sketch Plan (Unattributed c.1980s)
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Figure 14: Section of ditch 1313
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Plate 3: Ditch 1313. View to south
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Plate 3: Ditch 1313. View to south

Plate 4: Culverted leat 1257. View to north-west
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Plate 5: Wall 1256. View to north-west 

Plate 6: Arched top of culverted leat 1255 overlain by wall 1200. View to north
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Plate 7: Drain 1201. View to north-west

Plate 8: Walls 1111 and 1112 with stanchion base 1113. View to east
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Plate 9: Rake out pit 1059. View to north-west

Plate 10: Rake out pit 1008. View to west
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 Plate 11: Building 1253 and section 1008. View to north-west

Plate 12: Walls 1545 and 1547. View to south
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Plate 13: Wall 1309. View to south
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Plate 16: View of cottages. View to south-east.

Plate 17: Floor 1538 and beam slot 1534. View to north-west
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Plate 18: Concrete walls 1104 and 1135. Brick drain cover 1105 in foreground. View to north-east

Plate 19: Drains 1022 and 1024 overlying the remains of brick rake out pit 1030. View to north-east
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Plate 21: Machine base 1035. View to north
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Plate 23: Boiler base 1189, detail of arch at north-east end of central flue. View to north-east

Plate 24: Machine base 1182. View to south-east
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Plate 25: Machine base 1181. View to south-east

Plate 26: Evaluation Trench 2, brick floor 200. View to south-west
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